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Note to readers 

This overview is the fruit of the regular contributions made by 12 independent 
correspondents, who together make up the RIMET (Information Network on 
Migrations from Non-Member States). 

Drafted by Claude-Valentin Marie with the support of the Commission, the report 
looks at the developments which took place in Member States in 1992 • 

The information contained in this report does not necessarily reflect either the 
position or views of the Commission of the European Communities • 
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The' social and political climate surrounding the events, debates and decisions- relating 

to immigration and integration in 1992 was one of both hope and fear. 

Hope came first of all from Germany. After a long period of procrastination and excuse-:

seeking on the part of certain authorities and sections of the population, a momentum got 
' I / ' . . -. ' . 

underway· to try to stem the rising tide of right-wing extremism and racist violence whi~ 

~~ contaminating virtually ... of Europe. This mobilisation against xenO}lPobia1 was 
symbolised by the human-chain candlelight protests, particularly in Berlin, where one 

such protest attracted more _than 100 000 people u~er the- banner "~U(II(lll dignity is 

inviolable •. 2 

I 
· The· hope seemed all the more justified in that the gravity of the German situation helped 

to alert qte oth~ Member States, all of. which have since exercised greater_ caution in 

playing the immigration 'card fc)r- political ends, being more_ aware now of the potential 

pitfalls. This was the c&se in Spain, which has also seen a revival of xenophobia.

Following a series of violent acts, the murder in Madrid of a wo~ of Dominican 
' - ' 

origin ~~Cd a wave of emotion and was debated in Parliament l. 

1 Many Landor havo a1ao orpnilod infonnation campaigns t~ explain the contribution which foR:ign workcn mako 
~ the country's economic ~· -

_ 2 _ Extract from Article 1
1 
of Germany's Basic law. 

3 Tho Minister oftho Interior took tho viow that thiS crime did not reflect wide-spread racism in Spanish aocicty 
but was the action of a. minority. For their J,ut, tho PSO£ (governing party) and tho Partido Popular (maiO 
oppoaition party) believe that any probloms which occur uo due not ~.the actual numbers of immi&mnts but to 
~ rate .. of entl)' and their uceuivo concp~ in aomo n=giona. 'In the previous month tho Cpngrca•· of 
Doputies had uMnimoully ipproved a dciclaration ~ all·forrnl Or racism and. xoilophobia. · 

•/' 

' . ': ' .~ "• :· 
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In Italy. the same worries led to the organisation of a March in· Milan, at the erid of 

.January, by trade-union organisations and more than 150 · associations -of differing 

,political and religious persuasions. The aim was to draw the attention of the government 

and the general publi(: not only to the situation . in Italy but also to the threat arising · 

elsewhere in Europe•. 

In the Netherlands a national petition against xenophobia was launched in ¥arch 1992, 

instigated by a coalition of associations~ trade unions and religious organisations~ At the 

same time, at a demonstration org~ised in Amsterdam the Prime Minister warned that 

people should not be tempted.to blame the ethnic. minorities for the country's. problems.· · 

Nevertheless, the fear ·remains· that this awakening will not be enough to stem the 

upsurg~ of racism and xenophobia engendered by an economic crisis which, to those at 

the bottom of the heap, seems to have no end in sight. It is a crisis which is driving a 

growing number of adult workers to despair and· depriving their ~hildren of any concept 

of collective life or SQCial cohesion. With the re~orseless rise in unemployment, the . 

former can only \vatch helplessly as the fruitS of their. years of gainful employment 

~llapse aroUnd them and their children, whom they can no longer support, slip beyond 

their control. The ramifications are serious: with more jobs disappearing than being 

created, the world of work offers these adolescents no more chance to build a future than 

did the world of school to overcome the difficulties of tbeii backgrounds. It is not in the 

least surprising, therefore, that these young people should be in. the front line of the new. 

violence afflicting our to~ns and 'suburbs today. Or~ worse, in the front line of the racist 

violence which all too often results in deaths. 

4 1bo slogan for thU ~h wu: ~Action apirist all forma of racism. Por a ·Europe of rights, solidarity and 
. peaceful ,coexiatcnco. For Italian hospitality and solidarity•. ' 

.. 
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With the economy in crisis, spciet)i in .d~sarray and civic and moral V31ues collapsing, 

people have begun to tum their sights on the ·same old. target: the foteignet, the 

immigrant, the refugee. "Fear of the future", the title given by Beate Winckler to one 

of her articles, accurately reflects the climate of the past year. A fear shared both by 

. the populations ·of Burope and the foreigners who have settled lrl Europe$. 
c -

In the face of these. events - some worrying, others more reassuri~g - ~ growing 

consensus has emerged on the response reqUired: firstly, the need to· control flows 

slrl:ctly, secondly, the need .to keep the door .open for certain groups, and thirdly the need 

to give more heed tO the integratiOn of foreigners or minorities, in view of the fact that 

current economic and social difficulties are increasing the risks of schisms or conflicts

between groups. These three objectives are almost unanimously seen as the three . 

essential planks of any immigration policy.· 

-......._ 

Already Iegaided as urgent in 1991, ·the need for stricter immigration control was voiced ) 

even m~ . firmly in 1992. ~ as a $i,.e qUil non for the other ·two objectives \ 

mentioned, this point has found 'broad agreement among governments at CQmmunity ·. 

1evel . and also ~ten. the ruling and opposition parties . at ·national level. This is 

particularly evident in Denmark 6 and even more so· in Spain, where the most ~n~ 

communication on immigration ·from the national di~torate of the .. Partido. Pop~lar. 

(December 1992) refers explicitly to a "wide-ranging lliJiitmal agreement in1 respect. of · 

migrblion policy "1
• 

This consensus underlines the importance which Member States attach to illegal 

immigration and asylum seekers. ~eir concerns : stem from the -visio~ they have · 

conceived - some justifiably, others exaggcntedly - Qf a dual 'threat posed by the steadily. 
' , I ' , , , 

worsening position ·of the southern countrieS ·and the. political upheavals in -the· ~t. · . 

. . . 

'- Analysing tho akuation in Oonnany, B. Wincldor conaidctt it to be all the more- worrying in that cxploitat~on of t • 

th'c situation for politicaJ enda hu tended to ..... the IJamc& of x~phobia and to induce in some qualtera. a 'halrc!d .. ,. t: 
· of forcipn. She streuea tho problema faced by Oermany's leaders in thcit attempts to establish a clear counc 

of policy cap&blc of countering the outbunt of violence. 

4 The vote on ~rea ·to ~ imrniaraUon was oppoaed on only t\¥9 frontS in Dcnm8rk: the Socialistik 
Folkepaltiet found them too hAnh And tho Fteinskridspartiet (popular right) found thorn too lax. 

7 TbOrc it compiCito a8ftiCmenl .between tho prirlcip8J partkw .-·tho gov~ en the .. ~ immiJraticm policy, 
1 

·as won u on the refonn oftho Law concOming fONipen and the Law governing asylum ~·Je!Uge .. '-

I• 

J 

• ~ I 
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As far as the situation of the southern countries is concerned, it is quite true that the 

deterioration witnessed in recent years seems to exceed even the most pessimistic 

forecasts. Whatever models they have· chosen to adopt since the end of ce>lonialisation, . 

the vast m•jority of these countries seem unable_ to break out of the infernal cycle of 

population explosion, food dependence and massive debt: a negative..~piral which leaves 

popuiations with· no option other than exodus or immigration. · · . 

The most visible signs of this are the increases in .the number of illegal immigrants and 

asylum seekers in the northern. countries. These, at least, are what feed ~e fears and 

fantasies .. of the developed ~eties and give credence .. in the colleetive COftsciousness · 

.-to the kteaof being invaded. 

· Matters have been aggravated by the political upheavals in the East. The main brunt has 

been borne by Germany, which has seen an exponential growth in the number of asylum 

seekers, from 193 000 in 1990 to 438 000 in 19928• Pub~c opinion .in Germany could 

obviously not remain indifferent to this. But without wishing·to underplay the part which 

migratory pressures and the consequences of the collapse of the "Eastern Bl~" have 

·played in creating Germany's present difficulties9, it is probable, as indicated by B. 

Winckler, that the resurgent violence h8s been fuelled by the· disastrous economic and · 

social situation of the new Linder. This socio-economic explanation for the _climate of 

violence against foreigners applies even more. to the other Mem~r States,. which have 

not had to· contend with the massive inflows of populations which . Germany is 

ex~encing b)day. 

Moreover, however significant the statistics and however undeniable the un~erlying 

realities, they must not be atlowed to disguise _tJte fact that lt is .the southern countries 

8
. Meanwhile, as these numbers have been increasing the ra.tca of recogniqon of refugee status has been dccJinins, 

from 16.2'1. ~ 1986 to 6.9'1 in 1991, and down further to 4.3% in 1992. An estimated 1.1 ~ pcnons 
(recognised political refugees or persons refuaed refugee status but not expelled) have .arrived in Gennany over 
the last few yai.r:s. 

9 In addition to the steep increase in the numbers of asylum seekers Gennany has also seen the "repatriation" of 
many of"- own immi&ranta (Auuicdlcr), another oonsoquence of the upheavals which have taken place in Eutcm . 
Europe. While this return of members of Gennan minorities scattered throughout central and .outcm Europe ia 
not a new phenomenon, it has taken on an cntilcly new dimension since the end of the 1980.. Of Ocaman stock, 
these "~" eqjoy in:unediele entitlement to Gonnan nationality (Article 116 of the Bu~ Law) 8lld 
~naiderablc · reaoun:ot have bocQ allocatod to .aid their r:c-iatogration. But ·their nUmben a.v.- P9Wil to ateeply 
that since 1990 they have also been required to go thmillh application folma.titiea prior to tbe·acco~~ procedurea. 

". . 

. .... 

.. 

',\ .. 
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. themselves whi9h suffer. most as a .result of this aCceleration in international.mobility~.! 

we·need more than ever to be aware of this truth, because it contains the,seed, if we do 
! ' 

not take care, for even worse social and political explosions than wtt have witneSsed so· · 

'I 

Accordingly, Europe and the developed world in general cannot afford simply to sit bapk 

. an~ impose selective, i!tdefinite restrictions on the freedom of movement and 

establishment of persons. Not only for altruistic reasons, but also out· of self-interest, 
. ' 

mey should instead be committed to encouraging development in the countries Concerned, 

so as tO revive that «her fundamental right of man:. the "right .to remain"~ 

For ·the. moment, there ·is an irrefutable need to conduct a reasoned analysis of the 

migrations towards Europe and to put their impact 'intQ perspective ~ith the tragedies 

being enacted in other regions of the world. As far as illegal immigration is concerned, 

the most dramatic turns of events this year seem to have occurred in Spain and, to an 

. even greater exter)t, Greece. The Greek authorities are particularly concerned about the 

numberS ··of illegal· arrivals of Albanians since these are OO,curring against .a. s~ily 

worsening economic background and a Soaring crime rate blamed on certain groups, 

serving. to harden public resentJnent ,:>f foreigners. Anger raged when it was reported ' 

that armed gangs coming from Albania were carrying out raids on Greek frontier 

villages; In view of the gravity of the situation, the government decided to send in the 

· army to keep. the peace. A further factor ·is that large. numbers of people· have been: 

_arriving via Turkey~ glving rise to tension in relations between the two countries: the 

Oreek authorities criticise TUrkey for alloWing the, traffickers to operate _from· Turkish 

sail with impunity. The same type-oftraftic can be found in other Member States (Spain 

. and Germany)~ albeit in different forms. While these,types of incident ntaY prov~de fuel 
- . ' . / 

for Iaten, racism, instances of di~rimination or violenee are still isolated in Greece. 

In. the general con~xt ,of fear provoked by iliegal imnligration, the particular case of the 

Uni~ Kingdom needs mentioning. According to the Home Secretary, the nu·mber o( 

· illegat immigrants entering the Urtited _Kingdom is "negligible" and thee slight increase· 

·in expulsiQDs is due more to increased . efficiency on the part of the authorities than to. , 
\ - ' 

any· increase in the flows of :illegal immigrants. Of 23 293 ·expulsions· or®red in. 1991, · 

almost · 80~. (l8 182) were Q{ persons .~rehended· ,.; entry. iatri U~ited . King~om · 

·\ 

··,, . 

:): .. ·. 
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territory. Th~ figures help to explain the United Kingdom's ~luctance to abolish 

controls at its frontiers and replace them .by controls wi~in the country. · 

As regards asylum seekers, and leaving aside Germany which we have already discussed, 

the coun~es most affected were Belgium, Denmark and -·a new development ... two of 

the more southerly Member States, Spain and Italy. In contrast, the problem receded 

in Fl8!lce, where the authoriti~ seem. to have found an effective aqd acceptable sOlution, 

at least· as far as public opinion is· concerned. A similar situation obtained 'in the 

Netherlands, where flows seem to have been better controlled than .in the past. 

As expected, the conflict in the former Yugoslavia had an immediate knock-on effect 

throughout virtl}ally all of the Community, including Ireland, which had previously 

managed to avoid the problem of asylum seekers. Nevertheless, the politi~ consensus 

mentioned earlier remained intact. A~r an initial reaction of sympathy and openness "on 

humanitarian grounds", the restrictive and selective admission. policies mentioned ~lier 

$00n regained.'the upper hand. The concern was to avoid creating any breach in the 

admissions cOntrol system which might lead to new inflows of populations. Accordingly, .. 

the common policy adopted was to make it clear to refugees from the former Yugoslavia 

that they were.being admitted on "humanitarian" grounds and on a purely •temporary" · 

basis. 

Having said that, apart from the difficulties in deciding who deserves to be admitted and 

who does not, the case of the former Yugoslavia sharply underlines the contradictory 

nature of "a lasting temporary arrangement. "Not one of the host countries.has managed 

to eontrol the "duration" ·of this "temporary arrangement" (with good reason), and all are 

finding. ·it extremely difficult to establish a sim~le and consistent rule concerning the 

status and rights of the persons concerned. 

The problem had already arisen in 1~1, with the "tolerated aliens" in the Netherlands . 

and-the "rejected asylum seekers" in France. It led this year in Denmark to the adC!ption 

of a new Law granting temporary n"ght of asylum to victims of civil war, and in the 

Netherlands to a scheme for the issuing of conditional residence permits. This obviously 
... ' 

has major implications f~ the future. The risk is·that with each day that passes more_and 
,.· 

more people will be eligible tQ ·claim refugee status as defined by the Geneva ~vention, 

) 

·_ .. --·--· 
.... ',• 

* 
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yet no new statUs corresponditlg mote accurately to the reality .of their situation .will have 
. ' . . ( ' 

been created. 

Generally speaking, the systems devised by each of the Member States to overcome the 

problem show cl¢a.r similarities. France's policy ·of· examining applications more 

rigorously and being more selective in .granting asylum seems gradually to be winning 

general approval. On the o~ hand,. this dual. restriction also means that ce~n 

natiOilalities no longer stand any ch8nce at all of being accepted . 

Despite being overwhelmingly ·in. favour of a stricter immigration .~licy (greater control 

of flows, and restrictions in respect of pe~ent residence)10
; certain Member States 

(Germany, Luxeinbourg, Spain and. Italy) nevertheless. wish to keep open the option of 

a labour ~licy. Through vaxjous arrangemel)ts .(quotas, temporary contracts, etc.), they 

are doing all they can' to .keep the door open for fresh inflows of workers •. to 'meet the 
. ' ~ 

requirements of the market. This dual approach, contradictory in appear3nce only, was· 
~ - ' ' 

noted in the previous report and is now confirm¢. The need for a limited· ~urse to 

foreign labour helps to explain why the· Spanish and German authorities, for ~xample~ . 

are at pains to combat the xenophobic tendencies of their citizens by , stressing th~ 

benefits which foreign wQrkers bring to· the economy11
• 

Finally, there is the question of integration. All governments are becoming aware of:\ 

. urgent need for ambitious policies' in this field. But while the diagnosis may be the same 

in all countries, the. attention given to··the problem and the ·resources all~ted . for 

tackling it are not always commensura~ with the needs identified. 

The southern Member States, which have only more recently had to contend with· the 

realities of immigration, have appeared keen"r to~ tighten up their control arrangements 
' - ' ' . 

than to launch an ambitious integration policy. Portugal is a case .in point. 'fhe .go-Clhead 

10 In Spain, the v~ Left differs in that it wilhcl to refonn ~ Law conco~ foreigners JO as to limit 
the government's prerogative&. while at the ~ time conlidering ·it impouible to sot an immigrant qUQta 

. . ·(. 

to channel migratozy flows. It ha,a (along with some nationalist parti~) unsuccessfully put forward- · 
propoJills to refonn tho Law concerning foreigners. · , 

l1 In Oonnany, whore tho demographic forecast. of tho Federal .&atistical Officq ·point ~luctably to an 
agOirig population. a stUdy by the Institute for Economic Research. (RWI). ~- the positive 
contribution made by foreigners. 

,·.I. 

-:·.· 

' ~ ' \ 
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given by the PortUguese Parliament to the government for a major reform of the 

·legislation concerni~g foreigners has ·highlighted the ab~nce of a ·global yislon ·of the 

problem,· particularly as regards the integration of foreigners. 

The more northerly· M~ S~, with longer experience of the immigratiQn problem, 

generally seem to be more convinced of the importance of long-term action in this field. 

Although their integration models may differ, there is a convergent trend ·towards a 
policy linking specific pl'()grammes more closely with ordinary law programmes. 

The policy also places strong emphasi~ on the revitalisation of social relations in urban 

environments and on local initiatives bringing together decision-makers, preyention 

services and beneficiaries. This reflects a greater· awareness of the difficulties specific 

to certain suburbs in the major conurbations. The urban policy developed in France, and 

the adjustments made to it in 1992, typify this approach. But there is no doubt that the 

country which did most to further integration policy in 1992 was Denmark. The 

resolution on "better · integrstion of the rights of foreigners" adopted by the Danish 

Parliament marks a sea-change in Denmark's traditional approach to im~gration 

questions and reflects ·a new desire for a- more rounded and· more coordinated approa.Ch. 

Whatever the approach chosen; the need to foster greater integration is more pressing 

.than-ever, since there can be no doubt that the violence mentioned earlier is not simply 

~ ques~on of the hostility of certain citizens towards new immigrants but is also, linked 

(directly or indirectly) to the question of integration, in other ·words to the treatment of 

long-stand~g foreign populations in each of the ~ember States and, even more, to the 

future that lies in store for their children. 

Once again the situation ob~rved in Denmark serves as an example. Attacks and acts 

of aggression against immigrants and refugees12 have been more frequent this year, and 

tensions between sections of the pOpulation have becOme more evident. There has been 

more attention focused on the growth of street gang~ and criminal.·activities involving 

adolescents and on acts of direct violence perpetrated at certain public events, although 

12 The diuolution of the Sutom Bloc. the inflow of refu~ frorR the fo~r Yugotla!fia and the prospect 
of the removal of fronti.Or contmls between EC couRtrics bavo reopened the debate. as to the number _of 
foreigners which Denmark can receive. 

''• ... · .. · 
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it has not been possible to carry out any real assessment of the pature and extent of such 

phenomena. 

There is a similar situation 'in Belgium, where there appears to have been greater conflict . 

between the· police and immigrant communities. There bave.been numerous ~instances 

where "sttong arm" police tactics have caused violent reactions, sometimes degenerating 

. into riots. This situation has been exploited by the extreme right, which has used the 

opportunity to diversify· its activities . 

In other Community countries the situation has indisputably grown calmer; but vigilance 

is called for since the slightest incident could upset the fragile peace. France and the 

--- Netherlands fall into this category. In the N~edands, · although there appears to be 

growing opposition to the continued arrival of-asylum seekers, there is no indication of 

outrig~tintoleraftce towards foreigners. Two surveys provide ample evidence of this dual 

attitude found in Dutch society. ,, 

The first shows that 85% of Dutch people want stricter control .of asylum Seekers, wi~ 

10% considering that the Netherlands, should not accept any more and 30% wanting to 

see a reduction in the number of those already in the country. Moreover~ a third_ of those 

· . interviewed want asylum seekers to be accommodated in closely guarded centres pending . 4 

eumination of their ease. And ~ majoritY want to see those who lose their case deported ' 

to their own country immediately, if necessary by ·force. 

The second survey' takes a broader look at pu~lic opinion in the Netherlands regarding 

the presence of· foreigners. While i~ somewhat tempers the severity of the preceding 

stirvey13
' it mQre importantly reveals new differences of opinion as ·to integration and the . 

resultant constraints. While 14% of those interviewed believe that immigrants should 

adapt to all the ruleS and standards of the host society, the majonty (roughly' 50%) feel 

-that they are required to, do so only in respect of certain aspects, ·the main one being 

learning the Dutch language (three-quarters of those interviewed believe that immigran~s 

should be obliged, to learn the language, with the others ·stating that. it is up to the 

13 1'hree quarten of those intcl"riewed in this teCOnd survey ~naider the country to be too heavily 
populated. Howovor, YOuns pOopte and, more broadly, thwJe living alongside ethftic nUnorltiei display 
greator tolerance towards the new arrivals. · . 

·- -:~ '!!; ......... ~.""' ... --.- ~- t~ 
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immigrant$ themselves to learn it if they want to). Finally, a third of those interviewed 

. consider ~e Is~c culture to be a menace, while the majority (59%) do nQt. 

The situation in the Netherlands is comparable to that· observed in France. For both the 

general public and politicians the question of immigration has, at l~t.during this period~ 

ceased to form the central plank of ideological debate14
• But this low~ring of tension in 

no way indicates that the fundamental-problems are settled, nor that there has beeJi any 

softening ·of ·opinion vis-A-vis foreigners or, more broadly, peoples of foreign origin. 

This is confirmed by an opinion poll carried out on behalf .of the Commission _on Human 

Rights. 

Compared with the findings amongst Dutc~ people, this survey indicates that the French 

take a g~erally more negative view and, in particular, are more Selective in terms of 

groups targeted. To begin with, monf French people than before (60% of those 

interviewed, up 6% m a year) seem to _be convinced that~ presence of foreigners is

in no way beneficial and is in fact a burden on the economy. According to this survey, 

•immigrants" are the group wi~ whom French people feel least solidarity, just ahead-of 

drug addicts., 

The negative nature of, this assessment is reinforced by th~ fact that this rejection of 

"immigrants" is not a rejection of foreigners in general, but of specific groups. -Around 
\ 

60% of those interviewed believe that there are neither too many Asians nor tpo many

Europeans from Mediterranean countries. Two groups are targeted more particularly: 

"Arabs" and -"Blacks". They induce an "invasion" mentality15
, their numbers being 

viewed in purely subjective terms regardless of the true figures. 70% of those 

interviewed believe that there- are •too mti1ry A_rabs" in. France and just under 50%. 

believe that there are "too mmty- Blacks~. . 

14 Evidence of this is to bo found both in the Council of State's judgment on the "Islamic v~il" caac and in , 
the -atcpa taken to deal with tho80 whose claims for asylum have been rejected. In the fll'll case, while 
tho judgment has aroused different opinions, it has not aparbd any outbunta similar to thoae of Autumn · 
1989, and as for the problem of rejected claims for asylum, this is now -being treated as a "technical" 
dossier under tho nonnal administnlive routine. 

The question of refugeea is closely. linkccf to that of immipation. 40% 'or those interviewed state that 
"Frrmce ltiJs too mtlll)' irnmigl'riiW and mun llbp tU:c4pling rwfugHs dhDgetlur", Only 28~ are in favour 
of an open-door policy, with a similar proportion in _favour of a ~*elective policy. 
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These results need 'to be studied closely since they are more than just a barometer of . 

PQblic opinion on -the question of frontier controis.. They raise the whole question of 

integration and suggest that the French_ tend .to perceiv~ different groups on the basis of 
. ' ' 

their racial originr in~dently.of their actual nationality. Some who have now become 

French . nationals are still regarded as "foreigners" in the_ eyes of French society. 

The pOtential for social disharmony in the event of such distinctions becoming widely· 

adop~: is sufficiently serious; to require close consideration of matters concerning 

integration, ·nauonality and citizenship. ~ other words, the issue goes beyond that of 

immigration pure. and simple. 

At any· rate, in the years ahead this w~l be one of -the major ct:Wlenges fQr German 
. . 

society. Obviously, the whole issue raises a lot of questions. As8uming. a stabilisation of 

foreign immigration, is it enough for Germany to cling to its existing legi~lation on 

foreigners· rather than establishing a new stable legal framework for immigration? If it· 

is, how can- social harmony -be guaranteed when there is a perpetual disparity _between 
J • 

German nationals ~ foreigners born or long settled in· the same State? 

' ' 

In Germany, .perhaps more than in any other country,_ the integration issue ineluctably 

gives rise to reflection on the question of citizenship and civil rights, and on whether _the 

nationality rules need to be revi~. Here,. as elsewhere, the question of immigration (and 

more specifically of integration) touches on a fundamental pr~blem: the problem of the 

identity -of the Nation, its ·foundations and its future. 

The situation of Lux~mbourg gives rise, although very differently, to the same questions 

and merits equal attention16
• The question of .citi~nship of the Union (along with the 

effects of the Yugoslav conflict) has been .the most notable aspect of the year. The large 

number of Community nationals in Lu"'embourg explains why this as_pect is deemed· of 

paramount importance there, on a similar level to the reform of Article 16. of the Basic 

Law·in Germany. As with Germany,. it gives rise to refl~tion on the foundations of the 

s,tate and the rules govemir:tg the exercise of democracy. It is thus un~erstandable that 

16 Although xenophobia and acts of racist violence exist in Luxembourg too, mattets have nQt a.seumcd the 
proportions cncountcRd ·elsewhere .. · 
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_ the.authorities should wish to preserve social harmony by _safegu8tding and strengthen~ng 

a "IAJxembourg -moctet• of conciliation between nationals and foreigners. 

This concept is worth considering beyond the specific caSe of Luxembourg. Could we 

conceive of a "European conciliation model" vis-a-vis nationals of third countries living

in Europe? Could ~ initiative of this type help to overcame the different approaches to 

nationality rules, conditions for exercising civil rights and the rights_ of minorities? _ 

Member States should perhaps give serious thought to the possibility of devising ~joint 

initiative of this kind, since each is experiencing difficulties in devising its OWn social 

cohesion model and there is a growing risk that the problems being experienced in 

certain States will-~pread by contagion to all the others. 

'., . ... .. 
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Mig,rants have continued to arrive in all Jhe Member States, whether legally (workers 

with a temporary or seasonal contract, families entitled to join· a ~lative already in the 

country, students admitted to universities, etc.), legally. •att referendum" (asylum 

seekers) or illegally. As rePros the latter categOry, the ,turn of events has sometimes 
. ' ' 

·been dramatic, especially in Spain and Greece, with the result that the countries 

concerned have· had to review the control measures recently introduced and even to 

create new ones~ The ·siW.tion has been exacerbated by events in the former Yugoslavia, 
' ) . 

forcmg Member States to admit persons whose status is still somewhat nebulous and who 

cannot be properly categorised in terms of the "temporary" nature of their stay. 

Illegal Immigration and tramcking 

Although. illegal · immigration has continued everywhere, Spain and Greece· have 

undoubtedly ~n the most dramatic· developments, in the unusual form of organised 

trafficking on a professional scale. 

The year of the "PQ1eras"11
• The Spanish people will undoubtedly-associate' this name 

forever with t!te large-scale and bru~ development of immigrant trafficking in i992, 

which resulted ,in. the deaths .of 80 people. in the. waters of the Straits of Gibraltar. 

The highly lucrative nature of this traffic in· human misery only adds to the horro~ of the 

. , tragedy. &ch immigrant wishing to make the journey is required to pay between 50 000 
\ 

and 150 000 pesetas depending on the type of vessel, weather conditions, the number of 
I' 

passengers and even the person's sex11• Having done their job, the." sea-based" traffickers 

· hand their cargo over to their ~land-b~" counterparts: taxi drivers charging the I 

. disembarked persons an average of 30 000 pesetas to drive them into the cou~try across . . · 

17 

11 

From thO name of the light craft S · metlea long and 1.5 metres wide, powered by. 50-llp engines and 
gcnorally operated by five Moroccan fiB~. t.mugrant trafficking hal changod their usc. Thoy are 
now used to ferry potential immignints across the 14 nautical miles separating the coasts of Morocco and 
Spain, 15 to 30 people ~ a time. 

Even in this respect, women are discrirninatod against, since thcfy are asked for an averaae of 2QO 000 
peadas per journey. on top ·of the inflated price they. would already have pai~ for their false visa on the 
black market (250 000 pctOtas). . 

_.,,, 
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regional frontiers, or lorry drivers who hide them in their trailers for -the journey from 

Spain ~ another European country for an average of 100 000 pesetas. These figures g.ive 

some idea of the extent19 of a criminal activity20 which now ·has a foothold on both sides 

of the Straits, the full repercussions of which are not yet measurable on Spanish society._ 

The response to this illegal trafficking in immigrants was slow to come, the Moroccan 

police having left it until_ October before deciding to cooperate meaningfully with their 

Spanish counterparts. Relations between them have since improved considerably and, 

even though it has not been enough to stop completely the entry of illegal immigrants, 

the flows have clearly slowed down21
• However, everything points ~ the existence of 

" 
other networks in Spain for the trafficking of labour,_ some of which extend to the 

_ Domiaican Republic, Peru and China. These practices have something in· common with 
, I 

the trade in women revealed in Germany and Belgium and the increasing incidence Qf 

Germans purchasing bogus marriages with foreigners anxious to stay. in Germany. 

In Greece, the three main places of entry for· illegal immigration are: the Greece-Turkey 

land frontier, the islands of the Aegean Sea facing ·the Turkish coast and the Albania

Greece frontier. Others also arrive from the north, mainly from the former Yugoslavia 

and Bulgaria22• The Ministry of the Interior estimates that there is a total of 400 000 

illegal immigrants in Greece, half of whom are Albanians23• No less important in the 

eyes of the authorities bas been the increase in iminigrant traffic~ng from Turkey (by 

sea) to the Aegean islands.- This js believed to -occur o~ a· daily_ basis, and the coaSt 

19 

21 

22 

23 

Many articles in the pzesa ~ve idcntifacd the Moroccan bosses behind the activities and hJve reported 
on the, arreat of independent trafficlcen. · At · Algcciras (ftnt coastal ·port· acceasible to the illeg&t 
Moroccans, in the p10Vi:nce of Cadiz), 1 208 detentions were ~rdcd in the fll'SI: eight months of 1992, 
as against 841 in 1991 and 263 in 1990. 

IHegal trafficking in immigrants ia covered by Article 499 of the P~nal Code. with "trafficken" being 
fined anything betWeen 100 000 and 2 million pcaetaa or ~iving prison 8Ciltcnccs of one to six months. 

See the chapter on policies implcmontod. 

The Bulgarian govcmment hu aabd the Greek: authorities to-open two frontier posta to facilitate~ free 
movement of frontier peoplea, but the xesponac has been negative. 

The Cheek: embassy in Tirana has iasucd only 80 000 visas. Deportation is pointlCII, since most return. 
immediately to <nccc. According to the Minister of the Interior. 330 000 Albanians illeaally cntc~g . 

· Cheecc were deported between January and Septcmbcr 1992. In the north of the counuy, alm9st S Q00 
were etoppcd and deported in ten days. . 

...... 
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guards on the island of Samos and on the other islands are dissatisfied at the lack of· 

manpower and resources available to. carry put the necesSary surveiUarwel". . . 

This traffic reached a peak in September and October, leading to a renewal of tension 

between Greece and TUrkey when the Greek authori~es tried to turn back ~ery illegal 

. immigrant arriving from· Turkey. Immediately, the Tur~sh government decid~ to 

prevent all Iraqis from entering its territory 'and to tum them back to tlle island of Kos. 

Two tragic events heightened the tension between the two countries. The .first was the 

death by drowning .of 30 Iraqis,- abandoned by boatmen during a storm off the island of 
I 

Kos, from a vessel in a poor state of repair. The second, less tragic, concerned 77 _ 
" -

Iraqis, . including 20 children, who were- on th~ G~k vessel Kostakis for 15 dayrs. 

In an attemp~ to find an overall solution· to the problems, two delegations from Greece . 
. . . 

and Turkey w~re appointed ~ met on ·21 October. As an interim ·measure, the Gr~k 

government .reed ·to admit the Iraqis •temporarily"26• 

The intractable·problem of ref~ 
' ' 

Of all the Community countries, Gennany has the greatest problem with asylum 8eekers, 

'in lerms of both the numbers irlvolved (438 200, :or almost twice a$ ·many as in 1991) 

and the effects of their. arrival ~n civil and political life. The phenomenon is, however, 

also causing increasing concern in BeJgiurn.; Denmark, and-·in the new countries of. 

immigratiqn in southern EurOpe. 

24 

26 

In 1992, 3 2S4 illegal immigrants ~re stopped on these islands, as against 924 in 199l, with the increase 

attributable mamly to the growing number of Iraqis and Albanians (table 2) .. 

A ainiilat incident occurred in Ju~y, although it should be noted that Iraqis are not the only people moving 
via Turkey: Pakistanis, Indians 8nd Afghans have also been stopped. 

Wider discussions are planned, but the Greek authorities accuse the Turks of not being very cooperative. 
The~ is thus no documentaly evidence that the illegal immigrants embark in Turlc.ish ports. The. incident 
involving the 77 Iraqis arouacd the compassion of the inha!>itants of Kos a,nd hurraanitarian organisations 
such as "Docteun sans fronti~res ( = Docton without . frontien)". The national resistjmce organisation 
on the island of Syros offered to take in the refugees, if r)CCCS&ary, until a solution was found. The people 
of Kos have also expreaacd hostility toW8l'Cia the Turkish t.9urist vessels arriving on the island. Greek · 
ownors of touri'st VCISCls plying the route .between Kos. arid AlikanJassos ~spendCd their trips to Turkey 
for a ·tilne-. The majority of inhabitants on Kos. and. represent&tives of the Cht,~rch, in concert with. the 
Coalition of left·wing parties, have propoSed that the govenVnc:mt grant tempOrary asylum to the Iraqis 
until the matter is properly settled. · ' . 

/. 
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In Betiium the authorities regard this as a major problem. 17 7S4 new reque5ts were 

registered in 1992, a rise of almost 20% ·over the previous year. In spite of the efforts 

made to accommodate them (extending the capacity .. of exi~ting centres, p~iding extra 
... 

staff and granting subsidies to charitable organ\sadons) the authorities are struggling to 
. . 

cope. In particular, they do not know where to place groups of people who are facing 

increasing problems in . finding housing and .who are ·reported ~ be singled out for 

victimisation in' this respect2'1. 
. t· 

The same concern is felt in Denmark. Generally speaking, the number of requests for 

asylum began to climb in the last quarter of 1991, a·trend which continued throughout 

. 1992 and which the policy-makers view as a sustained development. On 1 October' 

8 000 asylum seekers had been registered, with· 4 769 coming from Ute former 

Yugoslavia; the number of requests by Iraqis, Somalis, Sri Lankans an~ people from the 

former Soviet Union has also inereased steadily. According 'to the Ministry of Social 

Affairs, the refugees are tending more and more to settle around the large towns and 

cities, where they f~ they ·have more job opportunities, in spite of the·attempts by the 

Danish Refugee Council to distribute them evenly. This is the case in ~bus (second 

• 
. ..... ,· 

f- ' I ~· 

largest· city in ·nenmark) and in the suburbs of Copenhagen28
• . · · · 

The problem of housing asylum seekers is experienced more keenly in Germany, on 

account of the violence being. perpetrated there. In the areas concerned, public acceptance · 

is as necessary· as finding available accommodation and providing funds. Following dte 

.. terrorist attacks on hosteis in the new Under, the authorities, in some cases aided ~y the 

· courts, have tried to put a brake on the fligh~ of asylum seekers from the new Under 

to the western Linder. 

The countries of southern Europe have not been spared. While Portugal appeared to 

remain relatively untOUched by these developments, the figures for Italy (1991) show a · 

21 

They appear to face similar problems in terms of economic integration, especially i.ri the agricultural' 
sector, in breach of roles grantiris them legal acceu to the la,bour market. 

Aubul has an average of 212 Jefugees per 10 000 inhabitants, followed by Sondeborg (1.00 refugees per. 
10 000 inhab~), Odonlc (193 ~fugees per 10 000 um.,bitanta), Nyksbing Palater (183 refugees per 

·10 000 inh&bitantl), Vejle. (172 per 10 000) and AaberuU· (152'-pet 10-0Q0)4 .The flll:lional average ia 82. 
refugees per 10 000 R4identl,: C?OJIItituting a sharp iac~ over previous. y ... A ·fifth· of district. fall 
within the average (against a third in 1990). · 
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clear jump: ·8,044 refugees and 15.239 asylum seekers, comi~g mainly from Alban~,· 
, Romania ahd Somalia. But it was Spain 'thaf recorded. the biggest rise in 1992 ( 44% ), 

with the origin of asylum seekers changing29• There is no doubt that the parties 
,, 

cOncerned have established a clear link between asylum request$ and regularisation, and 
\ ~ 

that the latter attracted some of the asylum ~leers· in-1991 (those known as "economic 

refugees"); their numbers thus' naturally fell in ·that· year,. before rising again the 

following year. This temporary redirection of entry strategies was particularly beneficial 

for Poles, Peruvians, Dominicans and Senegalese .. 

. In the United Kingdom.24 610 requests for asylum were lodged in 199230
• ~pplicants 

' ' 

came mainly from the fo~er Yugoslayia (5 635, rising steadily each quarter), Sri Lanka· 

(2 085) and Turkey (1 865)31 , followed by Pakistan (1 700), Ghana ( 1 6oo), Somalia 

. (1 575) and India (1 450). Most applications are refused and the applicants are then. 

considered to be.in the country unlawfully and expelled. 

In France the question has reced¢ from the forefront. of public and political concem3~. 

The measures adopted in previous years have u~deniably borne fruit'3, and may ·well 

have pl'Ovided an _impetus for the reforms .implemented or planned in most ()f the 

Member States. The same is true. of the Netherlands where, according to the Minister 

for Justice, the number of requests fell by. 19% in 1992 after having risen in each of the 

previous ·ten years. As in other countries,., the origins of the requ~ters also changed, 

reflec\ting the changing face of nationat ami inteq1ational_ conflicts;. Two. oth~r CQuntri~. 

·31 

32 

33 

5 680 requests' were registered in tho fint six monthi of 1992 ,(including families),' as against 4 450 f9r 
the same period in ·t991. The most dramatic increases involved Ecuadorians, D~s,·and refuicea , 
tiom Bangladesh and the former' Yugoslavia. In· absolute tem1a, . Peruvians led the fiCid in 1992 (as also 
in 1991), followed by Poles. 

To give an idea of the scale, this figure correspond& ~ approximately two-thirds C!f the· total number 
admitted each year on work permits and to less than half of the number admitted for permanent residence, 
to join their f~es or' for 'other reasons. · 

Excluding Yugoslavia, the number of asylum requests from central and eastern Europe in 1992 was , 
negligible, totalling a mere 755, of Which 180 were from Bulgaria, 305 from Ro~ia and 270 from the 
fotmer USSR. . 

Assessed at 1348~ in 1990, then at 15 467 in 1991, the number of refugees is e~pected to fall by around 
30% in 1992, with the number of asylum ~kers alone dropping llS low as' 40% (according to the 
provisional figures available,- these two groups accOunted ~pcctively for 10 800 and 29 000 persons in 
1992). 
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appear (for different reasons) to be less worried about the asylum phenomenon: Ireland, 
' - ' ' . 

which is, objectively, largely unaffected, and Greece, where CQnce~ is focused wholly 

on the Albanian problem. 

The effects of the conftict in the former Yugoslavia 

In terms of the movement of peoples, the repercussions ·of the conflict in the form~r 

Yugoslavia have extended to practically all the Member States, including Ireland, for 

which the question of refugees had, as already noted, hitherto been of little concern. Of 

the 200 Bosnians accepted by the Irish government at the start of the year, 178 are 

__ already settled. They are expected to be followed by their families and; tho$C of other 

-refugees already present in the country. In Denmark, out of a total 9f 8 000 asylum 

seekers admitted on 1 October, 4 709 came from the former Yugoslavia. They are the 

largest group of asylum seekers in the Netherlands, and in Italy they accounted for an 

increase of some 40% in the number'of asylum seekers in the regiQn of Frloul..:venezia 

Giulia alone. In Spain, two specific temporary (1-year) refuge programmes, one private 

and the other public, have been introduced. The first, targetirig 1 500 Bosnians, is 

coordinated by several NGOs, with the support of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, the 

Interior and Social Affairs. For the second (public) scheme, a quota of.1 000 persons 

(former prisoners and their families) has been set by the government. Additionally, 430 

Yugoslavs requested asylum and 120 Bosnians· (Jews of Spanish origin) obtained a single · 

work and residence permit. In an, 4 500 citizens of th~ former Yugoslavia were thus 

reported to have arrived in Spain in 1992 and been looked after by· various public· and 

private institutions34 
• 

In France, the total volume is difficult to ascertain. Only three groups are CO;ITectly 

accounted for: those requesting asylum (2000), those taken in by the gove~ment "(300 

civilian, prisoners and their families taken in for the winter) and those arriving as part of 

the operation to provide shelter for 1 000 childre~. On the other hand~ it is not known 

how many arrive by their own means, more often than not joining up with a . family 

34 It ia eatimatcd that l 350 people are being allowed to stay longer for humanitanaO reasons. 
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already in the country35
• Finally, in Luxembourg, more .than. 8 000 arrivals were 

' I - ' 

reeorded by the Ministry ofForeign.~ffairs in one year (9.1-92); some 60% of these are 

believed to be from Bosnia-He~ovina .. 

A selective; .. · transitory approach 

In addressing the matter, most Qf the Member States are ·at pains to empha$ise the 

ex~tional nature of Ute measures ·taken. All have been anxious not to cause any 

disruption to the sy~tem 'of.control and to prevent a flood of arrivals. Thus, after an 

initial phase of "humanitarian understanding", tighter restrictions ·have been imposed, 

although they _vary from country to country. In Denmark, for instance, a vi5a 

requirement was ,introduced in autumn 1992 for person~ from certain republics of the 

former Yugoslavia (Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Macedonia) .. This decision had an 

immediate impact, but also caused problems for people from Bosnia~Herzegovina and 

Croatia who -were in possession · of passports from those· republics.· The Danish 

Parlilment is considering amending the rules on visas, but remains steadfast in its 

intention of reducing the number of. asylum seekers from those regions: -few have a 

chance of being granted refugee status. Although the number of arrivals has inc~,· 

relatively few people have been given authorisation to stay on a long-term basis,·.and the 
I , 

majority' are still awaiting the outcome of their applications. Recently, 14 Macedonian 

asylu~ seekers had their cases rejected, and there are·likelyto be others .. 

In the Nethe,lands also, the authorities are .anxious to ensur~ that all the perS9DS arriving ' 

do not seek asylum. The Minister, of Justice considers: that most of them do not satisfy 

the conditions laid -dQwn by the Convention on refug~. They are considered to have 

. fled the violence of the war and are not covered by asylum procedures~ Consequently, 

since 1 Augusi 1992 the temporary rules for ·receiving displa.ced persons (Tijdelijke 

regeling opvang ontheemden) have been applied to_ them, in order, to control more · 

.effectively a situation where entry and stay are deemed to be. li_mited to the,dumtion of. 

the civil war. Requests for asylum :Which had already been submitted were therefore put 

. on hold. The persons concerned· do not-receive a genuine residence permit, but receive 

According to the 1990 census, more than 60 000 Yugoslavs are blwfully rcaident in France, with a further 
30 000 having-been Aatu~:, The esUmated figure has been swelled by mo~;e than. SO 000 visas issued 
to nationals of the fanner Yugoslavia by French consulates. 
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a "document for displaced persons"36
• By the ·end of September 1992, 3 600 former 

Yugoslavs had been granted this status3'.' 

. . 

This concept of provisional entry on humanitarian grounds underpi~s the measures taken 
by th~ Fre~ch authorities to assist those who hav~ not initiated a standard procedure for 

seeking asylum. They are issued with a: provisional residence permit (six months 

renewable) entitling them to welfare cover. They may be granted a work permit for the 

same duration as the residence permit, although the procedures vary from case to case. 

Those coming from a war-tom region are treated more favourabty: the employment 

situation cannot be invoked against them, whereas common law provisions apply to 

others. To provide them with accommodation, a reception centre was set up in'· 

Albertville, reserved for single women with or without children. Subsequently, with .the 

arrival of Bosnian prisoners taken in by the government, holiday villages were opened, 

where the .refugees may also receive social and medical assistanCe. 

These ."refugees" have also been the focus of much attention in Luxembourg. Since 

March 1992, the government has debated their situation on six occasions. In line with 

other oountries, it was decided~ grant them legal status on humanitarian grounds for 

a limited six-month period38
• This temporary reside~ce entitlement is accompanied (as 

in France) by a work ~t, material aid (money and food coupons), free medical 

assistance and clothing provided by the Red Cross; social support is provided by non

governmental organisations (Carl~, Pax Christi). The State has also helped the new 

arrivals to lind housing and to arrange their -children's sehooling! By July, 30 million, 

francs had already been released for this purposel9
• 

36 

37 

31 

39 

The Ministry of Justice eatimates that 6 ooO "displaud penons" will be living in the Netherlands~ the 
end of 1992. They are accommodated in barrack buildings or with host families. 

· This approach by the Dutch Ministey of Justice is hotly disputed. Some experts. feel that these people are 

covered by the Convention on refugees and that their iequcsts for uylum cannot be rejected. Moreover, 
this nalc is claimed to be di.acriminatoey, since it applies only to refugees from the fonncr Yugoslavia. 
The gove~ is to I'Wicw the situation -eAcr I November. 

On 4 Scplember 1992 it was decided to extend by six montha the residence periOd initially granted. 

De41pitc ~ cntreatiee frorn local au~, the ({Ucation of housing ia. still far {~Q~Q aettlcd and may 
become a ~jor aoun:o of coneorn. A. regards children•s ,schooling, rather tMn. iaolatiag them ih special 
classes, it was decided to facilitate their integration into the Luxembourg system. ' 
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. Uke Denmark, Luxembourg wishes to avoid an unduly· ~beral approach, which ~ould 

encourage a flood. of arrivals. On· 3 July 1992, the government decided that humanitarian 

status was. to be reserved strictly for nationals of Bosnia-Herzegovina, with others being 

turned back. Additionally, the entry visa requirement was reintroduced, frontier controls 

(especially on certain railway routes from Belgium. or Germany) were reinforced, and 

labour agreements conce~g other nationals of the former Yugoslavia·were suspe~ded. 

To ensure strict applica~on of these decisions and to provide· an effective screening 

p~, the immigration service. and pasSport office have temporarily been given extra 

. resources, with special offic:es being set up for _staff from various departments 

responsible. for ~ning refugees' applications. 

A lasting temporary a1T8Jllemellt: "Right of abode on hU11181litarian grounds" , 

The example of the former Yugoslavia has drawn attention to the more.general problem 

of displiced persons (increaSing in number). who, in the eyes of the host countries, do . 
not satisfy either the criteria for asylum or the provisions of oommon law laid do~~ for 

foreigners' entry and resi~erice . 

.In the first half of 1992, 9 000 "tolerated aliens" were living in the Neth~rlands. In May,, 

improvements were -made to the relevant legislation (Regulation for tolerated aliens ... 
. . \ 

GedoogdeJlregeling)40
• They may hencefor$ IJ)aintain their application .for· asylum 

without losing the benefit- of their status,' and they have a right of appeal. It should be 

noted that conflicting interpretations on the part of the Council of State and the Ministry 

of Justice have undermined Utis regulation and indireetly strengthen~ the criticisms 

levelled by the refugees' associati~n41 • 

40 

41 

Tho Regulation for toler&ted aliens (Gedoogdenregelliag) was introduced at the start of 1992. It coven 
asylum seeken whoae application has been rejected but who C4nnot be expelled for humanitarian reasons. 
Sec previous report. ~ 

Last September, the jurisdiction division of the Council of State acknowledged that six asylum seekCni·. · · 
whosO ~plication& WCJ.'O rejected and who wer:c seeking a residence pcnnit, for humanitarian rcaso~ wore 
within their rights. The status of tolerated alien, which had 'been granted to them by the Ministry of 
Justice, gave them fewer guaranteCs against deportation. The Council of State consideted that the Ministry 
of Justiee had to explain why they were admitted as tolerated aliens and not given a residence pennit. The 
Scoretaty of State for JUitlco confirmed the Ministry's intention of maintaining ·tru. tegialation, even if 
it ~ that refusals to ~ rcaidencc ~nnits for humanitarian rcasons had to be more fully explf4ned. 
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Such cases have led, ·in Denmark; to the granting, as an exceptional measure, of 

"residence pennits for humanitarian r~asons" to those whose "particular conditions o~ 

circumStances must be taken into consideration -'2• 

The growing significance of. this question led to the tabling (in November 1992) of new 

legislati~n for granting ~emporary right of asylum to victims of civil war. The aim is 

to allow entry into Denmark for a limited period (six months with ~ssibility of renewal) 

for "semi-refugees" who stand no chance of being given the guarantees of integration 

offered to "genuine" candidates. They would receive a limited education, or could follow 

a vocational training course in their own language to facilitate their reintegration on· 

return; but would not be entitled to look for work or apply to join their family. 

, ~e uncertainty surrounding the situation of these ~semi-refugees-", who· are le~ into the 

country without. any, real guarantee as to their future, is already causing problems in 

Denmark in connection with the "law on temporary asylum". Whilst it has received'-the 

backing of the Danish Refugee Council43
, others have pointed out that it might 

• 
inadvertently help to consolidate the positj.on of the persons concerned in that it provided 

them with a form of asylum, thereby providing access to social structures. Conversely, 

there is the fear ~t those taken· under ihe programme's wing may find themselves 

isolated from Danish society and therefore caught up. in an impasse if the conflict were . 

to. spread. Their children would thus be growing up in les$ secure circumstances than 

other children in Danish society. 

42 This category cov~n: older people, people with serious health problems, families with young children 
etc., arriving tiom a war-tom or similarly ravqcd couptry. During dte first few months of 1992, 24 
pcnons received a permit of this type, whc~ 253 persons had their applications rejected. The Danish 
Miniltry of Justi~ does not believe that these situations indicate any change in official practice regarding 
right of asylum. · 

Organisation reapollfiblc for the fust t& mo• of intepion p~ran\mel for refugees, ~ich 
coordinates programrnca for pcnona reaiding temporarily. in the country. 

1 •. 
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Traditionally more vulnerable .than nationats to labour market. movements, foreign 

workers,, and 010re generally all those with an immigrant background, . haye , been 

· · ... Particularly aff~ted by th~ current restructuring of produ~ti~n ~y;tems an~ the new 

flexibility xequirementS. In this . context, . whilst they remain no less vulnerable o' to 

unemploymeQt,, their inter-~ral mobility has increased and their presence in. the ~lf~ 
· -employecf ~r .bas grown. · 

Cb.aDges in tbe employment ~ors and ,quallfieations 

These changes_ are clearly 'reflected in 1 the_ resu4s of the 1990. population census in' 

France, , which show that while the total number ·of foreigners settled in France has 

remained more or less the s&me~ the·. number with jobs has -~lined very c;«>n~derably, 

(frQm 1511 240 in 1975 to 1 304 144 in 1990t Le .. a drop of about 14%, coinpared with · 

a rise ·of more thari 8"· in the total number'of French nationals in -work). These ~lilts 
. . 

show that the econonuc crisis and .the restructuring of the' industrial sector have flit 
I ' • -

· foreigners' much harder th~ nationals. 

But the economic crlsi~· and the· modernisation process have· not 9nly acCelerated the . 

disappe&rance of jobs in traditional induStry; they have also shifted the balance of power' : 

between seetors, with ·the services sector in the ascen~cy. These ch~ges he.ve _in tum 

brought about a ~gnifi~t renewal of the workfo~, 'greater· mobility. and ~reater 

flexibility. The pattern of employment for foreigners reflects this perfectly: in _1975, 66% 

of foreign employees w()rked in industry and_ the construction sector, and only 29% in 

. the services sector. Yet 15 years la~r (199(}) these proportions. were well on the ·way to 
\ . . - ' 

being reversed (47% 'and SO% ~pectively). 

These' changes· in ·the type of work performed by foreign labour in France have been 

)paratlelled by equally' sigQifiCant changes. in the qualifications stru~ture, with a 'big drop 

in tile proportion of manual workerS (- 15% ,iri 15 years) an~ a ·corresponding rise in the , 

proportion Qf non-manual workers, mirroring the shift to~ards the tertiary ~tor. Even 

so, the qualifications sttUcture:·of foreign employees continueS to Jag far ~bin~ that of. 
' . l • • 
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their French· counterparts. At the end of ~e 1980s ~ght foreign emplaytes out of· ten 

. were manual .workers, compared with 1~ _than half of French employees. In addition, 

·the proportion of women in the foreign working _populatiOn con~niles_ to gro_w, having 

, reached more than 30% today compared with .only 18% in _1975.- This has becm a 

considerable change and represen~ _one· of the main treoos in the changing si~oo of· 

foreigners on the job ·market. 

More entrepreneurs-and traden 

As job prospects in indps~ have. d~lined, 'many mQie f~reigners have_ es~lished_ 

themselves_ in ~1~-empleyed work. In 1990, France had 133 394 ~lf-emplo)'ed foreign . 

worker~. _The increase in the n~bet of se~f-employed foreigners- was remarkabie 

enough between 1?75 and 1982 (+ 26.5"), but was even more remarkable over. the last 

inter-census period(+ 62.5%), all-the more so as it contraSts with a 3% decfuie itftlle . 

number of French se)J-employed workers. _ 

As a general rule, these self-employed foreigners tend to go either into the com~ 

or services sectors, where -they rely on contacts . within the community, . or· into the 

building tradCs sector (dominated by Southenl Europeans), which is ·less reliant on 

community con~ts. 

The self-employed foreigner$ are mainly Southern Europeans (Italians, Spaniards ~d : 

Portuguese) or Maghrebis, with staius and type of activity quite·clo~y linked to~_. -

origin. The vast maJority of bosses are Southern European migrants, particutarly Italialis 

and Spaniards, while the · majority of building· ~men are Spaniard$ · and, 

predominantly, Portuguese. Meanwhile, Maghrd>~s are more attracted to trade. 

If we add to tbe above figures the figures for persons with acquired French nationality, 

we obtain a more accurate picture of ~If-employment among the working populations 

-originating from the post-war immigrations. Together,_ they make up more than 10% of 

_ the total number of craftsmen and slightly more th~ 9%.of tile total ,l)umber of ~raders~ · 

Including fannen, who' rep~ only 13-'Ji of the total co~ with~~ .8fl10~g· ~. F.-ch . 
counterparta. 
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recorded in France in the 1990 censu~. This extension of the· field of observation also 
' . 

highlights the e$sentially urban nature of the phenomenon. In 1982,_15. 7% of craftsmen, 
I 

traders and· owners of firms in ~s and its suburbs were foreigners or persons of 

foreign origin;_ compared with 21.6~ in 199tJ46. 

This phenomenon, which is already quite marked in Germany and the United .Kingdom, 

also applies in Denmark, ~cularly to Pakistanis. According to an· unofficial report, 

almost 70% of kiosks in C~en are run by immigrants, who are also taking over 

numerous grocery shops and setting up small import-export b_usin~se$ in quite large 

numbers47
• 

In Spain, the effects of the regularisation process (an extra 64 000 legal workers) have· 

given a new dynamic to the labour matket. The foreign workforce i.n lawful employment 

almost doubled between 1990 and 1991 (from 85 372 to 167 845); at the same time, it. 

has becOme a younger workforce and its composition in terms of nationality has changed 

significantly. Whilst the numbers of all groups have risen appreciably iri absolute tenns, _ 

it is· the African and Latin-American workers48 who ha~e, relatively speakillg, benefited 

the most from opportunities on the Spanish labour market. Estimates for 1992 point to 

.a consolidation of this trend, with the proportion of Africans and Latin Americans , 

_ continuing -to rise, and that of Europeans, North Americans and Asians to fall. Analysis ,

of data relating to the regularisation process indicates. that "paperless" workers _are 

employed largely in the services sector, agriculture and construction, -usually in. a 

temporary capacity, with ·the· result that they are forced. to take more than one job. These 

results are wholly in line with data concerning the regularisation process in France about 

10 years ago. 

46 

47 

48 

In 1990, as in 1982, persons with acquired French nationality also outnumbered foreigners in the liberal 
professiorui, in most caaes being the children of foreign employees who have acquired French nationalitY 
at school age at their parents' urging. · ' 

According to E. Ma Mung (1992), n19rc than 20% o{ the businesses put up for sale in Paris ~nd t~c 
surrounding departments (Hts-dc-Scinc, Scine-St-Denis and Val de Marne) il'l the first half of 1989 were 
bought by Alieni ~ Maghrebia: an absolutely remarkable figure. 

_ Other openings exist for imn1igl1Ulte on the labour market: multi-cultural teaching posts, positions in the 
health and social aorvicea accton, manufactute of indigenous products, and translation and Consultancy 
wort for Danish companies. ' 

Principally Mo~, Argentines,. Peruvians, Algerians, Senegalese and Gambians. 
~. ' 
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. ~nemployment rate stUI above tb•t for nationals 

The French census confirms the greater vulnerability. of foreigners on the labour market, 

with unemployment around the 20% mark, i.e. double the national· ·average. The 

disparity is even more marked in respect of certain nationalities (Algerians, Moroccans, 

Africans from the southern Sahara and Turks) for whom unemployment rates range from 

25 to 30%. 

In Denmark also, immigrants and refugees are significantly more vulnerable to 

unemployment than nationals, regardless of the level of education, skills, age and sex. 

The former, constituting around 3.3% of the total population, represent only 2.4% of the 

active labour force, but account for 6% of the total unemployed49 
•. In 1~1, it was found 

that 18 408 foreigners were· out of work in Denmark, i.e. 27% of the total, as against 

10.6" of Danes. However, this average conceals marked differences between the figures 
' ' 

for nationals from Nordic countries. or the EC (respectively 15% and .17%) and those for 

other groups of foreigners (35.% ), the most disadvantaged being Pakistanis (38. 7%) and 

. Turks (479£). The situation is even worse for women from these nationalities, of whom 

respectively 56% and 49% were looking for wor~~ The most recent data published by 

the Social Commission (1992) confirm these findings. They indicate· that the principal 

reason for this unemployment is not so much lack of education as the partic\llar 

difficulties encountered by these populations on the labour market. Moroo.ver, the 

situation appears ·to be getting worse for some groups. A survey conducted in Greater 

Copenhagen shows that, between 1986 and 1991; unemployment amongst these groups 

increased by 60%51
• This deterioration is generally attributed to a lack of ~kills, which

is all the more detrimental since the jObs usually reserved for foreigners are disappearing 

from the labo_ur market arid employers -m-e ~ming more reluctant to take them on. 

49 

so 

Sl 

Amongst this unemployed group, there an; more men than women and more refugoca than immigrants 

(Social e9nuniuion 1992). 

It is diffiCUlt. to build up an accurate picture of the situation of the most recent ~fugeea, most or' whom 
are engaged in training o'r education activities. · 

They ~resents~ of.thc region•s laoo,.&r force yet fonn 14% of the total unemployed .. 
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In these circumstances, it would appear to be more of a hindrance than a help to provide 

foreigners with e~dy the same· form ofassistance as that given toDanes52
• A survey 

carried _out in Karlebo underlines this paradox~ Having regard to the labour market as 

a whole, the authors deplore the fact that the_ authorities devise policies which are 

unsuitable for certain groups of workers, including older,. "worn-o_ut" and less-Skilled 

foreign~rs. The report suggests that better use should be made of 'tiie funds earlllarked 

for ~eir retirement. A •barriers committee" ·has been set up under the aegis _of the 

Ministry of Labour to study obstacles encountered by refugees and immigrants on the- · 

labour markef3 •. It 'is~ report to Parliament before the end of 1992. The key problem_ 

lies in the nature of the compromise to be worked out in terms of -acknowledging that 

they be given priority _over other groups. 

The situation is much the same in - the Netherlands where, generally speaking, _· 

unemployment amongst minorities remains very high, in the region of 28% for 
' f -

Surinamese, -West Indians .and Arubans, and approaching 40% for Turks- and 

Moroccans54 
• .,According to the Central Statistical Office, there are two main ob~tacles 

to any significant, lasting improvement .of their pOsition on th~ labour market_: their 

younger age structure than that of the Netherlands population and the continuing process 

of immigration, both of which contribute to a steady increase in th~ number of those 
' ' 

avaUable fpr work. From 1987 to 1~, the numbe'r of Turks and Moroccans available 

for _work rose from 14 ooO to 90 000, and that of other groups from 21, 000 to 27 000. 

The Ministry ~f Social Affairs (~OZA W), estimates that the number of j-ob seekers is 

·Iike~y to increase from 20 000 to-30 000 per year as a result of immigration, with half 

of that number arriving in the country simply to join their family. Compared with 1987, 

there has nevertheless been an improvemer:t.t in the employment of ethnic minorities, with 
- I ' ' 

'Some (Surinamese and West Indians) faring- better than ()thers (TurkS and Moroccans)55 
•. 

!12 Refugees are relatively privileged in ihat they benefit from specific financial provisions in certai~ .areas · 
(education or v~ training). 

Unemployment amongst foreigners· has been the subject of statistical surveys, but the characteristics of 
their uncmploymCnt and the speeUic difficulties which immigrants and refugees encounter in lookin~ for 
work have still to be analysed. _ 

According to a survey conducted in 1~. 18% of Moluccans were also unemployed. · 

The· unemployment rate ariaongst the former fell by only 1% over the ~riod. in question ~ against 8% 
for the lattct. Tho fall hal been oven more matlced in the case of Moluccans, 40% of whom were 
unemployed in 1983; 

_;. 
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In its 1991 report, the Central Employment Board (CBA) noted that there had clearly 

been a rise in the number of jobs found for unemployed members of ethnic minorities. 

The year's target of 12 .()()()was exceeded by 8%, with a 25% increase.in the proportion 

of immigrants finding j~s over a yearly period. The figur~s for the first nine months 

of 1992 indicate that the efforts of the regional employment offices are starting to bear. 

fruit: 12 000 members of 'ethnic minorities found employment, constituting 90% of the 

year's Objectives. 

In Germany, 248 316 foreigners were recorded as being out of work in April 1992, a 

rise of 20.5% over the previous year (42 313 in absolute figures)56
• 

IDegal employment ever present ••• 

Regardless, of trends in the legal employ~ent of nationals and foreigners on the labour 

market, illegal employment remains and specific ,forms of e~ployment are developing. 

This applies to all Member States and appears to confirm that for ·certain types of 

workforce the requireme~ts of the market are not being ·met and· that there is 

consequently still a significant imbalance between labour supply and demand. 

According to the Federal Government's report on· temporary labour and illegal, 
I 

employment in_ Germany, the number ·of known cases of illegal employment has almost 

doubled over the last two years, to 2.4 35357
• In Berlin and Brandenburg, the construction 

industry's trade union is calling f()r systematic legal·action and heavy penalties in ~t 

of those employed illegally on work sites. 

In France ·over the past three years (1989-91) the control agencies have reported more 

than 14 600 cases to the courts, involving a total of 33 480 offen~s against the Labour 

·Code and French ·legislation on foreigners. A clear majority ~f. these offences involve 

"clandestine work" in its true sense (failure to declare the existence of a business or of 

employees) rather than "the employment of foreigners in an irregular situation"~ The data 

The PedCI'81 Labour Office published an 8il81ysis of the labour market for 1 ~ 1. 

' ' - -

.The figun:s include not only third coUntry pationals but also CommunitY citizens (4 943 French, 1 488 
British a.nd Irish, 1 306 Italians and 1 tSO GreCka). . . 
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relating to the prosecution reports may not reveal the nationalities· of the offenders, ·but 

this information can be , obtained by analysing the sentences recorded in the police 

·records and comparing these with the offences studied .. , 

During 1988 and 1989 more than 6 131 persons were_sentenced by the courts for a total 

· , of 7 244 offences. A breakdown by nationality shows that the vast majority were French . 

(69'%) or, more generally, nati()nals of EC Member States (75%). Third country 

nationals accounted for 21.5%, a· hefty figure_when one considers that they make up only 

6.6% of the colresponding active populatio~. Third country nationals received stiffer 

penalties than French nationals for all categories of offence~ 

In the .Netherlands, the labour relations inspectorate (DIA) detected 557 cases of illegal 

employment in 1991, mainly in the primary sector, ~e hotel and restaQrant trades, 

steelworkin$ and the clothing industry. The trade u.nions consider that the si~tion is 

extremely worrying in the latter sector. There are believed to be 1 000 workshops 

operating to varying standards of illegaiity, providing a turnover of between· 40 and 600 

. million guilders a year. Unless the authorities act quickly, the number of illegal workers 

could rise from ~ 000 to 12 500 'in 1993, matching the total of legal workers. 

In Spain, the labour inspectorate conducted 10 381 actions in connection with foreigners 

in 1991, and drew up 1 986 prosecution reports in respect.of 3 750 workers. 

Around 1.5 billion ~tas were recovered in penalties as a result of these. actions 

(around 376 000 pesetas per worker and 540 000 pesetas' for each prosecution report 

drawn up· against an employer)58• 

In Luxembourg, the practice of subcontracting usually accompanied by the use of 

.temporary labour (both lawful. and unlawful),· has become increasingly widespread in 

viticulture59 and, mqre especially, in the. constructi9n and public works sector. In this 

sa. 

.S9 

It should be noted that the infringement rate (number of infringements detected in relation to the total 
n~mber of chcc~ carried out) feU in 1991 compared with 1990 (1'9% against 36%) although the num~r 
of companies inspected was highCr (10 381 in 1'991 against 6 532 in 199'2). The most likely explanation 
is that the lower figure il an indiR=Ct effect of the regulansation process carried out in 1991. 

Wine growers have ·zeceivcd from the Ministty, of Labour authorisation to-simplify the reCruitment of 

workers ·f,:om cutom coUntrlca1 mainly Poland, which in fact constitutes the legalisation of fonncrly 
illegal recrui~ practices. · · · 
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sector, where foreign workers are already largely in the majority and where fixed~ 

, duration contracts are authorised, companies· are also permitted to recruit on· a group-

basis the workers needed for the job in hand. This is the method used mainly for 

recruiting workers from non-EC countries through intermediary agencies, with networks 

apparently extending as far as Colombia. According to one trade-union official, there is 

"no work site which does not employ a large proponion of Polish, Czech or Hungarian . 

workers". Obviously; the obligation to pay a minimum wage is never respected, nor is 

attention paid to minimum housing requirements; th~ workers sometimes live in cellars. 

The police have carried out numerous arrests in connection with the unauthorised 

employment of workers, more often than not in the public works._ and construction 

sectors. 

In Ita.ly,.the COIL (General Workers' Confederation) is calling for a moral crusade on 

the labour market to combat tax evasion and the abuse of fringe benefits. It considers, 

however, that work done by foreigners employed illegally has to be recognised. In this 

connection, it is seeking on-the-spot regularisation of the situation of workers who are 

to be kept on by their employers. It is also demanding that the workers concerned be 

exempted from the obligation to return home in order to apply for a work permit, thus 

sparing them unreasonable· and unjustified travel costs. 

Unlike their Italian counterparts, the Greek- trade unions fear that th~ (excessive) 

employment Qf foreign workers at wage levels substantially lower than those of nationals, _ 

will create a downward wage spiral overall. This already ~ppears to be the -case in 

construction where, moreover, activity has fallen by 35%. Th~:chairman of the workers; 

union for the sector considers that, in this context, the recruitment of foreigners is 

contributing to unemployment amongst Greeks60
• There is clearly less .of a problem with 

workers lawfully resident in the country and in· possession of a work permit. They are 

fewer in number and tend to have steady jobs. In September 1991, there were 17 000 

· non-EC workers in Greece (1 000 (ewer than i~ -1990) and 14. 000 EC nationals. 

60 According to this trade unioniat, most of the (illegal) immigrant workers are found in the construction 
and public works aoctor. Out of an "estimated" total of 400 000, -.round 80 000 work in construction, 
agriculture and tourism. Foreigners cam between 2 000 and 2 SOO drachmas a day, compared' with 6 000 
to 9 000 drachmas for Orcck nationals. Other official data on wages indicate lhat Poles; regarded as good 
construction workcn, ~ paid from 100 ()()() to 175 000 drachrDas a month. Filipino domestic staff 
tWCive 100 000 drachmas (ECU 400) a month, Sri Lankans 40 000, and Ethiopians70 000 to 80 000. 
Albanians work: for 2 000 to 3 000 drachmas a day. The minirm.im legal wage, in GreecC is 3 SOO. 
drachmas a day. ' · 
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New instnpuents· of·labour policy:· worker quotas, ~~g courses for. foreigners, .. 
, , , ' r . 1 

. . ~ ' 

company contra~ and te&lporary· employment 

' ' ' ' 

Throughout 1992, officials of the Directorate-General for Migration in· Spain' strove to 

convince· the general public'1 of.the ilnportance of regu}ariSa.tion, emphasising that the·· 
I ... ... , 

105 000 foreign workers who had benefi~ from it, fal' froni cOmpeting with the national 

labour force62,'. were ,in fact .making good -the- "emplOyment defi~it'' .on the Spanish 

· market. The final ~rt on the regularisation process! _indicating the,job .vacancies not 

· filled by nationals, ·will serve as a basis for drawing up the offi~ial annual quota of 

. (temporary and permanent) immigrant worke~s__. Although this quota has not. yet been set, 

workers from Latin A~erica ~d _Maghreb are expec~ to be given prefereJltial. 

treatm~nt. It is likely that the continuing shortage of labour lay behind the govemmeqt's 

· . , decision (in July 1992) to adopt an extremely flexible approach .to the renewal of work 
- ~ ' - - ' 

· permits for those. whose. situation was regularised in 199163• · 

. In Germany, the growth of Unem~loyment amongst foreigners already in' the country is· 

not ·acting as a deterrent to tb~ alrlval , of _more workers ·from eastern . Eu~ope in . 

possession of temporary contracts,. This-phenomenon is undoubtedly one of the,majo!'· 

problems on the Germ8n labour ~ket.· Unofficial data put the ftgure at 68 000, ~hilst 
the central.association for the German construction industry believes the figufe .to be. in 

(• . 

excess ·of 130 ()()064. 

-Many voices (companies, associations . and trade unions) have spoken out ~ainst the 
I ' . "' ' \ ' ' .' ' ' ' ~ . 

infringement of e9mpetiti.Qn rules occasioned by this form of labour force managemFOt'5:. 

61 

62 

63. 

:Accoming to a survey carriCd out in May 1991 by the Ccsntze. for Sociological Research (CIS) inVolving· 
-'a sample .of 17 687 pcl'8008, 62~ of thole intervieWed believe that "foreigners are taking jobs whlth. 
could be doM by Spaniards; . especiQlly ·young peOple". However, they recognise , &lBO. (54 4J£) that 
"foreigners generally do tlu work thai Spaniards do not want to do", . even thOugh a third of t~cnt 

·_consider that •the forei;n labour force htu a negdtive inrpacl on the growth of the SptJnUh economy". 
' -

This message from the Ministty. of Labour has its origin , in- an as yet unpublished study concerning job11· 
_ taken by natiortall, carried out on the basis of data from the national employment. institute (INSM). _ . 

Sec chapter on integration policy. 

The namour is starting to spn:ad that they ale taking the job~ of Gennan construction work~rs. 

The adv~ge <:Jf this type .of co~y contract b that it exempts the Ocmq.n contractOr from-. having. to. 
pay the collectively a~ cpntributiOns to the consttuetion ind~stty~s· social insuraAce ·fu.pd. ·These_ · 
ContribUtions, 'Rf)~ting 41.~. oftaxablO ~me.· serVo to ft.nanee leave, wage oomPcn&Btion •. ':Yocati~rial_ ~. 
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The SPD ~dJGbau (the- industry's trade umon) are the main _opponents of this type of 

contract which, in their eyes, _increases the risk of a downward review of Wages. The 

SPD is calling for a ceiling o[ 100 000 to be imposed on the number of foreigner$ thus . 

employed in Germany'6. The Federal Government is considering introducing a payment 

of DM 1 000 to 2 000 for each contracted worker whose employment is approv~, and · 

prohibiting· the emplOyment ofPOlish ·workers. Seasonal· work. ~s :not·tatcen iRto accOunt. 

The same need to adjust to the requirements of the ecQnomy has led, in Italy, ~ the

preparation of a decree on temporary work permi~ authorising the entry of new workers 

for seasonal jobs. The COIL has .criticised the pOlicies of the last' few years, which have_ 

focused too closely on the unrealistic objective of closin.g frontiers. This government. 

policy has, in its view, helped to create a distorted picture of the labour market and, 

,objectively, exacerbated th~ situation as regards the employment of il~gal immigrants~ 

Although the trade unions were not oppo~ to these temporary W9rk permits, their 

agreement was linked to the provision of· guarantees including the assurance of a . 

residence perm~t valid for three months (renew~le up to si~ months) .iqespective of the . 

duration of the employment season in agriculture or tourism, the ~reement of the 

governments in the countries of emigration and the trade uilions to the· esiablishmeat of -

the work contracts, and the guarantee of a "return bonus" .. ensuring at least the "re

employment" of the· "tempOrary immigrants• in their oounuy of origin. ~ 

In Belgium, an advisory council for foreign worJrers ·has been set up to replace the · _ 

advisory oouncil on immigration, with the tas~ of a,dvjsing the government on labour 

reqidremel)ts, but-with no power to decide.on.quotas. 

Luxembourg still has the largest proportion of foreigners ·on the labour market67
, yet this 

.high proportiOn •Ppeal'S·to fall short of meeting aR the cou11tcy's requirements .. Thus,

whilst expressing its determinatiOn not to grant· new work permits_ to third country · 

. 67 

training and aupplcmentaay pensions. On the qu•on of tho limits to be applied (or ,not) to the 
tn.nsnational managomcnt of manpower, a ruling is awaited from the British Courts on the application of 

· the prinCiple- formu1ated by the European Court of Justice . in the Rush , case .. (a Oea1nan coq~p&Ry 
emplOying an Indian national who has no residence perinit in Gennany wishes to employ him in England 
and claims be is ·euuy entitled to work there, citing ,Arti.clc S4 of the Treaty). 

. The company contract quotu • by the· Federal Government atc illegally ex.ceeded. 

, I. 

They constitute more than so~ of workers,. with -y one in five new joba ~. taken by a national., 
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nationals, the govem~~nt ·continues to, tolerate their recruitment in. varying forms of 

legality: authorisation of a fixed-duration contract, failure to comply with collective 

· agreements on working conditions and wages, bogus subcontracting· and other illegal 

. forms of employment.. Moreover, the Luxembourg government has ·given the go-ahead 

for various temporary training and apprenticeship contracts for nationals from countries 

of central and eastern Europe, e.g. medical and paramedical training for RomaniaQs, or 

banking and hotel experience for Poles, and discussions are now taking place on projects 

: " for Hurtga.rians in areas where labour shortages have arisen. 

! . 

In the Netherlands, finally, the central employment board (CBA). and the social economic 

council (SER) have encouraged 'the government to revise the law on the employment of 

· foreign workerS (W ABW) with a view to improving the control of flows, taking into 

aceount the needs of companies and the existing labour force. It is proposed that 

temporary work permits should be refused if the labour. supply is sufficient or if the 

employer_ has not done enough. to recruit people and· that, in any case, they should be 

granted only for a maximum of one year. 

\.'.:' 
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FLow CONTROL POUCIES · 

Over the past year immigration control policies have principally centred ar-aund there

introduction ~f visas, modifications to institutional systems, the stepping up of fronti~r 

controls, and stricter regulation of family immigration·. In some countries the changes 

have merely involved partially reforming or augmenting recent legislation, while in 

others (Spain and the Netherlands) they have been more radical. Another innovation has 

been the conclusion of fro~tier cooperation agreements (Spain, Germany), which have 

added a new dimension to the fight against illegal immigration. 

Modifications to institutional systems, laws and· regulations 

In the past year the countries which have Qverhauled their immigration policies ·most 

radically are the Netherlands and Portugal. For· the Dutch authorities,· controlling 

migratOry flows is re-confirmed as a main priority, but it now forms . part of a more 

comprehensive approach combining prevention and more efficient management of 

arrivals of new migrants. The government believes that this new "integrated policy • for 

regulating· migratory flows should help to foster the integration of ethnic'- minorities~ 

, 
The programme contains all the classic measures applied in this type of case: s~pped-up 

frontier· checks; closer surveillance of foreigners; measures to combat 'illegal 

immigration, residence and employment; and increased use of the expulsion option. 

Additiona.Jly, the inviolability of official papers has been reinforced and the method for 

registering residence status reformed. Also, the number of immigration control officers 

has ~n increased in the four largest cities.· The immigration control officers will be 

helped by the new System for the Administration of Foreigners (V AS)68
, set up to 

improve exchanges of information between the administrations involved in the fight 

against illegal immigration69
• With the aim of reducing the length of time needed for the 

'examination of cases, a bill proposing radical reforms to the 1965 Foreigners Act was 

61 Scheme operated j9intly by the Ministry of Justice and the Foreignen Registration Department. 

Since November 1991 any penon n:questing a SOFt number (a tax and social security number) in o.rder 
to gain Ontitlement to public services must present his or her residence pennit. 
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submitted to Parliament at the. end of August.~ Under this new law, IJersons refused 

asylum ·and threatened with expUlsion would be entitled to appeal ·to the Foreigners 

: Di'v.ision of the Court in The Hague. ·To put an end to the "problem of immigrants 

without papers who cannot be expelled", transpOrt operators would be ·required to check 

that their passengers met the conditions for entry tO the territory of the Netherlands and 

to make a copy of their identity·papers. 70 Moreover, the acts of aiding and abetting entry 

and residence, and recruiting and employing illegal workers, · would become offences 

against public order. Also, the new law would give legal force to the regulations on 

"tolerated aliens", who, once their cases had been 'studied, could be ·issued with a 

"conditio~al residence Permit" valid for one year and renewable for a maximum of two 

further years71
• After three. years this conditional permit would be exchanged for a 

no~al permit72
• Finally, new provi~ions to stamp ·out marriages of convenience are 

currently being drafted. 

The preventive side of the programme will mainly involve ·ex}lerimental proj~ts, devised 

following studies of the motives exp~ by immigrants and asylum seekers and aimed 

at reducing the pressures which drive people from their countries of origin. Romania, 

Iran, Morocco and· Ethiopia Will be the. first countries · tackled. ·The Minister for 

Development Aid will endeavour to set up new cooperation arrangements with them, 

based on existing or .still-to--be-defined' bilateral relationships. Financial. loans will be 

made available to these countries~ while attempts will be made to establish conditions 
~ I ~ - ' ' 

favourable to the· return of refugees. 

In Portugal, Parliament passed a legislative authorisation in June 1992 establishing the 

· government's ·prerogatives for the drafting of a series of legislative deer~. The aims 

are twofold: to align national legislation with the international conventions signed by 

Portugal. and to settle "irregular" situations arising ftom a lack of clarity in the current . 
' ' 

legislation. The government has therefore received the green light to regulanse these 

situations, transpose the Community directives into national law, establish new· entry and 

. 71 

72 

. This obligation does not' apply to ."gertuinc refugees" without papers who aJe fleeing a country because 
their lives arc in danger, provided their story is cred~ble. . - . 

In the third year of residence the "tolerated alien" would be granted access to the labour market. 

On condition that the obStacles proventmg retum to ·the ~untry of origin· still apply. If they were 
removed,· the conditio~ pennit would · becOrnb invalid. 
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residence criteria, re-define the expulsion system 73
, create a new crime of abetting illegal 

· immigration and r~fusing to carry out an expulsion order, and increase the levels of fines 

for illegal residence, employment without a work permit and transporting of a person 

whose entry has not been _authorised. 

The legislative decree on "exceptional regularisation" was published in. Octobet: 1992. 

Prospective beneficiaries must meet two requirements: they must have arrived in 

Portugal at least six months prior to the decree's entry into force and must have at least 

a. minimum means of support. Nationals of Portuguese-speaking countries who arrived 

piior to 1 June 1986 and have lived continuously in Portugal ever since need not furnish 

evidence of their means of support. The following are not entitled to regularisation under . 

the decfee: foreigners who have~ sentenced to.a year or more in prison, those who 

have committed an offence for which th~y may be expelled, and those who have in fact. 

been eXpelled or banned frOm entering Portuguese territory. The operation has a limited 

duration (four months), and is managed- by a technical committee responsible for 

examining applications. When an application is approved the applicant, his spouse an.d 

9hildren living with him receive a residence permit for one year, renewable· thereafter. 

None of the other measures provided for by ~e Parliamentary authorisation has yet seen 

the light of day. Many observers blame this delay . on the absence of any official 

institution for coordinating government activity in the field of immigration and on the 

poorly defined role of the immigrant support associations. In an attempt. to remedy this 

situation the Portuguese Communist party has tabled a bill for the creation of an 

Immigration Institute - a national body to coordinate p<)licy in this field and liaise 

between immigrants and the authorities. The Socialists have also drafted a bill,. this one 

·aimed at giving . greater rights to immigrant support associations to facilitate their 

integration into Portuguese society. 

73 Foreigners re$iding legitimately in Portugal will be dealt with by the courts under a rapid expulsion 
procedure incorporating safeg\wda of the defendants' fundamental rights. foreigners not . residing 

. legitimately in Portugal will be dealt with by an administrative expulsion procedure, again with safeguards 
concerning their fundamental rights. In this latter case, the powers of the judicial authorities will need 
~be specified. In this context, it is worth mentioning two judgments of Portugal's Supreme Court as to 

whether or not expulsion should be an automatic additional penalty. It was atcqJted as· automatic by the 
Court in a case relating tO a dnags offence (judgment of 5 June 199 t ). but. was J:"Cjectcd for any foreigner 
having resided in Portugal for between five and 20 yean unless serious grot.andi . were stated ir;t the 
accusation. 
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In Spain, an Inter-Ministerial Committee on the status of foreigners74 has been set up to 

coordinate the activities of the variou.s. Ministries, hanrionise seetoral policies and · 

centralise all the information available. Its role is to define the broad. lines·.of Spanis~ 
' ' 

immigration .. policy,_ prepare· legislation, study -trends in migratory flows, centralise 
' ' ' ' 

· SC?Ciological data and statistics, ·and. determine_ the criteria for the intervention of the , 

depart~ents responsible for foreigners. It has approved the renewal of the peill).its .of 
' ., 

,persons· whose situation has been regularised and is currently preparing the reform of the 

Law on ·Asylum and Refuge. 

At. the same time, · the Spanish Immigration Institute has . been con~erted into the . 

Direc~te-General for· Migratj.on, within which a Subdirectorate.,(Jene~ for 

lll)lnigration deals . with the problem of ·employment of· foreigners, determines the 

. economy's. needs and decides on ,1he forms •of recruitment. Finally, tbree "Foreigners 

Offices" (Oficinas Unicas de Bxtranjeros ~ OUE) have been set up in Gerona, · Alicante 

•. and 1\lmeria (with others p~~ ~or' the main 'provinces of immigration), ~cl in Madrid 

.an ~Office for Asyium Seekers /and Re(ugees" <0!1-cina de Asilo y Refugio- OAR) has 

· beeit set up to deal· with requests for asylum75
• The govemment h~ also stepped up 

sJJrveillance aloog $pain's southern coastline .and created a ·special police corps equipped · 

with modem ,:~t)servation eqUipment,' helicopters and . ·speedboats. ·This in~ 

·surveillance complements the -re-introduction of visas for Mor~s, Algerians and 
, , • ' , ' ·_ ,1' : , • ' , , , ' I 

Tunisians (in May 1991) and Peruvians (July 1991) and now enjoys the'cooperation of 

th~ ~orocam poliee76
• 

I: 

In Greece, in an endeavour to.stem the steePly rising tide of_.ill~gal immigfation; the·_ 

government ·decided ·jn .February 1~2 .to· stren~then controls along its borders·_ witlt 

Albania; Yugoslavia and Turkey.· Seven mobile patrols were to be assigned.~ this .task77
• 

74 The Committee has foiar aub-cornmittCes coverlng the fields of international eoopemtion •. employment,. 
social imeglation and 110eial aocurity ·for foreiJpers. It btinas together. the Under-$ecRitiuics of the. 
Ministries of Foreign ··!Jfaira, Ju8tico; the Interior (who chairs the Committee), Labour and Social 

. Security' and Social Affairs. .. . . -

73 
· ' The Minittriel·of tho Interior and Social Affairs are involved. 

. . - ' ' . -~ 
' . ' ' 

·76 
• • , ~ ' ' I , 

Thil shoUld. Cria.bte illopl immisration to be combated more effectively. A reductiOn in the flow of illegal 
immigrants was obaerv~ during tho 1aat months of 199'.2. · 

T1 ' , ' 

The Greek army hu had a 'Yillaae ptOtcQtion plart for a y41.1' now, but the offectiveneaa of;tbe paln>ls is 
ham~rcd by tho longth of the froauer .,uJ 'the dift\eulty of acceaa to tho aenaitive zonol.-
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Following ·a ~eeting last . May in Tirana · be~een · the Greek and Albanian .. Prime 

. MinisterS, the Greek authorities decided to gmnt temporary work permits to A.lb~s, 

to ·accept sea.59nal .workers,. to add a ~ird ffontier post to the t~o existing ones and to 

open·consulates in Albania78
• Amendnlents may~ made to the. 1991 law, which the 

Mini~ter for the Intepor claims was adopted in a. "panic sj.tuation" in response to the 

"Albanian ·crisis" and has serious· ·shortcomings. 

There was a meeting between delegations from' Greece and TurkCy_ to try to defuse the. 

· growing tensions arising from the increased smuggling of persons across their common 

frontier". Pending a definitive solution, the Greek government agreed to ~ 

"temporarily" the. Iraquis whose case was mentioned earl~. Wider consultations are 

· planned, but the Greek authorities have doubts as to the goodwill of the ·Turks •. Faced 
.. t . . . . . ' 

with these. problems, the government has· expressed the. wish that the probJem of illegal 

immigration should· be dealt with in the context of an "integrated Community policy~. 

F~ly, an a~ment is currently being studied on the expulsion of foreigners enrmng 

Greece illegally· by sea without· any documents ~ting their country of· orijm•~ · _ 

Similar preoccupations have led to the same~app~ being adopted iri Luxembourg. The 

Chamber of Deputies has received a draft amendment to the Law on entry and residence . 
. conditions for foreigners, and more specifically to the Article on the temporary detention 

by the gavemlllCnt of persons .. representing a threat to . public order'1 ~ The .other .. 

modification expected' concerns me alignment of LuXembourg's nati~ ·law ·wlth ·tha~ 

71' 

80 

II 

Tho AeaOciated PRes and R.cuten have reported tomplainta by ~banian. co~ .. so bY Gntck 
bolder gWuds, .,. the OIOCk gov~ h8s finnly Jejected this accusation. · 

During 1991, 40immigrant amugglina networks~ smashed by tho police, 84 amuga~ ofimmipultl ·_ 
arrested and 39 lorries~ taxis and private can &eized. 

This amendment is being p~ jointly by ~ Minister~ for lntetnal Securey,. thc'Me~ ~. 
National Dcfc:ncC end Pinlulcc.· It also provides for .trictcr ponaltiea · for t~ who ·smuggle in 
immigrants. . . . 

This draft amendment follows. on from .a judgment of the Gouncil of State, wtucm had annulled a ·· 
Ministerial authorisation for a government detention onicr on the grounds that the gc)vcrnmcnt had 00t 
deliberated before taking its decision, aa required by the law. ~ Minister f9r Justice has reported that 
19 foreignon wcle the aabject-ofthis type of ad~vc intcmmcnt in 1991, but that the govemrncnt 
did not have a mcm,; auitable place of accommodation for them, while explaining that "tM fact of 
d«alning a fompr in 1M sll*priltHt·is 1tt11 inco1rtpatibk willa l.M:unrbourg 's inufnflliDNQllllldnftlld#lp, 
~ the•• an ~n0111 whO are in an Ulegallituation on Luumbmtrg '1 territory. " Acconiing to the tenns 
of • bill preacntod, ~ clecisicm reg.tdin& clctention by, the ~ abOu}d thcre.forc ~ tabn.by the 
Minister for 1.-. tho fo~ having ~ right to lodp.aa ~appeal· with.:tho. Counci:l.of State's. 
Litigation Committee in the ~.foiJowina notiftcation of~ ~Wion; . . . 
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section of the Schengen Agreements which· provides for penalties against carriers of 

foreigne~ not in possession of the required documenta~on82• 

In Germany, the. 1990 Foreigners Act has been criticised in numerous quarters83
, and the· 

growth in the number of asylum applications (438 000, i.e. almost. double the 1991 

figure) has revived the debate on. the need for a proper immigration policy. The 

dominant feeling is that the Federal government does not have a clear-vision of what its 

immigration policy should be. The government itself acknowledged that it did not have 

a complete awareness of the directives and decrees adopted by the competent authorities 

in the regions (Under). · 

At Linder level, however, the general approaches are broadly similar, whatever the 

political parties in powerM. All feel that the State should contribute more towards the 

costs of accommodating· and caring for asylum seekers; but their main concern is that the 
·, ' . . ' 

State ~d its Community partners should adopt a common approach concenqng the right 

of asylum. The Prime Minister of Lower Saxony, fo~ example, has campaigned for a 

European solution to the problem of immigratio~. However, n~t everyone is agreed on 

this "Eurqpean" approach: some see it as a detour which will simply delay Ute decisions 

' which need to be taken ·and would prefer to see national initiatives taken instead. The 

Under most in favour of national action are those bordering -Poland and the Czech and 

Slovak Republics. The Federal Minister for the Interi~r has announ~ a stepping up of 

the fight against illegal immigration and organised trafficking of immigrants85
• 

12 

83 

'\ 

In Oonnany ~ Fedeial Court has Nled that the provision banning airlines from canying passengers · 
without a reaidOnce pennit is unconatitutional. 

Cf. R.M. Hoffmilnn, Du neue Auslindergeact:i aus anwaltlicher Sicht (the new Foreigners Act u seen 
by jurists), Zeitschri.ft fiir Auslinderrecht und Auslinderpolitik {ZAR).l992, pp 240 ct seq; &richt des 
Auslinderbcauftragten an den Senat.der frein und H~cstadt Hamburg; H. Apei, Gedanken (Reflections 
on an immiYatton policy). For its part, the DGS'f (National Confederation of Unified German Trade 
Unions) chose as the main theme for its 1992 class "Gennany, country_ of immigration". 

Foremost among. the shared preoccupations are the problems of dual nationality and racism; Thus, the 
69th session of the Conference of Ministers· for E.mployrtlent and Social AffairS adopted by a huge 
tl'U\iority: a drBft resolution on the right of asylum. · 

The same concern to combat human trafficking networks has led Bavaria to submit to the Bundcsrat 
. ·(Upper House of the Federal P~ent) a bill amending the penalties and flXcd-scale administrative fmes 
-provided for in the Law on Foreignen. An amendment to the Penal Code has alio been' presented, . 
creating the neW legal concopt Qf .",human traftlcldng" in ·OrUCf to offer women and girls better protection 
ag&inst· sexual exploitation. · 
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The changesjn other Membei States have been less radical. In Belgium no new measures 
r . 

were taken concerning illegal immigration, but since July ·1992 competence in this .field 

has been transferred from. the Minister for Justice to the Minister for the InteriorM, the 

new rules on the keeping of population registers (Royal Decree of July 92) have come 

into force, and . the possibility of introducing stiffer penalties for employers is being 

examined. 

In Italy the main event of the year ~ the abolition of the Ministry of Immigration by 

the new government. formed by Giuliano Amato (after the April elections), a decision 

strongly criticised by the PDS (Social Democratic Party). The former Minister had 

presented to the Council of Ministers a decree amending the Martelli Law, with the aim 

of speeding up the .expulsion procedure for foreigners found guilty ~~serious 9ffences87• 

Tighter restrictioas on refUgee status 

The trend towards much stricter controls over the right of asylum, already emphasised 

in_ the previous report, has been firmly maintained. Very few applicants .were granted 

political refugee status in the past year and the regions where immigration is a more 

recent phenomenon are .starting· to clamp down Just as severely as the countries. with a 

lo~g history of immigration. 

In France, there was a 30% drop in awards of refugee status ~tween 1991 an~ 1992. 

In Spain, the rate of acceptance of applications lias filll:en to 4% ~ compared with around 

86 

87 

The latter's "chef de cabinet" (principal private acqretuy) has explained that the reason for this switch 
ia •to Nmove diU· atWI of Nsporuibilily from tlw Slate ucurily urvic.s, since joNigners mu~t no longer 
be viltwed with sluplcion tu in the ptut•. Budget allocated in 1990 for removal from the territory: 16 
million; and for voluntary repatriation: 10 million. · 

Although 23 806 expulsions had been ordered. only 4 000 had been carried out. Renewed twice without 
ever having been the subject of a bill, this decree has been criticised by both the Republican Party and 
the "RifondaziOnc cornuniata". The former states in its official organ, the ".Voce Repubblicana", that "thO 
change in immigrtJiion poUcy tiMOIIIICed 10 swltlmly by the governnaent is a 1ham: lt is the pric. which 
it i.r malcing ~eru pay for not dumping the Ma~Ui Law allogetlaer, even though 1M Jar;ts shoty it has 
falW. 71ae gowmnwnt 1uu luulto admit tMl liNN a,_ sliU /ulndreds of thoiu~ of ilfegal immigrants 
in IIDly •. The RifQRdazionc comuniata considers the ~rec to be uncoiU$litutio.nal. · · 
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10% in the previous two years18
• And according to the data produ~ by the Swedish 

- ' 

_Immigration Office(l991), Italy, together with Switzerland, is the country which refuses 

most applications. The Italian Council for Ref~gees and .the religiO\JS organisations are 

exttemely concerned about this and have demanded that information ppints be set up as 

a matter or Ul'gency at frontier posts and in airports in order to help and advise asylum 

seekers on the procedures to follow~9~ 

m addition to these restrictions on numbers there is 8lso now greater selectivity, severely -

reducing the chances of applicants of certain nationalities. In Spain this applies to Poles, 

Dominicans, Romanianls and Peruvians: th~ rate of acceptance for these nationalities is 

virtually nil, even though they presented the most appliCations between- 1988 and 1992 ... '. 

Priority is instead given to refugees from Af~hanistan, . ~omalia, Iran and Iraq. In 

Denmark, the groups most- frequently granted refugee status are applicants 'Subject to 

quotas from Vietnam, Somalia and Iran. Lebanese nationals and sta~less Palestinians -

benefit from special legislation passed in February 199290 and are more favourably 

treated than nationals from eastern Europe, in particulaf Romanians and Russians, who

fare worst of all. 

_Stricter asylum legislatio~ 

The concern to prevent what all, Member States consider to be ~abuses _of the right of 

asylum by "economic re~gees" ·has often led to new ameru;tments to the existing rules,

'at the _risk, as one of the experts -points out, of a denial of certain ifund~ntal freedoms . 

.. Over tho last thrco and a half years ( 1989 to mid-1992) the total number of applicants for refugee status. 
(including family mombon) waa 26 S42, of whom 1-310 (S% of the total) were accepted. 
Year Numbfrr of applicants SuccCeaful % · 
1989 4 077 ' 264 6.5 
1990 8 647 490 5.7 
1991 8 138 313 3.9 
1992* 5 680 243 4.3 
(* _six months) 

89 This measure, mo~ver, is in kCeping with the 'Martelli Law and the Ministry of the lnterlo('s Circular 
No 10/1991, whic_h have never as yet been applied. 

90 This legislation, passed by a majority in Parliament, provides for the g~ting of Danish residence pennits 
to stateless Palcatiriiana who have been waiting more than a year for their request for political asylum to 
be dealt with: 315 Palestinians received residence pennits under this arrangement. This marked the end 
of a period during which a_ large group of Palostinians had -taken sanctuary in a Copenhagen church after 
their applications had boon rejected. _This trend -waa continu~ over the. summer with a series of protests 
to tho MinistrY- of Jl.lstico concoming tho~ of Iranian asylum· ~n v4l08C applications had 'been 
rejected. 

'·' 
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It is in. Germany that reform of' the right of asylum has undoubtedly stiired up the most · 

controversy. This explains why, despite five different amendment proposals, Article 

16(2)(2) of th~ Basic Law has still not been amended. Pending this, a law regulating 

asylum procedures was adopted in June 92, giving the Under more r~ponsibility for the 

initial reception structures (transit camps) and transferring to the Federal Office for the 

Recognition of Foreign Refugees the powers of the regional authorities responsible for 

forei~ners. As is the case elsewhere, thi~ law ·sets out to ·reduce the time taken to 

exalnine dossiers, fixing the period at two weekf1
• It also requires that applicants' 

fingerprints be taken, in order to prevent social security fraud ·through the submission · 

of multiple applications. 

Other changes have occurred in individual Linder. Rhe~d-Palatinate has set up a 

study group attached tO the Ingelheim criminal investigation department to deal with 

asylum-related frauds. In early September the regional parliament of Schleswig-H6lstein 

adopted a resolution restricting immigration and the right to asylum. l3aden-Wu~mberg 

has published a law on the accommodation ~f asylum seekers, and Bavaria has published 

an Order on their reception. These regulation~ lay down the arrangements for the. 

organisation of assistance for asylum seekers and. the distribution of the costs involved. 

Amendments to the existing rules have also been adopted in Denmark. A_s in Germany, 
I 

applicants are now obliged to give their fingerprin~, but the main change is that Danish 

. representatives abro8d have beei1 given greater powers and responsibilities .. ~mbassa.dors 

are now empowered to reject applications without n~ing to consult the central 

administration in Denmark. Under the new arrangement, responsibility for the expul~on 

of rejected applicants is transferred from the Ministries of Justice and the Interior to the 

Refugees Bureau, which decides in particular whether expulsion can be ordered to a 

country -where the persons concerned risk persecution. According to the authorities, ·this 

new division of responsib~lities is designed . to make expulsions of those leaving 

91 The exports bolicvc that this law will do nothing to speed up the processing of applications unless more 
ltaff ~allocated to the tuk (cf B. Huber. •o.. neue Alylvedahrensrccht" - thc.ncw-1aw on uylum 
procedures - 1992, pp 749 et ecq). Since the law aunc into fon:c the nUmber of J.inp~ssech:UCI has 
risen from 3()0 000 to 400 000. 
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involuntarily more efficienf2. Other measures have also been aOOpted with a view to 

speeding up procedures. To avoid lengthy delays in the examination of dossiers as a 

reSult of an, increase in the number of complaints, a new committee has been set up to 
. . 

examine applications indiVidually". 

Spain has taken similar action. In accordance with the recommendations of the Law on 

Foreigners, as approved by the Congress of Deputies (Lower House) in April1991, the . ~~· 

government has substantially amended the 1984 Law on· Asylum and Refugees, with the 1_',1. 

twin aims of re-defining the concept of asylum and speeding up the decision-making 
I 

process. Firstly, the parallel existence in the 1984 ~of.~ a right to asylum and a 

right to. refuge·'"( source of confusion for some, source Qf_ abuse for others) has been 
I ' 

abolished.' There is now' only 'one form of asylum, and those granted it enjoy full 

entitlement to the rights recognised by the Geneva Convention, i.-e. the pght to live and 

work on Spanish territory. At the same time, the "right to as~lum on humanitarian . 

grounds" (which was granted to foreigners who were not suffering persecution) has been 

abolished; those concerned are now dealt with under- the normal legal procedures. To 

speed up the treatment of cases a period' for ,the preliminary examination of ayplications 

has been introduced, during which those which appear to be unfounded can be rejected. 

Bntry into Spain depends on the result of this preliminary examination, and rejection 

means that no further consideration will be given tQ the application. In this caSe, the 

foreigner is obliged to 1~ve Spain, which 'w~ not a provision of_ th~ 1984 Law94
• · 

- l l ' 

The government's aims in adopting this new law are threefold: to adapt to the new 

international instruments and agreements, to clamp down ·on the numbe~s of rejected 

applicants who s~y on in Spain illegally, ~d to, prevent abuse of the system set up to 

protect and he~p victims of per8ecution95
• These measureS s~pplement the procedure set 

9S 

The police coordinate. the _carrying' Out of the expulsion order and supervise the _expulsion of those w_ho 
nma.O to leave tho country voluntarily. During the months of July and. August the police intervened in 
the eMJUlsion:·of 200 rejected applicanU. 

At the same time u the comnuttcc wu act up, however, the composition of the Refugees _Burea~ was 
modified. Since ihcae· ~ all recent mcasurea it ia too soon to be able to aascss their impa~t: , 

, , 'I 

The 1984 Law actually confcned on rejected applicants advantages which were denied foreign workers 
applying. through the normal: legal process. 

Tho nc.w ·Jaw accords with tho 1ep1 writings of tbC C,OOStitutiorial Court and abollshel tlte Ministry of the 
Interior's powen under tho 1984 Law to,suspcrid foreigners• associations. 
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up by the Asylum and Refuge Office, created, in 1991 and inaugurated in February 

199296
• The Office's role is to examine applications and check whether or not they are 

well-founded before forwarding them to the Interministcmal Committee for A$ylum and 

Refugees97 
•. 

In Belgium, the Minister for the interior has laid before Parliament a bill designed to 

discourage applications for asylum. The. bill includes the following new features: a 

reversal of ' the burden . of proof (the applicant would neoo to prove the risk of 

persecution); entitlement 9f the authorities to serve an expulsion order on grounds of a 

tQreat to public order at any stage of the procedure; longer detention periods for 

foreigners or asylum seekers in an irregular situation: and .a reduction of the time limit 

for appeals to the Conseil d'Etat (supreme ·administrative court) from 60 tq 20 days in 

respect of all decisions taken pursuant to the 1980 Law on foreigners., 

All these provisions reflect a keen desire to tighten up still furtller on entries . into · 

Belgium. In a similar vein, there have been more and more cases of the authorities 

refusing to· register persons applying for refugee status, often for no apparent reason. The 

same trend has. been observed in numerous public welfate centres. 

In Luxembourg, the ratification of the Schengen Agreements sparked. off a major debate · 

on th~ question of refugees. Two motions have been published, one from MPs of the 

ruling coalition parties and the other from. the refugee community. The co~mittee for 

foreign and community affairs,. meanwhile, invited the government to intr~uce 

legislation in this field, suggesting that applicants should have access to better legal 

assistance and the right tO appeal to the Council of State.· IwSeptember 1992, in response 

to these suggestions, th~ ·government set up a consultative committee charged with 

advising the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the examinatio~ of individual applications, · 

established a· new list ·of safe countries and pressed ahead with a study on ways of 

~peeding up the examination of dossiers. However, the government has no plans for any 

97 

SignifJ.CaAt p10pas accma to have been made, since 7 357 •PPli•ions we.t:e examined. in 1992 compared 
with 3 808 in 1991 {an incrcue of93'%). · 

Only having reached this atage does the applicant beCome legally entitl~ to the various fonns of social 
eecurity available, The prcaence on this committee of aenior rcprcsentativea from the Ministry of the 
Interior 8nd the Police and of 100ial WOJkers·from the INSER.SO {Nationaltn.&:itute ff?r S®ial: 5erviocl) 
enables actions to be hannotlisad, pJOCedurca to be speeded· up and eocial. security fraud .to be p~. 
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( new legishitive initiatives prior to ratitica~on of the Dublin · Conventio~~, . wtaich is 

- -regarded as one ·of Parliament's prioriti,es for the ,year. 

Faced_ with similar preoccupations, the Netherlands bas modifi~ its reception and 
' . 

adnussion arrange~ts for asyl9m seekers. A new system has- been· · ~t up~ and · 

applications can now only be lOdged with a small number of municipalities. Since Aprll, _ 
- -

' . 

asylum seekers arriving at Schipol ~-with n~ chance (according to·the Millistty of 

Justice) of being accepted, 'have been housed in a "closed" reception centre. This 
l ' ' ' ' ' 

"fro_ntier hostel" (Grenshhospitium) also houses ~rsons who, have previously been 

accommodated in other centres but who have in~ged the-rules fixed for their stay~ It 

' caR also be used for forei~~ in-an·irreg~.situation, ·pending ·their_expulsion98• 

The increased selectivity in th~. examination of apPlications, and ,~e concomitant 

rejection of virtually all-of them, bas at the, same time-obliged the authorities to apply 
: ·. I ,_ 

stri~ controls in the reception centres with the aim of ~suring that rejected applicants 

do not abscond from these centres and take up illegal residence in the Netherlands. The

_11 · reqeption centres have therefore been surroun~ _with fences:, guards have been 

placed on the ·sole exit, and occupants· must register with an electronic iQeiltity card. 
. ' . \ ' 

--,·Additionally, those 'whose chances of being accepted are judged low ~e required·· to. 

present themselves to ttte warden twice a day, failing '-Which_ the ·police are authorised to 
' ' - - ~. -

. seek and arrest· them. ·When the Schengen Agreements were ratified by· the Netherlands 

Parli&ment in July, MPs 'expressed regret that asylum seekers' chan~ of &eeq)tance . 

were -becoiniag increasingly slim·. 

. ' - ~ 

While there we~_no substantial modifications tO the United Ki~gdom 's immigration :laws 

during the yeaf», an important bill was laid before ~Parliament at the end of, Octo~r 

1992 concerning the appeal procedures under the asylum and immigration . laws.-

. Officially! the bill is designed to establish a ~ght of appeal (prior to · expulsjoJt) for 

_persons requesting asylum on arriVal in the-{!nited KingdQrn.· In reality, it ·h8$ a more . 

\ 
'l"hC.e ·decisions havo prOvoked a wave of. protoata.: from · refugee organisationl as well. ,_. frbm other 
-.~iationa and private iridividuals.Ho~or. examination procedures have becm speeded up by grouping 

_ appliCations and typoa ·of RCOption into different eatcgoriea . 

. At ...0.. there -~ amendlllCII'Ita -~~ to tho itluing of ~~ and thO duration of validity of worlc: 
pormita iJr in·aorvico training ~~na •. 
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iestrlctive· side in that it in~uces a new category 9f rejecti,on for uylum leq~ s&id 

to be "manifestly Ulf(imnded,, and removes the rigbt pf 8ppeal in certain cases•00• , 

The averred aim is tO simplify procedures and ~lleviate the burden on the appeal' system, · 

·so that it can concentrate on the.mot:e important ~101 • However, it is to be feared that 

· this removal of the right to appeal against administrative decisions· may encourage "bad" 
. " 

practices and at the same time. increase the number of applications to the ~h C~urt.for . · 

cases to be reviewed. Even now, most Of the judicial review casCs before this court 

con~ imJDilration problems. 

Immigration of family members ~de more· difi"'ICUit · 

Denmark's reforms with regard to family re-unification have been the most radical, in 

the sense that they mark a break with the fundamental rights upheld in .this field since 

the 1970s·and recognised by the Law of 1983~_ .Family re-unifications are no longer 

authorised unless the applicant .is ·able to take full responsibility · for the upkeep of. bis 

family with no additional -aid from the Stateu7l •. Applicants originating from ·third · 

countries must also be able to provide evidence of at least five years' ~sidence and. their 

spouses must be at least 18 Yelll"S of age103• Fmally, the· minim~m length of time duriJ;tg 

which the couple must live together before the spouse can be granted a. permanent 

residence ·pen:nit following marriage has been increased frQm two to three years104• Also · 

under the new rules, parents .aged over 60 years will only be granted a ·residence permit 

if they ·hav~ no 'other~ ~ving ill the- C()Uiltry. of origin cap&bte ·{)f looking··~·-. 

100 

101 

102 . 

103 

104 

Por oxampi.O, ihotWtay visa requeatl (viaitots, fi.ait= atudenta or lhort-tcnn .Wdcrits. i.e. six mondls ot 
- leta) and all docisiona Where it woulcl appear that the judge would have no other option than to reject the 

appeal.. / 

. The lOgialativc ~ wu under way, and the ftnaliaed bill was not expected to become law before Aprll 
or May 1993~ ' 

Thia change ~ that inuniczanta roceiving social accurity benefitS or unemployment benefit have 
virtually no p~ of boifts joined by .their familica. 

A young immiputt who entered ~ at the ago of 17 v4U not be able to 'apply. for his, wife to Po 
. rum urKil taO ia apl22. Whatever Ute date of their miu:riasc. , ' . 
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thent105
• These_new measures seem to have had a swift impact, putting a brake on the 

steady incJeaSe in tlmily re-unification authorisations, particularly for applicants 

originating from third countries. Only 7870 such ~uthorisations. were iss~~ in 1992, 

compared with 8 517 in 1991 (and 6996 in 1988). During the second half of 92 there 

was a 45% drop_ in the number of authorisations issued to. non-refugee foreigners 

(excluding nationals from the EEC or Nordic countries), and the number of refusals 

dotJbled compared with the sanie period in the previous year106
• 

In the Netherlands, thete was pressure from numerous quarters to clamp· down on family 

re-unifications107
• The government came to a compromise, deciding that the current rules 

would be ob~rved more strictly and that finaQ.cial assistance would no longer be 

considered an adequate means of support for a spouse to be allowed into the country, 

except in certain cases to be defined in a ·note from· the Prime Minister. Additionally, the 

conditions governing the admission of, only parents have been modified: authorisation is 

no~ no longer granted unless at least two of the children (instead of one) residing in the 

Netherlands can support the·parent.independently and the parent has a place to stay in 

their neighbourhood108
• Luxembourg too has revised. the minimum conditions which must 

I . 

' be met in terms of inoome and accommodation for family re-unification to- be allowed. . 

But the biggest innovation is the requirement that the applicant ~ust possess a second 

work permit providing eviden~ _of residence and of unbro~n employment for· at least 

one year. 

lOS 

106 

107 

108 

These rulea apply only to immigrants from the Third World. They do not apply to nationals of the EEC 
8nd Nordic countrief, and there arc exCeptions for refugees. 

During the first half of 1~ 4 345 family re-unification authorisatioQ& were issued. From July to 
Dcccmbcr (November) only 586 authorisations Were iiaucd (and 173 refusals), compared with 1· 00r5 
authorisations and 47 refuaall for the same· period in 1991. 

Even wit,hin the govcmmcrit, the Cty:istian-Danocrata proposed that immigrants should have tO be 
rca.idcnt in the Nethcrlanda for at least one year before becoming entitled to apply to 'bring in their 
children or pa.raa. A recent study has shown that it is inefficient to try tQ; reduce immigration solely by 
imposing restrictions on the rO-unificatiQil or creation of families, firstly because of the stAndards laid 
~o~ by international ~ts and secondly because most of those who apply for their partners to be 
allowed to join them arc in fact Dutch nationals. · 

The other ~ conditio,is remain unchapgcd, i.e. the parent must take out bcalth insurance, admission 
is panted on tho· basil of •manifcat humani~ grounda", all the panmt~• children. must in · p.-ctice 
reside in the Ncthcdands,· and .the Parent muai not ~ a threat to n&Ponal SCC\.Irity. · 
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In Belgium the Conseil d'Etat has endorsed the administration's decision that a visa is 

required for family re-unification, even in those cases where all the preconditions ~e 

met. Persons· without this visa are obliged to ~m to their country of origin to apply 

to the Belgian Consulate for it. MoreOver, the imposition of a "durable cohabitation" 

requirement, with no precise duration specified, causes additional insecurity for the . 

f~reigners concerned. 

In Spain, the government has made re-definition of the criteria governing family re-

. unification one of its priorities for the first half of 1993 .. Immigrant applicants will need 

to be able to p~vide evidence of at least one year's residence, stable employm~t and 

adequate financw resources. Additionally, the admissiQn process will involve a dual 

approach, on the one hand to the local authorities for official attestation of the applicant's 

economic stability and legitimate residence status., and on the other hand to the relevant . 

Consulate in the oountry of origin· for official attestation of the falnily relationships 

between the individuals concerned. 

Discouraging marriages of convenience 

Considered as an abusive way of circumventing the ~idence laws, "marriages of 

convenience" have recently · been under close scru~y in the. Member States. The 

Netherlands and Denmark have taken new measures to clamp down on them, and the 

issue has provoked considerable controversy in France, w~ere· the introduction of new 

legislation seems certain. 

In January 1992 ~ bill was presented to the Netherlands Parliament requiring marriage 

officials to check the foreign spouse's residence permit and requiring the latter to furnish 

a police certificate proving that he (or she) possesses a residence permit or has at least 

applied for one1cw. In Denmark, a bill had been proposed· whereby marriage to a 

foreigner could be authorised only if th,e partner had fulfilled his or her legal obligations 

(possession of a legal residence permit or valid visa) or was exempt from any o?iigations 

of this type. The bill was withdrawn, but these requirements have been incOrporated into 

the marriage legislation itself. 

lO!J Whete fraud ia .bliahcd, the State proaccutor may demand the ~lment. of the marriage. Under the· 
now law, taking part in a maniage of convenience would ,become an offence.· 

,, :' ·-~ .. -
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In the United Kingdom the "primary purpose rule" (the main instrum~nt for ensuring the 

genuineness of marriages ~tween nationals and foreigners) continues to attract attention 

because of the (lifficulties whlch it create$110
• A prime example is the- case of a couple· 

who were married in 1987 and who have been refused permission for the foreign spouse 
' \ 

to enter the United Kingdom. They have just l(mlled this year that their appeal has been 

dismissed. Many observers find the grounds put forward by the judge (Lord Justice 

Glidewell) more than a little specious. "I knoW-.that it puts some intending immigrants 

in a very 'real difficulty, but it is not eno_ughforsomeone like Mr Mas()()(}, to con.vince the 

Entry Clearance Ojjfcer that he likes his wife, it may be he even loves her ••• and that he . 

intends t~ 11UJke a pe1711111Je1JCe of his marriage. This· could be a perfectly genuine long 

las,ting marriage. But that is not enough". · 

, . I 

This ruling confirms the fears of those ·who believe that·the "primary purpose rule" is 

an affront to the freedom of a British citizen, forcing him to choose between leaving his 

country of birth or not living with his spouse. What makes the situation even more 

inadmissible in their eyes. is that this text, . which heavily penalises genuine marriages, 

_.appears to be of little use .against those who enter marriages of convenience (who would 

be excluded anyway by the requirement to show the genuineness and ·permanence of their · 
' ' . ~ ~--

·.union).· 

In order ~-avoid being taken to the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg on 

this lK>int, the government sent a guidance· note to staff instructing that in principle any 1 

application from a spouse for entry clearance or for leave to ·remain should be allowed 

if it was proven that the marriage was genuine and subsisting and either the couple have. · 

been married for at least five years or one or more· of the couple's children have· the 

right of abode in the United Kingdom111 • In another tase, this time concerning an Indian· ' 

~itizen who ll.ad been living in Germany with his British wife and who was refused entry 

to the United Kingdom, the European .court of Justice argued that EC nationals and 

members oftheir family (whatever their nationality) returning home after_ exercising their 

110 

111 

Sec Rimct report 92, page 20; 

Since then, n\lmcrous British or forcigri wives living in Great Britain without their husbands (because the 

hus~ds hav~ been rcfuacd entry) have returned to their countries of origin to try to conceive a child and 
thu• Raeet this IOCOnd ,condition. Unfortunately, they do not always manage to conceive and as a result 

. are placed undol' considerable -~• a source of great 'suffering which makes thcse·womcn feel that they · 
are to blame for being Oetranged from their ~bands. 
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. right to freedom_ of movement in another· Member Sate, sho~d at least have the same 

rights as any other nation~ of a Community country and. the members .of that person's 

family112
• The paradox in this matter is that Community legislation can pl"()ve to be more 

.. generous than .national legislation. 

Cooperation agreements 

Spain signed a cooperation agreement with Morocco in February 1992, providing for the 

return to Morocco of foreigners who.have entered Spain illegally -via Morocco. In .return, 

Moroccans residing legally in the European Community are accorded the right. to free 
,( ' . 

. movement within Spain for up to three months. Additionally, ~ SWUU.sh and Moroccan 

authorities will organise the movement of workers between· the tw9 countri~ as needs 

require, and ·will safeguard their social rights. Moroccan workers ·thus receive 

pref~tial treatment when Spain is drawing up temporary quotas for agricultural work. 

Germany has concluded similar agreements with Poland and· Romania. The agreement 

between Germany and Poland provides for the development of cooperation between the 

two countries' police forces, to which end the German authorities· have released a 

budgetary appropriation of DM 6 million for the Polish. police. And in the agreement 

between Germany and aomania (September 1992), Romania undertakes to accept 

Romanian nationals residing illegally in Germany and returned to Romania, including 

those who have no valid identity papers113
• However, reservations .have been expressed 

concerning the 'advisability of this type of measure. It is certainly legitimate to question, 

as the German report does, the basis of a means of control which consists of "rejecting 

the burden which movements of ~litical o_r economic) refugees place on neighb~uring 

countries" without· spli~ng the financi~ costs·. 

' 112 

113 

NumeiOUS couplea prw-.cd from living tog~, the foreign spouse having been unable to satisfy th~· 
"primuy purpoao Nle", decided to settle ellcwhcre in the EEC, after which tllcy arc cntitl~ to return 
to the United ~ under this application of the Community law. 

Tho ag~ applies chiefly to Ro~ uylum aeokcn a4d ja designed to facilitatC their expulsion. 
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Combatin& illegal work 

The measures concerning admission and residence of foreigners are ~mplemented by 

measures concerning "illegal work", although, as mentioned in the last report, the issue 

of illegal work goes far beyond· the ,single issue of employing foreigners without a ~ork 

permit. 

Over the past year the Netherlands has taken the mQst substantial measures to combat 

illegal wOrk, with. p~ures having been tightened up and penalties increased since 

1 July 1992. The levels of fines have been raised, and employers are ·liable to a one

month prison term, in addition to which judges are now empowered to close down the 

firm temporarily. Moreover, the employer is obliged to pay the full amount of any taxes 

and social security contributions "saved" by employing immigrants illegally, and the 

State prosecutQrs have been instructed to adopt a stricter approach. Additionally, the 

·government has decided to extend the applicability of the notorious "chain responsibility 

• > law." (restricted to tile building· sector $ince 1982) to the clo~g industry,. in order to 

clamp down on sweatshops employing illegal ·labour. The underlying principle of this law 

· is that in cases of clandestine employment the main contl.'aetor is held liable for payment 
I 

of all. income tax iand social security contributions !lOt paid .by subcontractors. 

France has no~ enacted any new legislation in the field of illegal work since the iqtportant 

law 'passed by Parliament in December 1991. ·As well as. publishing important 

implementing insnuments rdating to this law114
, France also published two new deerees 

in June 1992 designed to further thel~w's objectives: the first relates'.to the declaration 

prior to recruitment, the second to the rights of the. social security agencies. to use (on 

an ex.perimental basis) the national identification register of physical persons. These two 

instruments should 'help to tighten up CQntrol of illegal work. 

In Germany, the powers of the Federal Labour Office were increased by a Law of 18 

r December 1992, authorising the Office to carry out on-tbe-spot checks in firms· 
\. 

employing foreign workers in 'order to ensure that the work being performed by these 

114 Decrees of 11 June l 992, one on illegal work and the other on-the ~ocumcnts to bo given to employees 
UpOn Rc:ruitmcnt. Thclo dccreel In supplemented. by the lntennfi*rial Circular of S NQvcmber i 992 
explaining the new provisions of the Law of 31 December 1991. · . · · . 
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workers corresponds to that stipulated in their work; permits and· that they ·are receiving 

the same treatment as· their German colleagues. The government is also considering 

amending the Law on manpower loans and amending the arrangements far the payment 

of social security benefits to foreigners or even reducing the amounts of some of these 

benefits. This latter proposal (which could also affect EEC nationals, to some degree) bas 

aroused loud protests. 

In Luxembourg, the National Immigration Council115 has adopted an opinion on illegal 

workers, expressing concern at the large. number of such workers but at the same time 

emphasising that most of them are in fa~t only "semi-illegal", being registered with the 

social security but not possessing work penni~. The Council has recommended that their 

applications for regularisation be examined favourably. At the same time, it has urged 

the government to step up the fight against illegal immigration and to g~t work permits 

only after having checked that the minimum accommodation standards are complied with. 

As yet, no legislative amendments ·have been enacted in ·the field of illegal work, and·the 

Law on the admission and residence of foreigners continues to apply. However, a bill · 

has been put before Parliament on temporary work and temporary loans of manpow~r 

in order . to eliminate the legal loopholes in Luxembourg -concerning ~e ·illegal 

contracting of labour, as mentioned in the chapter "The labour market". Attention has 
also been drawn to the higher accident risks faced by foreign workers, particularly in the 

construction sector where almost 95% of employees are foreigners. These risks are ·all . 

the greater in that the resources devoted to labour- inspection appear to be derisory. The 

government intends proposing to Parliament a new instrument aligning national law with 

the Community standards. In Belgium too the Soc~ Affairs Inspectorate is considered 

to have an important role to play, although follow-up administrative penalties are still 

applied as imperfectly as ever. 

Individuals' rights sometimes forgotten-

With the tightening up of policies on entry, right of abode and asylum, some experts 

have expressed fears that indiViduals' basic rights and the principles enshrined in law risk 

115 A national conaukativo bOdy comprising n=proacntativea of the Miniltties' afld Adm~ons, ·the trade , 
unions and the foreign communities. - · . · 
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being flouted more and more often. Such fears have been confinned in the Netherlands 

in a survey of the cases of approximately 100 Ethiopian and Eritrean asylum seekers, 

which revealed that two thirds of the rulings violated the.principles.of Netherland~ law 
. ' 

and contained unfounded arguments for renasal of the appliCation .. 

The same applies in Germany~ The FedeJ:al Constitutional Court has dealt with numerous 

cases of asylum applications~ and its rulings . show that the assessments made by the 

courts and· the authorities often go against the basic principles of the Constitution. In 

most cases they Jail to abide by the requirements of the _Constitution in rejecting 

applications wJtich are judged on the evidence to be unfounded, or in rejecting .offers to 

provide evidence116
• The Constitutional Court has rejected certain parts of North-Rhine 

Westphalia's law governing the recepti~n of foreign refugees, condemning the practice 

whereby municipalities. allot refugees to· accommodation according to their ethnic 

origin117• There is also disagreement on the interpretation of Article 7a(3) ofthe Law on 

the Right of Asylum concerrling the position of applicants'- children and whether they 

must be minors iri <;>rder to enjoy entitlement to family asylum118
• 

An equivalent question has been asked in .Denmark, where there· have been more_ and 

more cases of children having· waited years for their case to be ~xamined and· then being_ 
rejected outright on their 18th birthday. Certain opposition·parties have d~manded better 

safeguards of the rights of unaccompanied minors entering Denmark as refugees, and in 
- ' • l • 

particular, recognition of die possibility ·of their' obtain~ng ·the right to asylum.l•t. After · 

lUi 

117 

Ill 

119 

On the other ~' tho. Court has ruled that Victnameao nationals who had been living, in East Oc~y 
and who came to Woit 0etmany after the fall of the Berlin Wan should not be regarded as~- of 
political penecUtion. The fact that ~ unauthoriaed stay in another cQuntty. constitutes an offence under 
VlOtnBmeae law ia no obltacle to their expulsion {Judgement of 1.6.1992). . 

In a more general context, Hamburg's foreignen' repm10ntative has emphasised in .his first activity rCport 
that the aims of providing legal safeguards for foreigners and refugees. as pursued by the government in 
ita new Law on Foreigners,· are .far from being achiev~. 

The Fc;deral Administrative Court has ruled the cfiterio.n to be not the date of admission of the parent or 
parents but the date on whid1 the child's appliCation is lodged (Judgment of 21.1.1992). The authorities 
in LoWer Saxony and Hamburg, on the other h8nd, ~o by the date on which the parents are admitted.~ 
asylurn soekOra {Lower Saxony Higher Administrativt Court, Judgment of 2S.3.1992; Hamburg Higher 
Administrative Court,· Judgment of 17.12.1991 ). 

A biD designed to guuantco asylum for applicants aged between 15 and 18 has been drafted by the 
Central Democrats, but examination of tho bill by Parliament ~.to have ~ deferred. The problem 

· rovolves ~nd the · failuro to olarify the 1inb . to be. established. botw=t .~- · for .-a&yluni, 
provisional stal\111 and family re-uiaifioation. The bill will be re-dnfted. in a new form: · 

" ..... ' 
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most of the political parties in Denmark unanimously agreed on the need to tighten up 

the legislation on foreigners, many people are now protesting about excessively severe 

restrictions on the fundamental rights of foreigners. Many consider that the latest 

measures adopted create a legal vacuum in the policy of equal treatment of Danes, EC 

nationals, refugees and third-world immigrants. Immigrant organisations and Danish 

humanitarian organisations have demonstrated against these restrictions~ which they 

believe go against the fundam~ntal principles of the rights of man, of ethics and of 

freedom. 

In December 1991 in Italy, the Constitutional Court, deliberating on the questiQn of the · 

expulsion of a foreign citizen, reaffirmed his inviolable right to legal protection, under 
' ' 

Article 3 paragraph 5 of the Martelli Law (No 39/90); in accordance with Article 24 of 

the Constitution. The question had been raised before the Aosta Court, charged with 

ruling on an authorisation for the expulsion of a· foreign national against whoin criminal 

. p~ings had been instituted. The Constitutional Court declared as unconstitutional 

the judge's decision to authorise expulsion, since this was a matter for the administrative 

authorities. ( ... )The Court also ruled that the Constitution, in defining the inviolability 

of the right to be defended, offers its safeguards not only. to Italian citizens but 

indiscriminately to all those against whom legal proceedings are brought120
• 

The problem of special checks on certain population groups has also arisen in Portugal, · 

specifically with reference to a regulation of the Republican National Guard on nomads. 

The ~tate . Prosecutor has ruled this regulation to be unconstitutional since it is- aimed 

specifically at gypsies, adding that the inspection of their caravans contravenes the 

principle of inviolability of domicile as established in Article 34 of the ·Portuguese 

Constitution. The Constitutional Court confirmed this interpretation (Judgment of 

28 June). 

Finally, the United Kingdom's principal immigration agency, the Joint Council for the 

Welfare of Immigrants, ·has published a report entitled •Between a rock and a hard place: 

120 This argument has been adopted.by the government, which has n.aled that even if ordered to be expelled 
the foreigner is entitled to IS days' to organise his defence before being escorted to the frontier. 
Adc:litionally, he IJ!IlY request from the Minister of ~ Interior specw authorisation to return to Italy 
under Article IS 1 of the single text of the 1931 laws on public- eafety, which has not been repealed by 
the Mutelli 4w. "RifondaziQnc Comunista", for ita part, consid-ers that the decree alldwing foreigners 
to be expelled without the right of appeal to the Regional Adminill;tld:ive Court is unconatitutional .. 
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migrant workers in ~braltar", in which it comments on tbe · sitwl.nc;n . of third~untry 
nationals in Gibraltar. The Governor of Gibraltar is accused in the report of inflicting . . 

"degrl.ding and inhu.nan trea~ent~ on thousands of Moroccans and Indians ~iding i~ 
'- ' , ... ' ' 

· Gibl'8ltat. The situation ~ to be particularly· difficult for. Moroccans,_· who, 

acco~ng tO the report, find ·~selves trapped "betW~ a rock .and a hard place" and 

. under constant threat of expulsion121
• Under the current immigration· rules~ they- are denied 

- the security of pem1anent right_ of residence122 ~ no~ can they be joined by their ·families • 

-Children born in the colony and pregnant women have been expeJ.led123
• Since these 

immigration rules ooilfer arbittary powers' on the . Executive; in Jhe person of the 

Governor, it ~s r8re for the workers concerned to win their· cases. The Moroccans are · r 

• • I - ' ' ', 

in fact caught in a oonflict of interests between Spain and the United:-l'ingdom. ,They are 

the main victi~s of thC economic upheaval caused by the withdrawal of the Britfsh Army 
. I. , , . 

· and the ·severe restriction$ im~ at the borders by the Spanish governm~t in Madrid 

in order to step- up pressure on Gibraltar. 

) -

121 

122 

'l'r' -

The 3 000 Moroccan worbn in Gibraltar (out of a total population of 30 000) ~present approximately 
20'1 of the world'Oioo and are mainly. employed in .unskilled jobs in the public sector .. · 

Their ri$ht ·o( r:eaidenco il dilectly linked to employment, and tl)ey are only cmplQyed on· QRe-year 
OOI'ltl8d8. 

1'bO Joint COuncn for .the We~· ot lii'IPligmnta is Con.iderinJ ·brinaing cc)fJ'PlaintS befo~, the ~rope8n · 
, CoinrnisliOn of Huinaal Jliahta. In pedicular. the ~'• .teaat::o~ beJiovo ~:·•he cxp\.llsi9n 

· of children Contravenes the European COcwentioft aaf~inl thO .right iO talftil~·life. · · · · · 
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INTBGRADON POUCIES_ 

1992 und~ly saw a growing convictio~ in all Member States that the marginalisation 

of imn~.isrant populations carries grave risks of social upheaval, particularly in these ~ys 

'of political and economic insecurity and of increasing doubt _and uncertainty cOncerning 

the futures of both individuals and Communities. As a result, the need to improve ! 

"integration policies" appeared more pressing than ever. However, the perceived scope 

of this term still differs significantly from one Member State to another. Similarly, in all. 

Member ~tates the debate remains open as to the philosophy which .should shape policies, ~ 

choices and decisions in this area .. In this context, four examples stand ou-t from. the 

others: l)enmark, the Netherlands, Germany and Luxembo\lfg .. 

Deumark: Integration, a new priority 

For the first time in Denmark's recent history Parliament has adopted, alongside~ new 

-_ legislation on foreigners, a resolution on "better integration of the rights c:>f foreigners -

in Denmark* 124• This event marks a sea-change in th~ Danish approach to immigration 

questions and represents the first step .along the way towards a coordinated policy. The 

resolution provides for a more consistent and more varied palette of adult education 

opportunities, more help for immigrants on the labour market, and deeper research into 

education for non-Danish-speaking child(en and workers. It also a~vocates a more-even -

geographical distribution . of the immigrant communities, increased cultural . and 

information activities, and the creation of a body to ens~e equal treatment between all · 

groups. A (modest) budget has been allocated to fmance information and ~wareness-. 

raising ~activities 125
• 

' ' 

Despite the good intentions, ~owever, Denmarl\ is still finding it difficult to decide on 

the 'appropriate, integration philosophy to underpin these s~al policies. The domina.Qt. 

12A 

125 

\ 

Presented to Parliament by the Social-Dem<>crats in April 1989, this proposal took a. long time to be . 
accepted. 

At the same· time, the tint comprehensive study on municipaL. in,tegrati"on wodc hM b.ccn c;arried- .,out, 
covcriiag all tho themes which dominate the debate on the integration Of immig.., ~)lanilb .oCriety; · 
equality o_f opportunities, acccas to employment~ cduCatioo and ~mmodation. - - · · 
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idea is that of a policy of assimilation aimed at treating immigrants, refugees and Danes 
more equally and thus offering little opportunity for immigrants to preserve their own 

. ' 

languages and cultures.· In ,this sense, the notion of a pluricultural society seems to be 

rejected completely. 

In practice, however, things are less simple. For example,. while decisions to spread . 

immigrant children geographically throughout all schools and all residential areas and to 

give priority to the teaching of Danish . and the inculcati()n of Danish traditions and 

.. .standards clearly tie in with the policy of assimilation, the decision .to work towards 

cohesive integration can only be based on recognition of the specific characteristics of 

each of the populations concen;ted, which clearl~ presuppo~ some recognition of ethni~ 

and cultural plurality. The same applies- to the need felt by the municipalities (who have 

an important role to play in integratio11 policy) to tailor their efforts to immigrants' 

specific needs (adaptation of schooling, adult education, etc.~~ 

The same ambivalence is seen with regard to immigrant and refugee associations and 

what should be expected of them. Everyone agrees that their influence remains very 

·limited and that they are not very closely involved with the .Danish authorities in seeking 

solutions to the most pressing problems126• This finding has been confirmed in two recent 

studies ,bY the Danish As~tion of International Cooperation, which partly attribute this 

lack of involvement to ~ifferences in each side'_s traditi.Qils as regards coOperation, 

leading to differences in each side's .expectations and to difficulties in agreeing on the 
' ' - ' -

"rules of the garne"127
• 

Should we regard this situation as beneficial and prefer to see the.difficulties encountered 

by the 'immigrant communities dealt with exclusively ,by voluntary Danish organisations 

on an individual basis? Some· of these already provide assistan~ and care for asylum 

• · seekers and refugees and organise cultural activities 'for immigrants (films, plays, etc.). 

But the general impression is that they do not propedy understand the real needs ofth~ 

126 

127 

j 

As for local irnmi,grant organiaalions, theae still function mainly as meeting points. sometimes u centres , 
for leisure and cultural activities. They have little contact with the local aUthorities and no involvement 
with the municipalities on local initiatives for immigrants. 

Other "barrien• are wdced to a lack 'ar "competence". particularly in social and public relations matt~n. 
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groups- and that the latter, for their part, rarely· get involved in the cultural and leisure 

activities of the local communities. 

• 
In contrast with this type of approach, therefore, should we instead recognise that there 

is a .collective dimension to some of the difficulties encountered and some of the needs 

expressed, and thus a need for the immigrant groups themselves to take responsibility 

for dealing with their problems? If so, this would mean encouraging them to· be more 

effective organisations and thus promoting a community dynamic. The Immigrant 

Board121 seems to have been following such a policy in recent years, seeking greater 

powers to intervene with the government and individual Ministries. For the moment, the 

question as to which policy is preferable remains unresolved. It is against this 

background that the Danish Association of International Cooperation has. launched a 

study to investigate ways of developing contacts and cooperation between Ute immigrant 

organisations, voluntary ·organisatiOns, local authorities and _government departments. 

This emphasis on integration is not something which is exclusive to Denmark. It is fQund 

in other Member States, chiefly the northern ones, even if the resources committed. to 

the policy are not always adequate. The same concern is also felt in the countries of 

more recent imniigration, albeit less strongly. In this context it is worth mentioning, if 

only for its symbolic value, Italy's establishment of a "Council for the Integration of 

Immigrants"129
• This new institution, similar to the High Council for Integration set up 

in France, has the role of helping the government to define its policy towards immigrant 

, groups .. Its first task will be to advise the government on the integration model which 

Italy needs to adopt. It will also be ,responsible for ensuring the accuracy and credibility 

of the statistics produced and will supply all the information necessary fof\-the drafting 

of coordinated legislation. 

128 

129 

Advisory body to the government comprising representatives of different immigrant organisations. 

Composed of university professors (sociologists, demographers. jurists and political scientists), who will 
collaborate with international organisations (such as the Council of Eul91)C) and with similar structures 
in other countries. 
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Nethe~ds: No more special treatment? 

Discussions on which integration model to adopt have been even more explicit in the 
' ' 

Netherlandst where the year's main. ~evelopment concerned t~e consen~us on the 

recognition of the special characteristics of ethnic groups and the rights of minorities. 

·Hitherto, it had been virtually taboo to voice overt criticism of ethnic _minorities, their 

culture and ,their behaviqur. Doubts raised publicly at the end of last year by the leading 

figure in the liberal party in Parliament on progress made by Muslims. in integrating into . 

Putch society effectively raised that taboo. Despite the widespread media reaction and 

cOndemnation of the MP~s statements, the queStion of the "integration" of 'ethnic , 

mino~ties had effectively ~merged into the ,publlc domain and a major discussion had 

started. on the way society was moving. This has revealed a split in Dutch society as 

regards attitudes to minorities, with some politicians and a section of the public at large 

now apparently. less tolerant .towards the cultural peculiarities and problems of ethnic 

minorities and expressing greater insis~ce on their "duty to integrate", in the 8ense of , 

adhering more closely to the dominant norms and cultural values of Dutch society. 

Sin~ tbe:end of 1991, the Minister of the Interi~r ~been officially advocating that the 

question be debated nationally and in Parliament. In a letter to Parijament she defined 

two priorities: a more iritensive effort to combat all ~orms of discrimination, and more 

- resources for improving the prospects of young members of minority groups. On the first 

point she received a wide measure' of support from Parliament, the federations of trade 

and industry and the major public _institutions (unions, churches, etc), who gave their 

approval to an "agreement on ~qual treatment", e.g. in the form of anti~iscrimination 

- codes. As to_ the second point, the government indicated that it saw the school 

~nvironment as the key elemeni, with the ~ssential backing of parents and ~her 

interested parties130
• 

, Three meetings of experts w~re held on the prospects for young foreigners in terms of 

safety, work and training, leading· to a list of 30 or so recommendations, some of them 

already implemented by minority groups' support organisations and the Advisory Council 

130 
. . . , 
It sets out three caential points underlying the action of the Ministry of -W~lf~. -Public Health and 
Culture: pre-school activit'-, ~-curricular -prognUnmca and parental support; · . . 

' I 

·.:_-' 
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on Government Policy131• Ideas include "integration contracts" (for recent· arrivals and 

young people) laying down a set of· mutual obligations on the teaching of the Dutch 

language, employment (acceptance of the need for training in exchange for help in 

finding a job), housing and security (committing an, offence. implies ter~ination of 
contract and the imposition of sanctions). 

The minority groups' ·support associations presented their own alternative plan in 

February, known as the "Delta plan", tf:te dominant idea of which was· to encourage a 

· positive approach to minorities by maximising ·their potential. The aim was to reverse 

the image traditionally presented in the media of minorities as a problem. It was 

proposed that a national agreement be concluded between government, the social partners 

and the minority groups' organisations. Under this agreement, the government would be 

responsible for creating the right conditions to enable the organisations to concentrate 

their efforts on mobilising their members132
• These prop6sals were not approved by the 

government and the debate was abandoned in September 1992. 

As a corollary to the discussion on the recognition of special circumstances, there was 

renewed discussion on positive discrimination with the publication of the first evaluation 

(at the beginning of 1992) of the "agreement on ethnic minorities ... 33 by the Employment 

Council and of the special programme for Moluccans. The Somewhat disappoi~ting 

results of ,the evaluation exer:cise (with only -very slight progress registered134l renewed· 

the debate on whether or not to legislate in this field~ (The government has consistently. 

131 

132 

134 

One example is the introduction of a Jaw· on the promotion of job opportunities; others concern' the 
improvemcnt of pre-school activities, the development of parental participation, and the simplification of 
secoridary vocational education. ' 

The Delta plan proposed: substantial investment in a preVentive policy geared particularly at looking after 
new immigrants, measures to strengthen pre-school programmes to teach Dutch, the c~ion of a special 
support structure for 'children arriving in mid-school career, and the adaptation of lessons for foreign 
pupils. The plan also provided for wider publicity for job vacancies, mote rigorous prevention of 
collective redundancies and improved conditions for access to housing: "J1Qldttg all housittg areas _ 
accessible to ethnic minorities". 

Signed by the employers' and trade union 6rganisations, this agrecincnt (1990) provided for the creation 
of 60 000 jobs in indu.uy and commerce over a 4-S year period. 

It is hoped that the f11'8t really significant results will appear in 1992, with the appointment in the 
meantime of mQre than SO "minorities' advisers". Appointed by the regional employment offices, their 
job is to facilitate the entty of members of minority groups into companies and to help companies to set 
up a programme. At the end of last year, there was a broadly conceived informAtion campaign ("fellow 
countryman/fellow worker"), which Showed that only 17" of small businesses and s 1" of big finns 
knew anything about thC agrccmcnt. 
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refused to adopt the· legislative .option,· preferring to use a. contractual: approach. 

However, after consultations with .the Regional Employment Office firins · empl~ying 

more than 10 people are now obliged ,to declare the number of employees from -minority. 
'• \- I -· 

groups, and to give details of their vacancies ~d the conditions attach in~ to them. Firms -

with more than 35 employees are. required to- tell their' board ·of administration what' 

. policy they are ~ursuing vis~livis ethnic minoritieS. The' idea was that. the ·Minister for 
' . \ -

wdfare and ~~t would present a new bill-to_Parliament on~ ~bF1.35 • 

· On the_ other side of the coin, .the "1 000 jobs for A(ol~cans". programme bas been a. 

major success. A~ing to the .<;onclusions presented to the .Prime Minister and the -

.Mini• of-the Iriterior, 1 200 Moluccans -found·work.be~een 1985 and-1990, 280·of 

th~m. in adnUnistration136• The result was ·a substantial reduction in unemploymeri~ among , · 

Moluccans,· from 409& in 1983 to 18% in 1990. This has led the Prime Minisier to 
~ ' . ' . 

advocate a similar approach for· other minority gro~ps. 

Another important issue, clo~y linked to the problem of ''positive discrimination",. ~s 
' \ • ' - / t ' 

Utat of identifying the groups concerned, a matter which was 'highlighted in the previous 

report. J)iseussion continued on. ~e beneficial and negative: effects of collecting data 

accordin~ to a perSon's ethnic origin. The •registration chamber" '3? feels that· ~is would 

~ve ·a .negative "categorisation" effect by reference to origin or skin colour. 'The -, 
. ' 

government, on the other han4, thinks it essential to have· inf~tion -so -that it. can 

. , evalua~ its policy on minorities138• It i_s thus favounlble.to the· establishmen' of objective · 

135 

136 

137 

138. 

1ho ~iationa rep~ ethnic n.Unoritiea fek that the government was not going -far ~gh in this 
toapcct.· callilla for unctions to be ~ against -cmployen who failed to fu,nUsh the requisite W'o~ion. 
Their demand W.. ~up by tho opposition,. which tabled .a diffemlt bill. If this p~ were to be 
adopted, it .would. obliJO ·employers. to. make an annual ~laration. of the ·number of Omployeca fn;N11 
ctN,Uc minority· g~ps and to give details of the policy they' intended to pursue. the next year with a view 
to __ ~ mo!O jo'- .for-~ poups. Thc8o ·~ ,.~ld be add~ to the ~ and ~ the· 
~ of b.'ade liid irtduatJy. Non..obacrvancc of the ptlblic report requinsmont would be rogarded as 
a violation of the law~ · · · ' . 

The special feature of this plan was to provide individU$1 aaailtanCo to the joblcaa - flflt of .U in terms 
of schooling ancf tniining and aubacqucntly in tho ~h for a job. An U.Urance was given from the 
outact that there wool6 be a job at the end of the li~. 

\' 

Reaponaiblc·for monitoring appli~ion of ~ law on the ~gistration- of individuals a:itd for ensuring thAt 
the privacy of individuals is respected. · · 

The problem of monitoring sovemment policies has· also cropped up in Denmark, ~sing the Directorate 
·of Anc. (responsible for the ibdiati.cal: system dealing-with pcnons .applying for .asyluin and frunily 
.~ autho~) to i_ncrcUe ~ ·rOaourcca. The? Objective is a t~fOld:onc~·'Tbc IY,stCm .uu.t, 
on ihc ·one Mncl, make it Casicr to keep track of asylum· applie4nt& from -'~ time of · ~ up tO the date, 
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identification criteria. over and above that. of nationality139• Similarly,· steps have been 

. 1;aken .to improve and standardise the· statistics· produced· by ministries affected by· the 

questions of employment, .education an,d housing for minorities140 •. 

A similar debate has been going on in Great~ Britdn concerning positive, discrimination 

policies. Among the measures proposed, the idea of ethnic monitoring of the workforce 

has aroused divided opinions. While the CBI (Confederati~n of British· InduStey) rej~ . 
compulsory monitoring of this type, the IPM (Institute of Personnel Management) and. . 

the· TUC (Trade Union Congress) are more in favour. The IPM considers the 

information as essential in order better to assess the progress and effectiveness of equal 

opportunities policies and practices. The aome. Secretary agrees, since according to him 

compulsory monitoring would have the advantage of collecting information about ethniC· 

minority employment whi~h was previously· only available via the Labour Force Survey, 

with the distortions attendant upon such a small sample. •1 most certainly approve of 

ethnic monitoring 'as a means of taking adtion on' discrimination and; indeed, as pan of 

a;, positive employment policy Which a good emplOy.er shouldfollow"141
• In this context, 

it should ~ pointed out that the 1991 · Census was the first' to collect· information. on · 

· ethnic origin142; previously, only information on the place of birth was collected·~. The.· . . ' l 

13P 

140 

141 

142 

of final decision, and ~It, on the other, monjtor tho conditions for family RUilificalioa and the different 
upocts of the iDgration pro<;ea~. The ~ns underlying an authorisation (o.a. uylum,. family 
nunification, employment) Will likowiao bo nsgiatcml ~y with a viow to hi.vin,a jnformation on 
foreip citizens from tho morDent they arrive in.l>empark; particularly thoto who ~0 .PPli.C4 for, or . 
intend to apply for, Danish citizenship. The D~ of Alieni forwanls this infonn&tion to the Danish 
StatQtical Record. 

In order to eatabU.h a unifonn model, the 'ethnic icJCntifiQation BY*"" will feature the followin.( 
infonnation: countty ofbirth, mother's country of birth, father's countr:y of birth; thole will bo 1e00rded 

. by the local nsp.try offices. These objective criteria should make it poasible to cenaua tho first and second 
generations. Thens has been a sliggestion for introducing a ~~Ubjective self-claaification· criterion .("To 
which ethnic group do you feel you belong?") to detennine the edinie· status of the: thiid and fourth 
aonorationa, such ~ tho Moluccens. This criterion was not adopted by the government, for reasons which 

·appear to bo motiva,ted by a reluctance to interfere in people's private lives .. 

By January ·1994, all the ministries concerned ·will have to adApt ~ir sources of infonna.tion and any 
lOu~ for which they arc d,ircctly responsible. Organisations for 1he defence of tninOrity ·ultcrcata have 

. been COIUIUlted. Generally •peaking, they feel they ~go along with an ethnic cen8U8 On the grounds that. 
it is essCntiaJ. to any viable policy in favour of minority groups: . ' 

Statement to the House of Commons on 9 June 1992. 

. This did not apply tO the whole of the Uni~ Kingdom, but Only-to Great Britain; the .question ~-mint 

. ~c origin wu .not aabd ·in NorthOm Ireland. Apart from the eon.u.,' the .y othoz- ~reo of 
infonnation on ethnic ongin was the· Labour Foree Survey~ which UICI a .mail aaritpte... . 
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initial results were made public at the en~ of 1992, and show that ethnic minorities at 

present account for 5.5% . .ofthe population of Great Britain, or approximately 3 million 

·out of a total population ·of S4.9 million144
• In absolute terms, those from the. Indian 

subcontinent make up the largest group, accounting for almost half of the ethnic minority 

popUlation and 2.7% .·of. the total population (Indians 1.5%, Pakistanis 0.9% and 

Bangladeshis 0.3% ). Afro-Caribbeans come ~ext, accounting for a quarter of the ethnic 

minority population and 1.6" ot"the to~ population. Within ·these averages, however, 

are marked regional· differences: for example, . ethnic minorities form 25.7% of the 

population of Inner London and only 2.1% of the population in Scotland. 

Germany: Who_ are the "foreigners"? 

·Things have not been.standing still in Germany either in. this respect, with new questions 

being asked about the place and status of "foreigners" in a new German society. At any 

event, the successful integration of foreigners is now regarded by· all .. except for a few 

extremists - as an essential factor in social harmony145
• 

Long neglected, it may well have been the root cause of the recent increase in 

xen~hobia. The great paradox is that bOth the public at large and the business world 

. seem to be more aware of the urgency of the situation than do the politicians, who seem 

intent on cultiv~g ambiguity146
• The basic issue underlying the whole question of 

i~migrlltion ahd the debate :on amending the constitution is the question of the .identity 

143 

144 

14$ 

1.-6 

"The question. on ethnic grouping in tho 1991 Census offered tho following possible. responses: White, 
Black..caribbean, Black~African, other Black {specify), Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi,, Chinese, Other 
{specify). For the Jut option, 28 reapQn.c qodcs were used. Some statistics will not present a full d.Ucd 
b~ but limply ehow (1) White. (2) Black, (3) South-~ Asian (India, Pakiatan/Bangtt,dcsh), (4) 
Chinese or othci-. A full raport will be preacntcd in the special volume "Ethnic Group and Country of 
Birth" •. to be published in 1993. · 

This exceeds the estimate, based on tho Labou-r Force Survey, of 2.85 million in 1991. 

T.hc Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs will, over \tic next few yean, be intensifYing its integration 
wodc in respect of foreign wodccn and their families in Berlin and in the five new 'Linder .. 

Against the background of the resurgence in racism this past yc:ar, the captains of industry have taken the 

_ initiative in a prcu campaign denouncing intolerance of foreigners. In some sectors, discussions arc in 
prog~CSS with a view to concluding a "non-discrimination agreement" providing for severe penalties for 
wmng-docn. Ono intcrcating. point is that· the law on indUlllrial rclati~01 .already -has facili~cs for 

. ~ ·an~ which- diaaupts the aocial .1:1am)ony of the worlc:Place.- which i8 taken to 'Include 
discriminatory tfeatment of people by virtue of race, religion~ ,.Onality or·:origirl. · · · 

- ' ~'' ~' 
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of the.German nation and the attendant philosophical issues,_ and there have been a great 

number of official reports or publieations dealing with the subject147
• 

I . 

It is interesting, too, to speculate on the idea that the immigration control issue might 

have been overshadowed by the consequences of unification as the most dramatic 

experience of "otherness" for West Germans. It was, indeed, the way Germans 

discovered that it is quite possible for a fellow German to be more "foreign" than a non

German. All of a sudden, the ways that the latter have of organising society and general 

norms of behaviour seem less foreign than they did before. Hence the great confusion 

between what is a "foreigner" and what is a "national". It is significant here that- the 

German report, in referring to young immigrants, uses the term "nationals of foreign

nationality". 

This explains why, in Germany - more than elsewhere - the theme of integration is 

closely linked to the right of nationality and to whether or not it needs amending. At any 

rate, the ideas of simplifying the naturalisation proCedures and ~creasing the number of 

authorisations' for dual nationality now seem much more possible. Major decisions might 

well be taken on these matters in the course of 1993. A number of. proposals have 

already been made, and the Minister of the Interior has just (February 1993) tabled a bill 

, making provision for such amendmen~148 • It is worth mentioning at this juncture the 

resolution adopted by the "delegates for foreigners' affairs" (at the end of 1992) calling 

on the federal authorities. and : the Under to recognise dual nationality: "German 

nationality must be availDble to the children of non-German parents at birth, where at 

least one of the parents is born in Germany or has lived in Germany for a long time on 

a regular basis ( ... ). [This is] a priority objective". 

Other signs of changes taking place in Germany today are the proposal from ~e Federal 
' ' 

Constitutional Reform Commission (May 1992)- on minorities and the d~sion of. the· 

1-47 

148 

These include the report produced by the Hamburg "delegate for foreigners's affairs" in November 1992, 
which features a sound analysis of the local situation and puts forward a number of national-scale 
proposals, as does the report on "Two and a half years of the Bureau for multicultural affairs". Another 
work worthy of mention is the book jointly written by D. Cohn-Bendit, "Heimat Babylon", which is 
regarded as the most important work of the year on immigration policy and related issues. 

The bill features proviaiona affecting the question of asylum and the status of foreigl.tcrs.. It is currently 
being debated between the federal authorities and the Linder, but there is no certainty at the moment· t~ 
it will actually go through the full legislative procedure. 
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Federal Court ·on the right of Mt;aslims ·to practice their religion. In its xqx>rt, the 

abovementioned Federal Commission proposed incorporating 'into the Basic Law (i.e. the 

constitution) an articl~ stipulating that the State shall protect the :identity of ~thnic, · 

cultural and linguistic minorities149
• For its part, the Federal Court~ i,1 a judgment handed 

down in February 1992, nonsuited ·a legal action ~broug~t by nei$hbours .against an 

authorisation to build a 111eeting ~tte for the Islamic· Association in a residential area 
I ' 

with commercial undertakings and a Roman Catholic cJturch. The building did not violate 

any of the requirements of the building law. The fact that the· faithful somet!mes come 
I 

to pray before six ·o'clock in the morning. and that their presence adds. to the traffic 

nuisance had .. to be accepted .by tile reSidents, given the size of the group in q~tion .. 

The citizeoship issue in Luxembourg 

However much the question of European citizenship may, in the run-up to the ratification 

of. the Maastricht agreements, have given rise to impassioned debate in. the Mem))er 

States, nowh~ bas the issue been so crucial as m Luxembourg150
• This is very largely · 

' ' ,• ' 

. because foreip~ now account for 30" of the entire population, with 28% of them 

from Comrriunity ~ember States. It has to be said, though, that the subject has not given 

riae to any really clamoroUs public dd>a,te, with discussion being largely confined 

(deliberately?) to the political sphere, perhaps widened a little to take in the trade unions. 

Being keen to achieve as wide a consensus as possible, it would seem that the 

government has sought· to avoid ~ any real ·debate on the presence of foreigners in 
Luxembourg. This is one .of the reasons . why it has refused to ~rganise a ~eferendum, 

~ther on the ratification .of the Maastricht Treaty or ()ll·the more res~cted. i$sue .of votes · 

for foreigners in Iocal.elections. 

This taboo on ·matters relating to. i~migration has also been the subject of a btoad ·· 

consensus between all political groupings. In reality,, though, the insistence on side.:. · 
~ ' ' / ' ' 

. 149 

uo 

On the other hand, .the Coinmlsaion was not in favour of amending Article 118 of the Basi~ Law 
(applying to nationality). ' 

In Prance the dcbato reached its peak in autumn l 992, at the time of the referendum to ratify the 
Maastricht Treaty. The. two Hou.-ea (National Assembly aad. Senate) voted an amendment to the French 

~ Constitution in Juno 1992, granting citizens .of the EuroPean ynion the right to v~ Portugal is also 
cotitidoring amc:adina· ita ~ to. allow ratifte8tion .of~ ~cht Treaty, .~h would make 
tecognition of the political rights of Community citizens· acceptable. . 
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stepping the issue will merely defer discussion until a later date. The faet is that the 

questions it raises on such fundamental points as national integrity, the source of national 

sovereignty, the form a community of citizens should take and democracy itself cannot 

be. put off for long. Discussion on· such points merits the greatest pbssible attention, 

opening up new perspectives, the repercussions of which will be sure to extend far 

beyond the .territorial limits of the Grand Duchy. One highly significant development 

here is the unprecedented upsurge in the use of the .Luxemburgi-sh language, which some 

people see as a stronger factor for social cohesion than the nationality issue .. The idea 

is gaining ground that "it is no longer just a sense of national belonging which is an 

integrating factor, but also - iuuJ perhaps increasingly ~ a feeling of linguistic 

belonging. " 

The way ideas are changing on these points is cast even more into relief in Luxembourg 

by the fact that trilingualism (officially instated since 1984) has often been portrayed .as 

one of the main pillars of national identity. What; we are seeing here is basically the 

same problem as in Germany, albeit with a radically different background. It all goes to 

show how much the realities of immigration· weigh on the proceSses of national 

identification in the host countries, in each case forcing a country's i.Oberent 

contradictions to the foreground ( cf. the notion of triangular relations between West 

Germans, East Germans and foreigners). 

As the Luxembourg report points out, "such factors as the : ~pousal of European 

citizenship and the quest for ways of overcoming the labour shortage now imminent in 

certain sectors mean that the iwtionality criterion is tending to be , relativised by the 

criterion of being able to communicate in Luxemburgish so as to play a full ·part in 

society. Knowledge of the language is undoubtedly becoming ( ... ) a key element in the 

acceptance of foreigners by the locals". Again, what we are seeking here is the question 

of whether acquiring a particular nationality is or is not the best proof of ·becoming 

integrated into the host society. 

.Despite a very different context, the situation observed in the United Kingdom also 

· illuminates the debate con~ming the impact that the granting of political rights to new 

"non-national citirens". can have on existing democratic balances. The 1992 General 

Election provided an opportunity to measure the civic and political commitment of the 
' . ' . ~ ' -
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ethnic minorities and. find out whether the ethnic .vote carried any weight.' Of the 23 

candidates from ethnic minorities, six were elected (1% of the composition ·of the House 
' ' l 

· of Commons)"', · although, they benefitted more from a "~y" vote than from an 

~·ethnic" vote. 

Integration as a daUy experience: the results of ~larisation bt Spain·· 

. Integration is not just a matter for sod.al debate,. it is also a set of ,concrete measures 

affecting schooling, the leariling of the host country's language, integration in the labour 
' ' ' 

market, vocatiQDa). training, social rights and 'housing. In this respeCt, national initiatives . 
. ' 

have been very uneven. 

The measures adc;,pted in Spain are a goOd example of the way it is· possible to contbine 

· . market and integiation -policy imperatives. Although the 'Spanish government has not yet 

drawn ·up a detailed plan on the kind ·of integration policy it intends to Pursue, it has 

, given certain indications of the major choices it has ~y made152• ·First and fo(emost 

here is the statement made by the Minister of the Interior to Parliament laying down the .. 

broad lines of government action: a controlled opening ·to immigration, stabilisation of 

the foreign element on the labour market, and. special measures for legal immigrants153
• 

In this · respec~, two political· messages have gone out to Spanish ·society, the first 

defending the idea that ~pain is capable of receiving new foreign . workers, and the 

second indicating the· govern~ent~ s desire to avoid foreigners coacentrating in particul~ 

residential areas and thus creating pettos. 

This two-pronged approach (i.e. ~eeting the needs of the labour m:arket and encouraging 

th~ integration- of foreigners) very. largely ex~lains why the most important thrust in 

151 

152 . 

, U3 

' ( 

All Commonwealth citi2:ens with "ordirwy resident" status are entitled to register on the electoral lists 
and. vote in all local, national and European ~lections. The six categories of British nationality are 
involved, uicluding citizens of all the Commonwealth countries and those with no pcnnanent right of 
abode. Irish nationals clusified u ordinarily resident are also entitled to vote. At local level, there are 
an catimated 200 olccted representative~ from ethnic backgrounds (ethnic minorities make up 
appl'Qxlmatcly S.S'I ofthe total ~lation). 

. . Responsibility for Uao policy of social integration for immigrants now lies with the D~rate General 
for social action at the M~ of &cial A.trairs. . , . 

In ~-a.ao, ~ eboioe .aeemt .to have. been in ,favour ·of .a "poait;.vo aCtion" type ·Pf ~ policy . 
designed to ~ for the gn=atcr wlncrability of forCigricra. · · 
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terms of social policy in. 1992· was the renewal of regularised workers' permits154.' The 

price for the renewal of a permit ( 1 000 pesetas per worker and 15 000 pesetas per 

employer) and the flexibility of the conditions imposed on workers in terms of proving 

their established status. in the world of work confirm this political will155• The other 

objective was to encourage the occupational· m9bility of regularised workers by allowing 

them to take up work throughout Spain rather than·just in tlie province for which their 

initial permit had been issued156
• As a result, ~ree types of permit have. been proposed, 

replacing the initial special documents. 

The first of these (type C), valid for five years, was granted to two categories of 

foreigner: (a) those providing evidence of irregular work for 20 months over the past 

four years, (b) those who could . supply proof of regular employment for one year and · 

who fulfilled one of the following criteria: spouse or child of a lawful worker with a type 

C permit; regularised and originating from Latin America, ·the Philippines, Equatori3i . 

Guinea or Andorra; from Ceuta, Melilla or Gibraltar; regularised and descended from 

immigrants who have obtained Spanish nationality. All the others were issued a one-year 

permit (type B) on condition that they could show evidence of discontinuous employment 

and of actively looking for sf$le and regular employment. The third permit (type D), 

again 'for one year, was reserved for self-employed workers. 

A similar type of initiative has been taken in Italy (April 1992). The Minister for 

Immigration called on all foreigners from non-Community countrieS whose residence 1 

permits were due to expire on 30 June to renew them so as not to lose any of their 

acquired advantages. An information campaign was organised and proved more effective 

U4 

155 

156 

Details of this operation were made public on 9 July 1992. 

The non-governmental organisations, the immigrant support associations, the trade unions and other 
institutions working with foreigners have been prevailed upon to ciroulate.thc regulations and provide 
information to the persons concerned and to help resolve prOblems or doubts throughout the operation. 
Another concern· was to avoid the kind of thing that happened with the fli'St collective regulariaation 
exercise in 1985-86, whe,rc it was found (three years later) that Only 39% of those rcgularised were still 
in a lawful situation: · 

Again with a view to fostering integration, the Ministry of Labour has doubled the aid available for 
vocational training programmes and for the teaching of S~h. In addition, the· lntenninistcrial 
Commission on the status of foreigners has proposed that the effective application of aocial, economic 
and cultural rights for foreigners (recognised under Spanish law) be encouraged,' and that there be 
consultations with non·govcnuitcntal organiscllions, trade unions,...busineu interests and inunigrant support 
asaociations. The Commiuion il also cndcavowing to gain acceptance for preferential t~ for · · 
imriligranta of Latin American origin. . 
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than the earlier one157• The appeal went out to all non-Com~unity natioOals, even those 

in marginal·and irregular situations. Those concerned were authorised to remain in Italy 

for a further four years, or two years in the case of "self-declaration". By the end of 

April, the . results had proved quite encouraging .in that of 230 000 residence permits 

issued, 60" had been renewed. 

Young people: ~venting unemployment and delinquency 

In Belgium, as we said before, but also in France, the Netherlands, Denmark and 
' ' . 

elsewhere, the continuing marginalisation of young people from the immigrant scene, and 

the development of petty delinquency and of more serious criminal activity are a constant 

cause for concern. The situation is all the more alarming for the fact that the parents' 

social p~blems are increasing and their authority is declining, even over the very young. 

The common characteristic among these adolescents and pre-adolescents· is that ·they 

increasingly feel abaadoned at the margins of society and see themselves as the victims 

of social ostracism. A growing number· have abandoned all hope of breaking out via 

"normal" .channels, and as a result more and more children of barely 12. years or so are 

getting into troubl~ with the police· and appearing in eourt. 

In France, the ·situation has recently been the subject :of a report, which was vehemently 

contested by the former Secretary. of State for Urban Affairs. The author confirmed the 

extreme youth of young delinquents (or those well on the way to b~ng. so) and stressed . 

the ,ravages wrought by drug trafficking. This is indeed ·something ·that ·warrants special 

attention. The danger with the drugs factor. is not just that it effectively sets up an 

alternativ~ economy, but that it constitutes a .new form of socialisation from a very early 

age. These two relatively new phen~mena are particularly wprrying, even if the real 

exterit of the problem is still difficult to gauge. 

In the Netherlands, the problem lies especially with young people from Morocco and the 

West Indies. Neither their parents nor society know how to deal with them. They are 
\ - ~ . ' 

· increasingly getting into_ trouble with the- police and becoming involved in criminal 

157 A guide for ~-Community citiZens ~ident in Italy has been published in five lanH&es, featuring 
. information ~· thO rights and dutiea of foreign citizer11 (e.g. entey authorisation, rcSidei\CC pemiit, 
declaration, education, ~rk, health, family, Italian citizenship, the. risks of undeclared wOrk,. etc.). 
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activities. The· figures are alarming. To give one example, from lt991, half of all police 

suspects i~volving crimes_ committed by young people'. in Utrecht concerned young 

Moroccans, way beyond the percentage share of Moroccans. in their age category. Most 
, . I 

people are now taking the line that they need special treatment, i.e. a much harder line. 

· Suggestions have been made that they should be . m~<:{e to serve in the army or sent to 

boarding school. 

The situation is. no less alarming in Denmark. Although criminal behaviour' among young 

Danes seems to be on the decline, the number of young foreigners· getting intO trouble 

is on the increase. Of course, care is needed in interpreting any statistics, but the fact 

is that yQung foreigners are turning up more and more frequently in police records. This 

is a worrying development, and the social authorities are on a permanent state of alert. 

For the time being, there is nothing to indicate that they are more involved in·serious 

crimes such as robbery with· violence or drug _trafficking. They tend to be implicated 

more in cases of theft, burglary, violence, destruction of property and_ public disorder. 

-But here too, ~e aQthorities are coming across very young delinquents, and it is by no 

m~s rare to find children of less than ten years of age getting into ~ble with . the 

police. 

In. the United Kingdom too, the penal statistics show a disproportionate number of 

prisoners to be from ethnic minorities: for example, ethnic minorities make up 17%.-of 

the male prison populatiOn aged over 21, compared with only 6% of the corresponding 

· age class in the general population158
• West Indians and Guyanese predominate among· 

this ethnic prison population, with Indians and Pakistanis being under.:.represented. This 

disproportionate presence of Caribbeans, Guyanese and Africans in -the prison statistics 

~s confirmed by another study159
• One explanation offered is that they are more often 

imprisoned for offences for which Whites are not imprisoned, added to _which they 

. normally receive longer sentences tltan Whites. 

158 

159 

Accbrding to the 1987 Home Office British Crime SuJVey ethnic minorities are also more likely to be 
victims of crime than the white population. 26% of Afro-Caribbeans aoo 20% of Asians-are victims of 
car theft. 1 % of Whites are victims of theft or burglary, compared with -3% of all Afro-Caribbean& and 
Indians.· 

Many are in prison for drug trafficking offence8. 'f1ley account for 29% of all over·lla in prison for-this 
category of offence. 
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It is worth i taking a look at this problem· i~ terms of the situation for young foreigners 

on the·labour·market. In Denmark, for example, young p:ople of foreign origin are still 

more likely to be without a job than young Danes, with the proportion increasing from 

year to year. All the experts agree on one point,. which is that young people of foreign 

origin are much more likely to be tomorrow's "educated unemployed". Faced with this · 

situation, the authorities ·are trying a variety of solutions, aJthough nothing has been 

found to date with an~ .real prospect of overcoming .the problem. Special projects· we~

launched in various districts in 1992, co~bining family work, ~bing and ,counselling 

with leisure activities and social and commUnicy-type street work. The fact is that leisure 

facili~es for these adolescents are· still inadequate .(especially for girls), social work 

structures are very basic and other institutions to which they tum (libraries, clubs, cafes 

in sports centres, etc) arejnot specially gear~ to th~ types of people. Relations~ 

often conflictual and violent. 

In Amsterdam,. a progralnme has been devised especially for young Moroccans of 

between 14 and 19 who are in trouble with the police or who have left school C?8£ly. The 

idea is that a speeial team, including social workers, will take them in. hand and try to 

get them reintegrated into the school system. The team will· have special intervention 

· .facilities in schools and under the Guaranteed Youth Employment Scheme. Young people 

refusing to accept aid can be prosecuted. Parallel to this, there will be a preventive 

programme aimed at young people·aged from 10 to 17, and attempts will be made to set 

up a SUppOrt scheme in the Mofoccan COmmunity. ' · · .. 

In France, the government has continued With its policy of earlier years, . namely of 

integrating special. treatment for these youpg people into the general framework of urban 

policy·. Thus, most.of the regulatory work in 1992 was devo~ to this sector of the . 

population, concentrating on the social ex~lusion phenomenon and on the most vulnerable 

groups, regardless of origin (i.e.- unlike the .situation in the· Netherlands~ which has 

measures geared specifically to young Mor~s). 

This course adopted. by the French authorities is a clear indication of how ·aware they ·are 

of developments in certain parts of the urban fringe, ·and of their concern to head off a 

trend which threatens to accentuate the destabilisi11g social divisions, appearing in various · 

forms within Fre~ch .society. Taken together, . the· measu~s all. have the same aim:· quite . · 
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simply, they attempt to respond to specific situations and maximise the potential in each. 

· The basic concern is to pinpoint, utilise, disseminate and upgrade th~ fund of knowhow 

and to reinfo~ the educational dimension of the various measures by re-establishing the 

family dimension. Finally, rather than adding to the range of institutions, the tendency 

is to make use of existing arrangements, fostering or improving partnership arrangements . 

b~tween the public and semi-public sectors and the private sector. 

In Great Britain, where the policy on the treatment of minoriti~ is closer to the Dutch 

model than the French model, there· was a noticeable improvement in the· employment 

of ethnic minorities in government departments between 1990 and 1991. A report on 

equal opportunities showed that minority representation in government departments 

climbed from 4.5% to 4.7% in this period, whereas minority groups accounted for only 

4.1% of the economically active population as a whole. At Executive Officer (junior 

management) level - the grade targeted for priority attention in the action programme 7"" 

.-epresentation went up from 3.1 %. in 1990 to 3.4% a year later. There are now more 

than 3 500 ethnic minority staff at EO level and anoth~r 1 800 in more senior posts. The 

Minister for the Civil Service expressed satisfaction with these results; . "I am. encouraged 

by the progress depanme1_US and agencies lulve made to ensure that their policies and 

practices provide equal opportunities for employment and advancement . . . Select!ng, 

developing and retaining the best available people from all sections of the community is 

not only fair and just, it makes for an effective workforce". More generally, between. 

1990 and 1991 minorities made up almost 7. 7% of all new recruits ·to the Labour 

Market. 

These relatively 'Optimistic figures, however, unfortuna~ly tell only one side of the story. 

The latest Labour Force Survey figures confirm that the rate of unemployment remains 

higher among ethnic minorities (13%) than among Whites (7%). 

• 
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· The highest ~te of unemploym(mt is_ am~g Pakistanis/Bangladeshis _(21%) and the, 

lowest among Indians (10%). The situation is more or less identical for womea. These_ 

· figures give cause for concern, sinqe ·they owe less 19· poor q~ifications than to 

disciiminatory pi"actiees, 140• 

_This is even more true in the Case of_the younger generation. A recent study161 showed -

that, on average, young people( from ·ethnic minorities stayed longer in non-co~pulsory 

·secondary· educatiort than their young white counterparts: 37% of ~e latier stayed on 
full-time at school after the age of 16, compared with 51% of young Afro-taribbeans 

and·67% of young A~s. And by the third year of th~ study more than 50% of the 

Asians and 20% of the Afro..Caribbeans were $till in full-time education, compared with· 

only 16%. of the Whites. This is p8rtly because youn~s~~-from ethnic minority families 

are_ encouraged more by their parents to continue with their studies, b~t it is probably ·>" 

also connected· with ~e difficulties which they .have in finding work162
• Whatever their ··· 

clcademic results, it seems that Afro-Caribbeans and Asians will always be at greater risk.· 

than Whites of ending up unemployed, or at least of being unable to find a full..;time job. 

The biggest problem lies in ovcrcotriing employers' prejudices ·during recruitnlent 

interviews1453
• 

Another study on the situation of young Blacks on the labour market in Liverpool (New· 

Community, January 1992) confirms this164
• The study shows that young BlackS are 

almost three time! more likely to find themselves unemployed than their .young White 

140 

'161 

. 162 

163 

164 

A series of court decisions taken in the United l<ingdom in _1992 ~fleeted a fum commitment on the put 
of the authorities to Rspect both the letter and the apirit of ~ law in· combating aU .fonN of ' 
dilcrimination at wort. A consistent fcatuze of these; decisions is the zeminder to emp1oyen of their 
obligation to pro\ridC ~with· information on the Race Ro1ations Act and .to draw the· appropriate· leaaons 
b thia Act so u to irnpJVYe matten· at their place of wort. 

---
The Youth Cohort Study, a tfuee..year follow-up of a rep~ve natiOnal sample of_ 28 000 young 
penons (includina A8iana and Afro-Caribbean&) who were due to leave sch9ol in 1985/86. 

Among the mino~ groups, the Afro-Caribbean& do leUt well academically. 2541 of the A.ians had 
pPied four or more 0-lovela by the age of 16, compared with only 10~ of Afro-Caribbean&. And . 

· proportionally moze Aaiana than any other group (including Whites) had passed twQ or m6re A-levels by 
the age of 18. In contDat, Afro-Caribbeans top the table for the attainment of vocatiorial diplomas at the 
age of 18. 

The Council of Sikh Gucdwaru reported in August 1992 that some yQung Asians were even being driven 
to adopting more 'English-sounding surnames in order to get ov9r the farst ~niles in j~b recruitment. 

nu. report is based on data collected in 1989. 
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counterparts with equivalent schooling. Two .and a half years after fi?ishing their, fifth 

year (final year of compulsory schooling in the United Kingdom), 45% 'of the total· 

sample studied had· found a full-time job and 19% were unemployed; for the young 

;Blacks in the sample, these proportions w~re respectively 21% and 52%. The report also 

emphasises their fear of applying ·for jobs, based less on · previous experiepces of 

discrimination than on fear of being Confronted with discrimination. This adds to their 

marginalisation and, paradoxically, deprives them of the opportunities offered by· the 

equal opportunities programmes designed ~ facilitate their entry into the labour mar-ket. 

( 

Prevention needs to start earlier 

Whatever hopes we might have of the various measures taken to ·limit ·the problems 

discussed above, for most people they will be too late - or almost too late ·- the thinking 

being that it is at prinWy-school or even pre-school level in families that vigilance is 

most needed and will certainly have to be increased. 

This would· seem to be the approach· adopted in the Netherlands. It is, at· any rate, the 

thinking behind the "9Pstap" proj~t, which is a pre-school programme desiglted"' for 

application in the home environment for very young children and their mothers, whether 

Dutch or foreign165• An · initial assessment of the programme was somewhat 

disappointing. The effects on children and their mothers are not very marked: children's 

intelligence and ·behaviour improved, but the same cannot be said for their mastery of 

Dutch, apart from Moroccan children. Nonetheless, there was at least an improvem~nt 

in links between mothers and school. This relative lack of success has not discouraged 

the Ministry of ·Education, which ·has decided to persevere with the programme, cilbeit 

making certain changes. More importance will be attached in future to the learning of · 

the Dutch language, and tuition will now be given at school rather than at home. The 

"Opstap" programme has now been joined by another. project known as "Overstap", 

which is designed for children at grade 3 of primary schooL The idea :here is, in. 

conjunction with the children's parents, to put into practi~,.whatthe children have learnt 

at school. This programme was due to commence in 1993 in 230 schools in "priority 

e<Iucation zones". Mention should also be made of the "Opstapje" programme, which is 

... 
165 The idea is that, with the help of experienced mothers, the mothers leam to teach their o'wn children using 

games, drawings and books. 
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geared t() children of between tWO and four years and their motherS .. The overall CoSt of 

preparing .and running these' pre-$Chool and extnlmura.J :programmes :will be around 

Hfl 15-nUnion per yea.r.: · · 

_There ~ve been other_ educational ~tiatives, more_ particularly the introduc~on. of a · 

basic curriculum common to all pupns. in the first three years of secondary· school, the 

aim being -to ensure ·that they cJQ not specialise too soon, as is the case at present. . ' ., 

Additionally, thanks to decentralisation the ·local. authorities and .sChools have ~re . 

leeway in deciding the-most appropriate teaching -structure for ethnic minorities~ 

In · the . context of the __ natiorial deb&te on ethnic 'minorities, the local arid .-egional 

orgamsations ~ ·havt been invited by the govemm~t to foster twinning-ar,rangeanents· 
I ' ' t 1 

·. between firms .and secondary schools with a high- percentagC ~f pupils from ethnic . 

minorities. The idea is that there should 1be · agreements in which, the firm ·.would 
4 • ' ' " 

unden8ke to help. in funding school .activities, to organise _visits to the f11111 _ for 

. schoolchild~ and to reserve ti:ainee$hips for them. The general aim here is to create 
, , 

earlier and closer links /between school 1'and the worlc;l of. work, so that employers too 
. . . I , 

become aware of th~ full potentiii of young people fn?m ~rue minority backgrounds.166 

Generally speaking, as far as. the gOVernment is· concerned 1993 should be a pivotal year' 

· · far education policy· for minoritia. 

The point of this vast programme is to help schools once more· play their .part in ensuring . 

eqUI opi)ortUnities for all .. a far from luxurious ambition,:. since w~ all know that any -
I , . , 

. .failure of the school system penalises these ethn,ic ·minority youngsterS· the .m~t, adding 

to the disadvantages and discriminations they atready suffer in everyday: life,.; 
. , ' 

1~- - ~ govctnment ._. ~ ~ Hft 100 million (or thC next tl}rec,y~ to. f~ ldult education and . 
· ~the> waitiris'tiata: caQaed by a powiftB ~-_The~ au~:willlte ... il:tle for 

organising inttmRvo counea. for wotko.JB,. another..-. where demand: iS growin~f~.. · ' ·· · · 
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POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F lA. I L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

~ TOTAL 9987.0 5146.5 79753.2 10120.0 38993.8 56652.0 3524.0 57746.2 384.8 15010.4 9858.5 56705.0 
<lJ 

...J EUROPE 9741.2 5084.9 78690.1 9985.3 38816.8 54716.8 3506.6 57232.4 377.0 14720.7 9782.1 55207.0 

.0 
m 
t- EUR12 9633.9 5013.6 75674.0 9945.1 38782.7 54367.2 3504.8 57114.4 371.8 14486.5 9779.5 55058.0 

BELGIUM 9082.4 0.3 20.9 1.5 13.0 56.1 0.6 4.7 10.3 23.6 1.0 9.0 
DENMARK 2.6 4985.8 15.6 1.4 13.3 3.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.6 0.4 11.0 
GEFNANY 28.1 8.4 74235.0 13.0 49.7 52.7 3.3 42.1 8.9 44.3 4.8 42.0 
GREECE 20.9 0.5 320.2 9890.9 0.8 6.1 0.2 21.0 0.8 4.9 0.1 16.0 
SPAIN 52.2 0.9 135.5 1.0 38509.9 216.0 0.5 14.4 2.5 17.2 7.5 29.0 
FRANCE 94.3 2.0 85.1 7.3 32.5 53055.4 1.6 24.4 13.2 8.9 3.2 38.0 
IRELAND 2.4 1.0 10.3 0.6 2.9 3.5 3436.3 2.3 0.5 3.4 0.2 510.0 
rrALY 241.2 2.0 552.4 7.0 18.2 252.8 1.5 56965.0 19.1 16.9 1.2 86.0 
LUXEMBOURG 4.7 0.0 5.3 0.0 0.2 3.0 0.1 0.2 269.3 0.3 0.0 .. 
NETHER.ANDS 65.3 2.0 111.7 3.3 18.6 17.9 1.4 7.0 3.4 14318.0 1.8 20.0 
PORTUGAL 16.5 0.3 85.5 0.4 37.8 649.7 0.1 4.5 39.3 8.3 97t!!JJ.7 20.0 
UNITED KlNGOOM 23.3 10.2 98.5 18.8 86.1 50.4 58.2 26.8 3.2 39.0 8.5 54276.0 

EFTA (7.5) 24.9 243.9 7.5 30.0 (33.9) (0.4) 35.3 2.0 (9.1) 2.0 (40.0) 
AUSTRIA 1.1 0.6 18a2 1.7 2.9 3.3 0.3 8.8 0.4 2.9 0.3 7.0 
FINLAND 0.6 1.8 10.5 1.0 4.3 1.6 .. 1.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 3.0 
ICELAND .. 3.0 1.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 .. 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 
LIECHTENSTEIN .. 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 .. .. 0.0 .. .. - .. 
NORNAY 0.8 10.2 5.8 0.8 3.7 1.9 0.1 1.0 0.2 1.4 0.3 8.0 
SWED~ 2.7 8.2 12.1 2.1 9.8 4.8 .. 3.8 0.5 1.8 0.6 14.0 
SWITZEFLAND 2.4 1.1 31.2 1.8 9.2 22.1 .. 20.0 0.5 1.9 0.6 8.0 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (6.8) 6.6 407.7 26.3 3.0 63.0 (0.1) 41.1 0.7 7.9 0.5 (55.0) 
EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA .. 0.1 14.7 3.6 0.3 1.0 .. 2.9 .. 0.4 0.1 .. 
CZECHOSLOVAKlA 0.4 0.3 34.4 1.2 0.3 2.4 .. 3.1 .. 0.5 0.0 1.0 
HUNGARY 0.8 0.3 36.7 1.0 0.3 2.7 .. 4.1 .. 1.0 0.1 4.0 
POLAND 4.9 4.7 242.0 13.3 1.1 47.1 0.1 17.0 .. 4.1 0.1 34.0 
FOMANIA .. 0.8 60.3 3.2 0.3 5.1 .. 7.5 .. 1.3 0.0 .. 
USSR 0.7 0.4 19.6 4.1 0.7 4.7 .. 6.5 .. 0.6 0.2 15.0 

OTHER EUROPE (90.8) 39.8 2364.5 6.4 0.8 (252.7) 41.6 2.4 (217.0) 0.1 (54.0) 
of which; 
TURKEY 84.9 29.7 1694.6 3.4 .. 197.7 4.7 0.2 203.5 0.0 29.0 
YUGOSLAVIA 5.9 10.0 682.7 2.0 0.6 52.5 29.8 2.2 13.5 0.1 6.0 

~ 



POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 EUR:>STAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

AFRICA 182.3 7.1 198.0 19.1 39.9 1633.1 238.6 1.7 186.2 45.3 (148.0) 
of which: 
ALGERIA 10.7 0.3 7.4 0.2 1.1 614.2 4.0 0.7 0.0 2.0 
CAMEFOON o.o 1.6 0.1 .. 18.0 0.8 .. .. .. 
c.APEVEROE 0.4 0.0 1.7 .. 5.0 1.1 2.6 28.~ 
CONGO 0.0 0.3 12.8 0.4 .. .. 
EGYPT 0.4 9.8 9.4 0.6 6.3 19.8 4.5 0.0 4.0 
ETHIOPIA 0.5 18.0 2.8 0.0 .. 11.9 3.9 0.0 .. 
GHANA .. 0.3 18.8 0.1 0.2 2.8 11.4 5.2 0.0 20.0 
IVORY COAST 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.0 .. 16.7 2.1 
MALl 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1 37.7 0.3 
MAURITANIA .. 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 6.6 0.9 
MAURITIUS 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.1 .. 13.0 5.4 .. .. 16.0 
MOFDCCO 141.7 3.0 69.6 0.3 28.2 572.7 78.0 156.9 0.1 3.0 
NIGERIA 0.1 9.8 1.0 0.2 0.9 6.9 1.1 0.0 22.0 
SENEGAL 0.0 1.7 0.0 2.0 43.7 25.1 .. 0.1 
SOM6UA .. 0.6 5.8 0.1 0.0 1.1 9.5 3.8 .. 
llJNISIA 6.4 0.3 26.1 0.4 0.4 206.3 41.2 2.6 0.0 
ZAIRE 12.0 0.0 3.9 0.4 0.1 22.7 2.1 1.0 0.1 

AMERICA 19.3 7.9 144.6 28.6 98.4 72.8 (7.6) 128.4 1.8 42.2 26.4 (221.0) 
of which: 
ARGENTINA .. 0.2 4.2 0.4 22.4 3.1 12.8 0.5 0.3 
B~IL 1.1 0.4 10.5 0.6 2.9 6.3 14.3 1.6 11.4 
~A 1.6 1.0 8.5 1.8 1.8 6.8 4.8 0.1 2.4 2.1 29.0 
CHILE 1.3 0.6 6.4 0.4 6.8 7.5 4.2 1.6 0.1 
COLOM31A 0.6 0.3 3.8 0.4 6.0 3.8 5.5 1.6 0.1 
HAm 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 12.3 0.3 
JAMAICA 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.1 .. 0.1 .. 0.0 40.0 
MEXICO 0.1 3.2 0.3 4.3 1.9 3.6 0.3 0.1 
PERU 0.1 4.0 0.1 5.4 2.3 5.3 0.5 0.1 
SURINAM .. 0.0 0.0 .. .. 0.0 .. 19.3 0.0 .. 
USA 11.7 4.5 92.7 22.2 18.3 24.2 7.6 58.1 1.2 11.4 6.9 98.0 
VENEZUELA 0.0 1.5 0.2 10.8 1.0 5.0 0.3 5,1 



• . 
POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

B OK 0 GR E 
CnlZENSOF 

ASIA 22.2 38.2 513.4 36.1 36.4. 
of which: 
AFG~ISTAN .. 0.3 30.6 0.0 .. 
BANGLADESH .. 0.1 3.6 0.1 0.1 
CAMBODIA .. 0.0 1.4 0.0 .. 
CHINA 2.4 0.8 18.4 0.4 5.7 
INDIA 2.7 0.9 29.0 1.6 8.4 
INDONESIA 0.7 0.1 8.4 0.1 0.2 
I~ 1.7 9.0 92.2 3.8 2.7 
IRAQ .. 2.8 5.8 3.4 0.4 
ISPAEL 1.9 0.6 8.9 0.8 0.6 
J/JPN<l 3.1 0.7 22.1 1.7 3.6 
JORDAN 0.2 0.7 11.9 2.2 0.9 
LAOS .. 0.0 2.0 0.0 .. 
LEBN<lON 1.8 3.2 47.1 5.9 1.7 
MALAYSIA .. 0.1 2.4 0.1 0.1 
PAKISTAN 1.8 6.2 24.4 2.4 1.1 
PALESTINE .. 0.0 41.2 0.0 .. 
PHILIPPINES .. 1.3 22.0 7.5 9.1 
SOUTH KOREA .. 0.4 19.1 0.5 .. 
SRI LANKA .. 5.1 36.4 1.2 0.1 
SYRIA .. 0.3 14.5 2.8 1.4 
lHAILAND .. 1.4 15.7 0.5 .. 
VIETNAM 0.3 3.7 45.8 0.3 0.1 

AUSTRALIA AND 0.5 0.8 7.1 2.1 1.1 
OCEANIA 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 0.4 0.6 5.7 1.7 0.9 
NEW ZEALAND .. 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.2 

STATaESS AND UNKNOWN 0.9 7.6 24.3 3.4 1.2 

F I fl. I L 

227.0 140.3 1.6 

.. 0.2 .. .. 4.9 .. 
47.4 0.3 .. 
14.1 18.7 .. 
4.8 11.3 .. 
1.3 0.8 .. 

15.2 14.6 .. 
2.2 2.1 .. 
2.9 4.3 .. 

10.9 5.6 .. .. 5.7 .. 
31.8 0.2 .. 
21.0 5.8 .. .. 0.4 .. 
9.8 6.5 .. .. 0.1 .. 
1.9 34.3 .. 
4.3 2.2 .. 

10.3 12.8 .. 
6.1 2.8 .. 
1.6 1.9 .. 

33.7 2.4 .. 
2.3 6.5 0.1 

1.7 4.9 .. .. 0.5 .. 
1.1 2.4 

NL 

53.0 

0.8 
0.6 
0.5 
6.5 
3.2 
8.5 
5.4 
1.1 
1.7 
4.4 
0.3 .. 
1.2 
1.0 
3.9 .. 
1.7 
0.6 
2.6 
1.1 
1.1 
5.1 

2.4 

1.9 
0.5 

6.0 

EUR:>STAT 11-Jun-93 

p UK 

4.2. (453.0) 

.. .. 
0.0 42.0 .. .. 
1.2 8.0 
0.6 135.0 
0.0 
0.5 25.0 
0.1 .. 
0.1 2.0 
0.4 29.0 
0.0 .. 
0.2 .. 
0.0 16.0 
0.7 84.0 

0.1 17.0 .. .. 
0.0 26.0 

.. .. 
0.0 7.0 

0.4 (53.0) 

0.3 34.0 
o.o 19.0 

0.2 623.0 

I 

~ 
~ 



POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
"Zero" 

( ) Eurostat estimate 
= UK: Figures below 1000 

Belgium: For 20600 refugees breakdown by citizenship is not available. 
Germany: China includes Taiwan. 

The population of the 6 new LAnder is 16 million, of which 175700 with no German citizenship. 
Further breakdown is not available. 

Greece: Total includes 45300 Greeks with foreign citizenship. 
France: 1990 Census results, Metropolitan France only. 
Ireland: For 17900 non- Europeans breakdown by citizenship is not available. 
Italy: UK Includes 300 people from Gibraltar. 
Netherlands: For 200 non- EC Europeans and 400 non- Europeans breakdown by citizenship Is not available. 
United Kingdom: Labour Force Survey 1991 provisional data. 

China Includes Taiwan. 

EUAOSTAT 11-Jun-93 



POPULAllON BY CITIZENSHIP -Females- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 EUR:>STAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

NTOTAL 5106.3 2610.1 32874.8 5073.4 29086.9 1765.0 30008.1 196.1 7590.9 5100.9 29005.0 
CIJ 

~EUROPE 4994.4 2583.2 32516.7 5012.8 28253.5 1755.9 29821.1 192.2 7462.9 5069.4 28226.0 
n:s 
I-

EUR12 4942.7 2546.2 31169.9 4992.3 28086.6 1755.7 29758.1 189.7 7354.4 5068.1 28145.0 
BELGIUM 4688.8 0.2 10.7 0.8 28.1 0.3 2.7 5.4 12.0 0.5 5.0 
DENMARK 1.4 2534.9 9.4 0.9 2.1 0.5 1.4 0.8 0.9 0.2 9.0 
GEFfMNY 13.1 3.8 30544.0 6.7 27.0 1.6 25.1 4.9 21.1 2.2 26.0 
GREECE 9.6 0.1 143.4 4963.3 3.0 0.1 6.8 0.4 1.7 0.0 8.0 
SPAIN 24.7 0.4 60.4 0.5 103.7 0.4 9.1 1.2 7.4 3.7 18.0 
FRANCE 47.5 1.0 45.0 3.7 27472.6 0.8 15.1 7.2 4.4 1.6 23.0 
IRELAND 1.3 0.4 4.9 0.4 2.2 1721.5 1.2 0.3 1.6 0.1 273.0 
ITALY 107.8 0.5 218.7 2.9 108.0 0.6 29673.7 9.2 5.5 0.5 41.0 
UJXEMBOURG 2.0 0.0 2.3 o.o 1.5 0.2 138.7 0.1 o.o 
NETHERLANDS 27.7 0.9 52.5 2.1 9.0 0.7 4.2 1.7 7279.9 0.8 13.0 
PORllJGAL 7.8 0.1 39.6 0.2 304.2 2.9 18.3 3.7 5054.4 13.0 
UNITED KINGDOM 10.8 3.9 41.1 10.8 25.1 29.2 15.9 1.5 18.0 4.0 27716.0 

EFTA (3.6) 14.0 (243.9) 4.9 16.9 (0.2) 22.3 1.1 4.8 0.9 (29.0) 
AUSTRIA 0.5 0.2 80.2 1.0 1.9 0.2 5.8 0.2 1.4 0.1 5.0 
FINLAND 0.3 1.1 7.9 0.8 1.1 1.5 0.1 0.8 0.1 3.0 
ICELAND 1.5 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o 
UECHTENSTEIN 0.0 0.0 0.0 .. 
NORNAY 0.4 5.9 .. 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.1 o.e 0.1 4.0 
SWEDEN 1.3 4.7 6.9 1.4 3.0 2.5 0.2 1.0 0.3 11.0 
SWITZERLAND 1.1 0.5 17.5 1.0 9.7 11.7 0.3 1.0 0.3 8.0 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (3.6) 4.0 12.9 36.9 23.6 0.4 4.6 0.3 (25.0) 
EUROPE 
of which: ' 
BULGARIA 0.1 2.0 0.5 1.6 0.2 0.1 
CZECHOSLOVAJ<JA 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.2 1.9 0.3 o.o 1.0 
HUNGARY 0.3 0.1 0.5 1.1 2.5 0.8 0.0 2.0 
POLAND 2.7 3.0 5.5 28.9 9.5 2.6 0.1 16.0 
A:>MANIA 0.4 1.9 2.6 4.3 0.6 0.0 -USSR 0.3 0.2 2.5 2.6 3.7 0.4 0.1 5.0 

OTHER EUROPE (43.7) 19.0 (1052.6) (2.7) 113.1 17.1 1.1 (99.1) 0.0 (27.0) 
of which: 
ruRKEY 40.9 14.1 753.7 1.4 87.5 1.5 0.1 92.8 0.0 14.0 
YUGOSLAVIA 2.7 4.9 298.9 0.8 24.5 12.3 1.0 8.2 0.0 2.0 



POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP -Females- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 EUOOSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

AFRICA 83.0 2.8 66.5 5.5 689.8 48.8 0.8 79.0 18.2 (61.0) 
of which: 
ALGERIA 4.6 0.1 1.7 0.1 253.9 0.7 0.2 0.0 
CAMERJON 0.0 0.0 8.3 0.3 
CAPE VERDE 0.0 .. 4.4 0.6 1.4 10.8 
CONGO 5.5 0.1 
EGYPT 0.2 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.8 0.5 0.0 1.0 
ETHIOPIA 0.2 .. 1.5 7.1 1.4 0.0 
GHANA .. 0.1 5.8 0.0 1.1 3.6 1.8 10.0 
IVORY COAST 0.1 o.o 0.0 7.6 0.4 
MAU .. 0.0 0.0 14.0 0.1 
MAUFVTlUS 0.5 0.0 0.1 6.8 2.6 8.0 
MAURITANIA .. 0.0 .. 0.0 2.4 0.5 .. .. 
MOAXCO 66.1 1.3 27.2 0.1 250.7 7.3 69.8 o.o 1.0 
NIGERIA 0.0 1.4 0.2 0.3 2.5 0.2 10.0 
SENEGAL 0.0 0.0 17.0 0.8 o.o 
SOMALIA .. 0.2 .. 0.0 0.3 5.5 1.2 
TUNISIA 2.2 0.1 9.8 0.1 84.8 4.5 0.9 0.0 
ZAIRE 5.6 0.0 0.2 9.8 0.7 0.3 0.0 

AMERICA 10.1 3.9 70.6 14.8 38.6 
of which: 

(4.2) 78.3 1.0 22.2 11.4 (118.0) 

ARGENTINA .. 0.1 2.3 0.2 1.6 6.4 0.3 0.1 
BRAZIL 0.6 0.3 6.8 0.5 3.7 9.5 0.9 5.0 
CANADA 0.8 0.5 4.3 1.1 3.4 2.3 0.1 1.1 0.9 15.0 
CHILE 0.6 0.3 3.2 0.2 3.6 2.3 0.7 0.0 
COLOMBIA 0.3 0.2 0.3 2.1 3.8 1.0 0.0 
HAITI 0.1 0.0 0.0 6.5 0.2 
JAMAICA 0.0 0.0 0.1 19.0 
MEXICO 0.1 0.2 1.1 2.1 0.2 0.0 
PEFU 0.1 0.1 1.3 3.3 0.3 0.0 
SURINAM 0.0 10.4 0.0 
USA 6.1 2.2 40.9 10.1 13.0 4.2 35.7 0,6 5.6 3.1 51.0 
VENEZUELA 0.0 0.1 0.6 2.3 0.2 2.0 

• . ' 



POPULATION BY CmZENSHIP -Females- (Thousands) on 1 JanuafY 1991 

B OK 0 
CITIZENS OF 

ASIA 9.8 16.8 191.5 
of which: 
AFGHANISTAN .. 0.1 .. 
BANGLADESH .. 0.0 .. 
CAMBODIA .. 0.0 .. 
CHINA 1.1 0.4 .. 
INDIA 1.0 0.4 7.2 
INDONESIA 0.3 0.1 3.2 
IRAN 0.7 2.9 33.8 
IRAQ .. 0.9 .. 
ISRAEL 0.8 0.2 3.5 
JAPAN 1.5 0.4 11.1 
JORDAN 0.1 0.3 3.3 
LAOS .. 0.0 .. 
LEBANON 0.6 1.5 18.2 
MALAYSIA .. 0.1 .. 
PAKISTAN 0.5 3.2 6.2 
PALESTINE .. 0.0 .. 
PHIUPPINES .. 0.9 .. 
SOUTH KOREA .. 0.2 10.0 
SRI LANKA .. 2.0 .. 
SYRIA .. 0.2 5.2 
THAILAND .. 1.1 .. 
VIElNAM 0.2 1.6 .. 
AUSTRALIA AND 0.3 0.4 3.5 
OCEANIA 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 0.2 0.3 2.9 
NEW ZEALAND .. 0.1 .. 
STATELESS AND UNKNONN 0.3 3.0 26.0 

GR E F IRL I L 

16.7. 103.8 56.5 0.9 

0.0 .. 0.1 .. 
0.0 .. 0.2 .. 
0.0 22.6 0.1 .. 
0.1 6.6 6.9 .. 
0.3 2.0 4.7 .. 
0.1 0.6 0.4 .. 
1.5 7.0 4.4 .. 
1.1 0.9 0.3 .. 
0.2 1.3 1.1 .. 
0.8 5.9 2.8 .. 
0.4 .. 0.3 .. - 15.0 0.1 
2.4 8.6 1.3 .. 
0.0 .. 0.2 .. 
0.3 3.6 0.3 .. 
0.0 .. 0.0 
6.8 1.4 23.9 .. 
0.2 2.4 1.2 .. 
0.9 3.7 4.1 .. 
0.6 2.4 0.5 .. 
0.4 0.9 1.5 .. 
0.1 15.3 1.0 .. 
1.3 1.1 3.0 0.0 

1.0 0.9 2.6 .. 
0.2 .. 0.3 .. 
1.2 0.4 1.2 

NL 

23.4 

0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
3.2 
1.1 
4.3 
2.1 
0.4 
0.6 
2.1 
0.1 

0.4 
0.5 
1.4 

1.3 
0.3 
0.7 
0.5 
0.8 
2.2 

1.2 

0.9 
0.3 

2.2 

EUAOSTAT 11-Jun-93 

p UK 

1.7 (232.0) 

- 23.0 

0.4 4.0 
0.3 78.0 
0.0 
0.2 9.0 
0.0 
0.0 1.0 
0.2 17.0 
0.0 

0.1 
0.0 8.0 
0.3 42.0 

0.1 12.0 

0.0 10.0 

.. 
0.0 3.0 

0.2 (27.0) 

0.2 19.0 
0.0 9.0 

0.1 340.0 

a; 
<J., . ' 



POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP -Females- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
"Zero" 

( ) Eurostat estimate 
= UK: Figures below 1 000 

Belgium: For 8500 refugees breakdown by citizenship is not available. 
Germany: Data refers to the territorial situation prior to 3 October 1990. 
Greece: Total includes 21100 Greek women with foreign citizenship. 
France: 1990 Census results, Metropolitan France. 
Ireland: For 4600 women breakdown by citizenship is not available. 
United Kingdom: 1991 Labour Force Survey 1991 provisional data. 

China Includes Taiwan. 

EUR:>STAT 11-Jun-93 
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POPULATION BY CtnZENSHIP -Males- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

B OK D OR E 
CITIZENS OF 

t'1 TOTAL 4880.7 2538.4 30850.9 4984.0 

~ EUROPE 4748.7 2501.7 30321.5 4909.9 
.a 
ro EUR12 4691.2 2487.4 28852.2 4890.1 
t- BELGIUM 4393.6 0.2 10.2 0.7 

DENMARK 1.2 2450.9 8.2 0.8 
GERMANY 15.0 4.8 27839.1 8.3 
GREECE 11.3 0.4 178.8 4885.0 
SPAIN 27.5 0.5 75.1 0.5 
FRANCE 46.8 1.1 40.1 3.6 
IRELAND 1.1 0.6 5.5 0.2 
ITALY 133.4 1.4 335.7 4.1 
LUXEMBOURG 2.7 0.0 3.0 0.0 
NETHERLANDS 37.5 1.2 59.2 1.2 
PORTUGAL 8.7 0.2 45.9 0.2 
UNITED KINGDOM 12.5 8.4 55.4 7.8 

EFTA (4.0) 10.8 (124.4) 2.7 
AUSTRIA 0.6 0.3 103.0 0.7 
FINLAND 0.3 0.7 2.8 0.2 
ICELAND .. 1.5 .. o.o 
UECHTENSTBN .. - .. 0.0 
NORWAY 0.4 4.4 .. 0.2 
SWEDEN 1.4 3.5 5.2 0.7 
SWITZERLAND 1.3 0.5 13.7 0.8 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (3.2) 2.8 13.4 
EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA .. 0.1 1.6 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 0.2 0.1 0.6 
HUNGARY , 0.4 0.2 0.5 
POLAND 2.2 1.7 7.8 
ROMANIA .. 0.4 1.3 
USSR 0.3 0.2 1.6 

OTHER EUROPE (48.3) 20.7 (1304.8) 3.7 
of which: 
TURKEY 44.0 15.6 940.9 2.0 
YUGOSLAVIA 3.2 5.2 363.8 1.2 

F IRL I 

27585.1 1759.0 28072.5 

26483.3 1749.4 27745.7 

26280.7 1749.1 27690.7 
28.0 0.3 1.9 

1.4 0.5 0.7 
25.7 1.7 17.0 

3.1 0.1 14.2 
112.3 0.1 5.3 

25582.7 0.8 9.3 
1.4 1714.8 1.1 

144.7 0.9 27825.8 
1.8 0.1 0.1 
8.9 0.7 2.8 

345.5 0.1 1.8 
25.3 29.0 11.0 

17.0 (0.2) 13.0 
1.4 0.1 3.0 
0 . .5 .. 0.2 
0.1 .. 0.0 

;.. .. o.o 
0.7 0.1 0.4 
1.8 .. 1.0 

12.4 .. 8.3 

26.2 (0.1) 17.8 

0.5 .. 1.3 
1.2 .. 1.2 
1.6 .. 1.7 

18.2 0.1 7.4 
2.5 .. 3.1 
2.1 .. 2.8 

139.5 24.5 

110.2 3.2 
27.9 17.5 

L NL 

188.8 7419.5 

184.8 7257.8 

182.2 7132.0 
4.8 11.8 
0.7 0.8 
4.0 23.2 
0.4 3.2 
1.3 9.8 
8.0 4.5 
0.3 1.8 
9.8 11.5 

130.8 0.2 
1.8 7038.1 

21.0 4.8 
1.7 23.0 

0.9 4.2 
0.2 1.5 
0.1 0.2 
0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.7 
0.2 0.8 
0.2 0.9 

0.3 3.4 

. . 0.2 .. 0.2 .. 0.5 

.. 1.4 .. 0.8 .. 0.3 

1.4 118.0 

0.1 110.8 
1.3 7.3 

p 

4757.8 

4712.7 

4711.3 
0.5 
0.2 
2.7 
0.0 
3.8 
1.6 
0.1 
0.7 
0.0 
1.0 

4698.2 
4.5 

1.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 

0.2 
0.3 
0.3 

0.3 

0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 

0.1 

0.0 
0.1 

UK 

27700.0 

26980.0 

28913.0 
4.0 
2.0 

15.0 
8.0 

12.0 
15.0 

237.0 
46.0 

7.0 
7.0 

26580.0 

(11.0) 
1.0 
• 

4.0 
3.0 
2.0 

(30.0) 

2.0 
18.0 

10.0 

(27.0) 

15.0 
3.0 

Eurostat 11-Jun-93 
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POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP -Males- (fhousands) on 1 January 1991 Eurostat 11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 

AFRICA 99.3 4.3 131.5 13.6 943.3 189.8 0.9 107.2 27.1 (87.0} 
of which: 
ALGERIA 6.1 0.2 5.7 0.1 360.3 3.3 0.5 0.0 2.0 
CAMEROON 0.0 0.1 9.7 0.5 
CAPE VERDE 0.0 0.6 0.5 1.2 18.0 
CONGO o.o 7.3 0.3 
EGYPT 0.2 7.5 7.5 4.3 17.0 4.1 0.0 2.0 
ETHIOPIA 0.3 ., 1.3 4.9 2.4 0.0 
GHANA 0.2 13.0 0.1 1.7 7.8 3.4 0.0 9.0 
IVORY COAST 0.2 0.1 0.0 9.1 1.7 
MAU 0.0 0.0 23.7 0.2 
MAURITIUS 0.2 0.0 0.0 6.2 2.7 8.0 
MAURITANIA 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.4 
MOROCCO 75.5 1.7 42.3 0.2 321.9 70.7 87.1 0.0 2.0 
NIGERIA 0.1 8.4 0.8 0.6 4.4 0.9 0.0 12.0 
SENEGAL 0.0 0.0 26.7 24.3 0.0 
SOMAUA 0.4 0.1 0.7 4.0 2.6 
TUNISIA 4.2 0.3 16.3 0.3 121.6 36.7 1.7 0.0 
ZAIRE 6.5 0.0 0.2 13.0 1.4 0.7 0.0 

AMERICA 8.3 4.0 74.0 13.8 34.2 (3.4) 50.0 0.8 20.0 14.8 (103.0) 
of which: 
ARGENTINA 0.1 1.9 0.2 1.5 6.5 0.3 0.2 
BRAZIL 0.5 0.1 3.7 0.1 2.6 4.8 0.6 6.4 
CANADA 0.8 0.5 4.2 0.7 3.4 2.5 0.1 1.3 1.2 13.0 
CHILE 0.7 0.3 3.2 0.2 3.9 1.9 0.9 0.0 
COLOMBIA 0.3 0.2 0.1 1.7 1.7 0.6 0.0 
HAITI 0.1 0.0 0.0 5.8 0.1 
JAMAICA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.0 
MEXICO 0.1 0.1 0.8 1.5 0.1 0.0 
PERU 0.1 0.0 1.1 1.9 0.2 0.0 
SURINAM 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 
USA 5.6 2.4 51.8 12.2 11.3 3.4 . 22.4 0.6 5.8 3.8 47.0 
VENEZUELA 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.7 0.1 3.2 

.... 



POPUlAllON BY CITIZENSHIP -Males- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

B OK D OR E 

ASIA 12.4 21.4 280.8 11.5 
of which: 
AFGHANISTAN .. 0.2 .. 0.0 
BANGlADESH .. 0.0 .. 0.1 
CAMBODIA .. 0.0 .. 0.0 
CHINA 1.3 0.4 .. 0.2 
INDIA 1.7 0.5 21.8 1.3 
INDONESIA 0.3 0.1 5.2 0.0 
IRAN 1.0 6.1 58.3 2.3 
IRAQ .. 1.9 .. 2.3 
ISRAEL 1.1 0.4 5.4 0.8 
JAPAN 1.6 0.3 11.0 0.9 
JORDAN 0.2 0.4 8.8 1.8 
LAOS .. 0.0 .. 0.0 
LEBANON 1.2 1.7 28.9 3.5 
MAlAYSIA .. 0.0 .. 0.0 
PAKISTAN 1.3 3.0 18.2 2.1 
PALESTINE .. 0.0 .. 0.0 
PHIUPPINES .. 0.3 .. 0.7 
SOUTH KOREA .. 0.2 9.1 0.2 
SRI LANKA .. 3.1 .. 0.3 
SYRIA .. 0.1 9.3 2.2 
THAILAND .. 0.2 .. 0.1 
VIETNAM 0.2 2.1 .. 0.2 

AUSTRAUA AND 0.3 0.4 3.8 0.8 
OCEANIA 
of which: 
AUSTRAUA 0.2 0.3 2.8 0.7 
NEW ZEAlAND .. 0.1 .. 0.1 

STATELESS AND UNKNOWN 0.5 4.8 39.5 2.2 

F IRL I L 

123.2 13.8 0.8 

.. 0.1 .. .. 4.7 .. 
24.8 0.2 .. 

7.4 11.7 .. 
2.5 6.5 .. 
0.7 0.4 .. 
8.2 10.3 .. 
1.3 1.7 .. 
1.8 3.2 .. 
5.0 2.8 .. .. 5.4 .. 

16.8 0.1 
12.3 4.5 .. .. 0.2 .. 
6.2 8.2 .. .. 0.1 
0.5 10.4 .. 
1.1 1.0 .. 
8.8 8.7 .. 
3.7 2.3 .. 
0.8 0.4 .. 

18.5 1.4 .. 
1.1 2.5 0.0 

0.9 2.2 .. .. 0.2 .. 
- 0.7 1.2 

NL p 

21.5 2.5 

0.5 
0.5 0.0 
0.2 .. 
3.3 0.8 
2.0 0.3 
4.2 
3.3 0.3 
0.7 0.1 
1.1 0.0 
2.3 0.2 
0.2 0.0 

0.8 0.1 
0.8 0.0 
2.5 0.4 

0.4 0.0 
0.3 
1.9 0.0 
0.8 
0.3 
3.0 0.0 

1.2 0.2 

0.9 0.2 
0.2 ·0.0 

3.8 0.1 

UK 

(220.0) 

19.0 .. 
4.0 

57.0 

16.0 

1.0 
13.0 

8.0 
42.0 

5.0 

16.0 

4.0 

(28.0) 

15.0 
10.0 

283.0 

Eurostat 11-Jun-93 
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• POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP -Males- (Thousands) on 1 January 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
"Zero'' 

( ) Eurostat estimate 
= UK: Figures below 1000 

Belgium: For 121 00 refugees breakdown by citizenship is not avalaible. 
Germany: Data refers to the territoral situation prior to 3 October 1990. 
Greece: Total includes 241 00 Greek men with foreign citizenship. 
France: 1990 Census results, Metropolitan France. 
Ireland: For 9600 non-European men breakdown by citizenship is not avalalble. 
United Kingdom: Labour Force Survey 1991 provisional data. 

China Includes Taiwan. 

Eurostat 11-Jun-93 
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IMMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE 1991 EUAOSTAT11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
COUNTRY OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE 

TOTAL 67460 43587 1182927 24346 24320 102109 10913 121136 287000 

- EUR12 27713 10488 150543 8732 33914 71000 
BELGIUM 460 4521 689 5402 4000 
DENMARK 305 3534 106 469 1000 
GERMANY 3343 2425 2671 11003 29000 
GREECE 849 248 29332 24 966 5000 

...;t SPAIN 1448 948 8523 1953 4000 

GJ 
FRANCE 7473 1260 1no1 2472 2835 15000 

_j IRELAND 314 185 5837 30 851 .. 
.!)' 

ITALY 2557 547 38372 324 1521 6000 (Q 
1-- LUXEMBOURG 1017 118 1111 28 182 1000 

NETHERLANDS 6120 497 9949 488 6000 
PORTUGAL 1726 126 11489 404 1033 1000 
UNITED KINGDOM 2761 3672 20174 1498 7699 

EFTA 1894 7337 32858 2881 2529 11000 
AUSTRIA 102 127 16898 60 442 2000 
FNLAND 234 273 2271 60 243 1000 
ICELAND 713 431 5 63 1000 
UECHTENSTEIN .. 1 51 9 8 
NORWAY 249 2520 1702 71 326 3000 
SWEDEN 606 3014 3478 147 442 2000 
SWITZERLAND 503 689 8027 2529 1005 2000 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (472) 1737 297362 4182 (2000) 
EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA .. 112 17240 354 1000 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 90 101 24438 294 
HUNGARY 11 119 25676 255 -POLAND 48 n3 145663 1452 1000 
ROMANIA 172 84165 1155 -
Ex-USSR 323 460 195272 682 1000 

OTHER EUROPE (3097) 4227 309783 14980 (9000) 
of which: 
TURKEY 2324 1986 82818 12519 2000 
YUGOSLAVIA n3 831 222824 2315 1000 



IMMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
COUNTRY OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE 

AFRICA 12633 2851 52761 3095 20283 (33000) 
of which: 
MOROCCO 2874 342 6094 2168 8993 
NIGERIA 88 8749 .. 924 4000 
SOUTH AFRICA 63 3314 47 943 8000 

AMERICA 5437 8164 52174 7664 27585 (36000) 
of which: 
CANADA 553 504 3901 142 1329 6000 
USA 3197 3627 31614 737 5353 25000 

ASIA 4984 7244 83539 776 15350 (65000) 
of which: 
CHINA 424 366 5560 1267 2000 
INDIA 634 290 8079 875 5000 
IRAN 215 781 8143 47 1531 
JAPAN 653 255 6209 44 1365 10000 
PAKISTAN 374 692 5219 990 12000 
VIETNAM 67 537 8732 228 

AUSTRAUA AND OCEANIA 246 1081 3779 336 2323 (41000) 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 201 880 3063 333 1492 30000 
NEW ZEALAND 183 556 763 11000 

UNKNOWN 7984 440 4804 (-) 



• ~ I 

IMMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown in available 
"Zero" 

() Eurostat estimate 
= United Kingdom: Figures below 1000 

EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

Belgium: For 3181 immigrants from non-European countries further breakdown by country of previous residence is not available. 
Total includes 19 refugees. 

Denmark: For 7 immigrants from non-EC European countries further breakdown by country of previous residence is not available. 
America includes 1 0 immigrants from the West Indies. 
Asia includes 17 immigrants from Middle East. 

France: Data do not include French nationals. 



EMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 EUROSTAT 11 -Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

TOTAL 33752 32629 582240 9149 6740 57447 239000 

EUR12 25738 24990 181343 5519 45300 169000 
BELGIUM 13217 57 1463 652 899 1000 
DENMARK 191 22167 1853 142 182 2000 
GERMANY 1691 583 84764 462 2527 6000 
GREECE 284 57 15532 39 256 3000 
SPAIN 676 103 5983 107 696 2000 
FRANCE 2542 358 9761 986 775 10000 
IRELAND 158 143 4846 25 262 2000 
ITALY 2056 299 36609 424 552 3000 
LUXEMBOURG 111 1 354 873 14 
NETHERLANDS 2746 253 4800 243 36075 3000 
PORTUGAL 360 31 4188 1321 223 1000 
UNITED KINGDOM 1706 938 11190 245 2839 137000 

EFTA 732 2304 19893 192 762 (2000) 
AUSTRIA 46 35 12757 20 104 
FINLAND 145 203 1689 65 111 
ICELAND 645 225 9 11 
LIECHTENSTEIN 8 
NORWAY 146 779 971 29 224 1000 
SWEDEN 273 562 1872 45 183 = 
SWITZERLAND 122 80 2371 24 129 = 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (307) 599 191899 117 982 (1000) -i 

EUROPE llJ 
0" 

of which: r-

BULGARIA 11 3630 17 66 
(1) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 34 57 13250 23 72 = V1 

HUNGARY 38 31 14880 8 95 
POLAND 163 346 117193 46 428 1000 
ROMANIA 14 30784 8 288 
Ex-USSR 72 140 12162 15 33 

OTHER EUROPE (325) 453 91323 91 2131 (3000) 
of which: 
TURKEY 248 272 36638 7 1836 1000 I 

YUGOSLAVIA n 177 53937 84 281 "'-$> 

-c--

• 



EMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

AFRICA 1556 513 22076 98 2214 (4000) 
of which: 
NIGERIA .. 13 3558 109 1000 
MOROCCO 342 71 2000 14 1149 = 
GHANA 31 2980 4 131 = 
AMERICA 3243 2038 22996 480 3065 (23000) 
of which: 
USA 2528 1593 14348 326 1565 17000 
CANADA 231 196 1519 21 264 3000 
BRAZIL 148 79 1874 27 116 2000 

ASIA 1537 1344 48995 194 2551 (24000) 
of which: 
JAPAN 670 153 4832 45 896 5000 
VIETNAM 14 37 9949 1 27 
IRAN 23 276 5455 52 101 -
AUSTRAUA AND OCEANIA 94 313 1777 10 406 (14000) 
of which: 
AUSTRAUA 85 248 1037 7 316 9000 
NEW ZEALAND 61 197 3 86 5000 

STATELESS AND UNKNOWN 3 75 1914 39 36 (1000) 



EMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
11Zero" 

( ) Eurostat estimation 

'I· 

- United Kingdom: Figures below 1000 

Belgium: Total includes 59 refugees. 
Switzerland: China includes 401 people from Tibet. 

EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 
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EMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF NEXT RESIDENCE 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

- B OK D GR E F IRL I L NL p UK 
COUNTRY OF NEXT RESIDENCE 

TOTAL 33752 32629 582240 9149 6740 57417 239000 

EUR12 21003 10731 124314 1769 26302 71000 
BELGIUM 506 4401 37 7369 3000 

..0 DENMARK 222 2465 - 345 1000 
Q) GERMANY 2704 2793 42 6977 17000 
-J 

GREECE 360 202 16258 1919 3000 ..c -
(Q SPAIN 1362 797 9485 2521 13000 ~ 

FRANCE 6605 1324 16944 1613 474 20000 
IRELAND 156 167 5084 - 1167 .. 
ITALY 2208 608 39207 4 356 7000 
LUXEMBOURG 1176 220 1071 - 254 
NETHERJ..AM)S 4010 510 10278 1 6000 
PORTUGAL 412 132 4901 40 532 1000 
UNITED KINGDOM 1788 3472 14220 32 4388 

EFTA 1318 6671 31295 6581 2580 6000 
AUSTRIA 113 146 17137 3 370 1000 
FINLAND 147 238 1820 .. 126 
ICELANl .. 834 285 .. 18 1000 
UECHTENSTEIN .. 2 64 .. 4 
NORWAY 156 2466 1269 '0:1 376 2000 
SWEDEN 278 2200 2432 2 332 = 
SWITZERLA.ND 624 785 8288 6349 1354 2000 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN (134) 738 181047 18 1110 (2000) 
EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA .. 11 3555 .. 58 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 43 98 13475 .. 144 1000 
HUNGARY - 66 15278 .. ·155 
POL»ool - 393 118029 2 439 1000 
ROMANIA .. 17 30710 .. 223 
Ex-USSR 91 153 12987 16 91 = 
OTHER EUROPE (328) 1289 91239 .. 2224 (7000) 
of which: 
TURKEY 245 281 36763 .. 1841 1000 
YUGOSLAVIA 83 150 53571 .. 282 

' ~ 
~ 
l 



EMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF NEXT RESIDENCE 1991 EUROSTAT11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
COUNTRY OF NEXT RESIDENCE 

AFRICA 2716 1342 25332 169 4084 (16000) 
of which: 
MOROCCO 392 69 2072 76 1191 = 
NIGERIA 58 3714 242 2000 
SOUTH AFRICA 68 1928 489 6000 

AMERICA 4512 6977 44936 572 13853 52000 
of which: 
CANNJA 456 455 5251 5 1121 14000 
USA 3232 3858 29057 20 4621 32000 

ASIA 1954 2284 49614 39 5576 45000 
of which: 
CHINA 89 105 3073 142 1000 
I I'D lA 87 89 4608 202 3000 
IRAN 24 198 4769 .. 68 = 
JN'AN 672 261 5051 1 902 8000 
PAKISTAN 46 283 1776 5 279 3000 
VIETNAM 14 24 9741 12 

AUSTRALIA AND OCEANIA 233 1005 3258 1 1688 39000 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 179 846 2648 1015 32000 
NEW ZEALAND 149 469 635 7000 

STATELESS AND UNKNOWN 499 1588 18209 



• 
EMIGRATION BY COUNTRY OF NEXT RESIDENCE 1991 

NOTES: 

( ) 

No further breakdown is available 
"Zero" 
Eurostat estimate 
United Kingdom: Figures below 1000 

EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

Belgium: For 1055 emigrants to non EC European countries further breakdown by country of next residence is not available 
Denmark: For 4 emigrants to Europe further breakdown by country of next residence is not available 

America includes 3 emigrants to the West Indies 
Spain: Africa includes 6 emigrants to Senegambia 
United Kingdom: America includes 108 emigrants to Montserrat 
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FOREIGN EMPLOYEES BY NACE DIVISION (Thousands) 1987-1992 11-Jun-93 EUROSTAT 

B OK D GR E F IRL I l Nl p UK 

NACE 0 
Agriculture, For .. ty, Fishing 
1887 0.9 1.0 12.1 0.8 : 32.2 0.8 0.5 2.0 1987 
1888 1.0 1.0 12.1 0.9 : 40.4 0.6 0.6 2.0 1888 
1888 1.0 0.9 13.4 0.7 1.5 41.6 0.5 0.6 3.0 1881 
1880 : 0.9 15.1 1.2 3.1 : 0.7 0.7 5.0 1180 
1181 : 0.9 16.9 2.0 3.3 : 0.5 0.8 5.0 1881 
1882 : 0.9 19.7 : 20.2 : : 0.8 : : 1882 

NACE 1 
Energy and Water 
1187 5.7 0.2 30.3 0.5 : 12.4 0.2 0.1 3.0 12.1 1887 
1888 2.6 0.2 30.4 0.3 : 11.3 0.2 0.1 3.0 11.8 1188 
1188 2.1 0.2 29.6 0.3 1.1 9.7 0.3 0.1 2.0 1188 
1880 : 0.3 28.4 0.3 1.2 : 0.1 0.1 3.0 1810 
1111 : 0.2 27.8 0.5 1.3 : 0.1 0.1 3.0 1111 
1882 : 0.2 27.0 : 1.6 : : 0.0 : : 1882 

NACE 2 
Mineral axtractJon. Chemicals 
1187 20.2 1.6 118.8 0.7 : 43.7 0.5 7.4 14.0 21.7 1187 
1188 20.1 1.4 115.3 0.6 : 43.9 0.7 7.3 12.0 21.5 1888 
1181 20.6 1.4 120.4 0.5 1.6 43.4 0.7 7.6 12.0 20.6 1888 
1880 : 1.3 122.4 0.5 2.0 : 1.2 7.8 12.0 23.1 1880 
1881 : 1.3 124.3 0.6 2.5 : 1.2 7.8 15.0 20.4 1181 
1812 : 1.2 128.4 : 3.6 : : 8.3 : : 1182 

NACE 3 
Metal manufacturing Industries 
1187 24.8 6.0 477.0 1.3 : 144.6 2.1 3.9 30.0 89.2 1887 
1888 24.7 5.9 469.8 1.2 : 142.3 2.1 4.3 28.0 80.5 1886 
1888 26.3 5.6 486.2 1.1 2.5 138.7 2.4 4.8 32.0 71.8 1888 
1980 : 5.6 507.7 1.4 3.8 : 2.2 5.0 31.0 71.5 1110 
1881 : 5.4 518.8 0.6 5.0 : 3.1 5.3 33.0 68.6 1981 
1882 : 4.9 514.9 : 6.3 : : 5.4 : : 1812 .... 

QJ 

NACE 4 
CT 
r-

Other manufacturing lndustrie• (1) 

1887 19.7 5.9 238.7 3.3 : 146.2 2.2 5.1 28.0 97.8 1887 ......, 
1988 20.1 6.2 239.2 2.8 : 137.6 2.3 5.4 28.0 103.4 1988 
1888 21.9 6.0 244.3 2.6 2.6 155.1 2.5 5.6 30.0 70.3 1861 
1890 : 5.9 255.6 2.9 3.5 : 2.0 5.9 30.0 60.9 1890 
1991 : 5.8 274.4 1.6 4.3 : 2.9 8.1 33.0 51.6 1991 
1992 : 5.4 291.3 : 8.9 : : 8.2 : : 1992 

NACE 5 
I Buldlng and civil engineering 
~ 

1987 17.1 1.6 132.8 1.9 : 233.6 0.8 9.6 9.0 47.9 1887 
~ 

1988 18.7 1.6 132.1 1.7 : 234.8 1.1 11.8 10.0 52.2 1988 <:> 
1881 21.8 1.5 140.3 1.6 2.9 243.0 0.7 13.0 10.0 42.5 1888 l 
1880 : 1.4 147.2 1.9 4.3 : 1.0 14.1 9.0 38.5 1880 
1891 : 1.3 151.1 0.8 6.2 : 1.4 15.1 7.0 32.2 1891 
1182 : 1.2 173.0 : 19.5 : : 18.7 

.. 
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FOREIGN EMPLOYEES BYNACE DIVISION (fhousands) 1987-1992 11-Jun-93 EUROSTAT 

B DK D GR E F IRL I l NL p UK 

NACE 8 
Distributive trades 
1987 36.1 7.8 204.9 6.5 : 175.5 3.8 : 11.8 25.0 182.5 1987 
1968 37.1 8.1 219.2 6.4 : 180.1 4.5 : 14.5 26.0 194.9 1988 
1989 40.3 ' 7.9 232.6 6.2 12.9 186.4 3.5 : 16.0 30.0 158.6 1989 
1990 : 7.7 251.7 6.6 16.1 : 4.0 : 17.7 36.0 155.7 1990 
1991 : 7.8 281.1 8.1 18.9 : 3.7 : 19.1 38.0 141.2 1991 
1992 : 7.7 320.1 : 36.6 : : : 20.0 

NACE 1 
Tranaport and communication etc. 
1987 7.3 3.0 60.3 2.1 : 34.7 0.7 : 1.9 11.0 : 56.5 1987 
1988 7.5 3.2 62.4 2.1 : 37.4 0.7 : 2.5 12.0 : 49.9 1988 
1989 7.3 3.1 65.6 2.3 5.0 41.4 0.8 : 2.9 12.0 : 43.6 1989 
1990 : 3.1 71.7 2.3 4.9 : 0.7 : 3.5 11.0 : 50.6 1890 
1991 : 3.2 80.3 5.7 5.3 : 1.0 : 3.9 10.0 : 39.6 1981 
UJ92 : 3.2 89.1 : 5.8 : : : 4.4 : : : 1992 

NACE 8 
Financing, inauranc• etc. 
1887 14.6 2.8 49.5 1.3 : 91.3 1.3 : 6.8 12.0 : 87.3 1987 
1988 16.3 2.9 53.5 1.1 : 102.7 1.7 : 8.5 13.0 : 91.7 1988 
1989 20.7 2.9 60.0 1.0 4.6 94.3 1.8 : 9.9 13.0 : 70.5 1988 
1990 : 2.9 69.2 1.0 6.1 : 1.7 : 11.9 14.0 : 77.6 1980 
1991 : 3.0 76.7 1.3 7.5 : 2.2 : 14.0 16.0 : 72.0 1991 
1992 : 3.0 86.0 15.6 : : : 15.1 : : : 1992 

NACE 9 
Other services 
1987 27.3 15.3 232.4 6.5 : 225.4 7.1 : 10.9 41.0 : 304.9 1987 
1988 28.4 16.5 242.1 6.9 : 223.7 7.3 : 9.1 43.0 : 294.0 1888 
1989 31.3 16.9 253.5 5.3 13.8 239.8 6.7 : 9.2 49.0 : 280.8 1989 
1990 : 17.6 271.1 5.1 17.7 : 7.7 : 11.1 50.0 : 258.5 1890 
1991 : 18.4 290.9 8.3 21.0 : 7.5 : 11.5 52.0 : 266.1 1991 
1992 : 18.6 319.1 : 48.5 : : : 15.4 : : : 1992 

UNKNOWN 
1987 2.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 : 6.1 0.3 0.7 0.0 11.4 1987 
1988 3.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 : 6.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 4.3 1988 
1989 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 9.9 0.0 0.3 0.0 4.6 1989 
1990 : 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 : 0.0 0.7 0.0 2.5 1990 
1991 : 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.6 : 0.0 2.7 0.0 : 1991 
1992 : 0.1 0.1 : 1.8 : : 3.0 : : 1992 

I 
Source: Reg.311/76 ud Labour Force SUrvey ~ 
• The Labour Force SUrvey doea not provida more detailed Information for figure• below 10000. () 

..;) 



Table 8 -10i ... 

TOTAL WORKING POPULATION BY CITIZENSHIP AND AGE GROUP (Thousands)- 1991 EUROSTAT 11-jun-1993 

less than 40 15-24 25-39 40+ 40-54 55-64 65+ Total 

BELGIUM 
Nationals 2246 441 1805 1429 1174 240 15 3675 
Other EC 135 26 109 70 61 9 1 206 
Non EC 62 16 46 23 21 2 0 85 
Total 2443 483 1960 1523 1256 251 16 3965 

DENMARK 
Nationals 1570 551 991 1271 906 284 80 2841 
Other EC 10 2 8 6 5 1 0 17 
NonEC 35 11 24 15 12 2 0 50 
Total 1616 565 1023 1292 924 287 81 2908 

GERMANY 
Nationals 15622 4950 10673 13075 9783 2995 297 28697 
Other EC 480 145 335 390 307 81 0 870 
NonEC 988 324 665 750 644 100 5 1738 
Total 17090 5418 11673 14215 10734 3176 305 31305 

SPAIN 
Nationals 8855 2949 5905 6158 4187 1833 138 15013 
OtherEC 17 5 12 12 8 4 0 29 
Non EC 23 5 17 9 7 2 0 32 
Total 8894 2959 5935 6179 4201 1839 139 15073 

FRANCE 
Nationals 13503 3043 10460 10164 7857 2149 158 23667 
OtherEC 350 79 271 329 253 71 5 678 
Non EC 510 100 410 431 353 74 5 942 
Total 14363 3222 11141 10924 8463 2293 168 25287 

IRELAND 
Nationals 795 290 504 500 349 117 34 1295 
OtherEC 19 7 12 12 9 2 0 31 
NonEC 5 1 3 2 2 0 7 
Total 819 298 520 514 360 120 34 1334 

NETHERLANDS 
Nationals 4204 1316 2888 2454 1994 403 57 6658 
OtherEC 58 13 45 38 32 6 0 96 
NonEC • 124 37 88 49 43 6 1 173 
Total 4386 1366 3020 2542 2069 416 57 6928 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Nationals 15620 5613 10006 11902 8509 2935 457 27521 ' 
Other EC 196 48 148 255 184 63 8 451 
NonEC 321 70 251 199 155 40 4 521 
Unknown 143 52 92 87 68 17 2 230 • 
Total 16281 5784 10497 12443 8916 3055 472 28724 

Denmark, Germany and France: 1990 data 
France: Conscripts are counted In the total working population but are not considered as 

persons In employment 
United Kingdom: 1989-1991 3-year average 
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PERSONS IN EMPLOYMENT BY CITIZENSHIP AND AGE GROUP {Thousands) - 1991 EUROSTAT 11-jun-1993 

Jess than 40 15-24 25-39 40+ 40-54 55-64 65+ Total 

BELGIUM 
Nationals 2103 394 1709 1383 1133 236 15 3486 
Other EC 115 20 95 64 55 8 1 1'79 
NonEC 45 10 34 20 18 2 0 65 
Total 2263 425 1838 1468 1207 246 16 3730 

DENMARK 
Nationals 1430 499 903 1193 854 260 79 2623 
Other EC 9 2 7 6 5 1 0 14 
Non EC 25 8 17 12 10 2 0 37 
Total 1464 509 927 1210 868 262 79 2674 

GERMANY 
Nationals 14694 4687 10008 12331 9308 2729 293 27025 
Other EC 447 135 312 356 286 68 0 803 
NonEC 843 279 564 664 577 82 5 1507 
Total 15984 5100 10884 13350 10171 2879 301 29334 

SPAIN 
Nationals 6943 2032 4910 5617 3803 1678 136 12559 
Other EC 14 3 11 11 7 4 0 25 
NonEC 18 3 15 8 6 2 0 26 
Total 6974 2039 4936 5635 3816 1684 136 12609 

FRANCE 
Nationals 11597 2212 9384 9370 7290 1927 153 20966 
Other EC 309 65 243 296 232 60 4 605 
NonEC 358 62 297 341 283 54 4 699 
Total 12264 2339 9924 10006 7805 2041 161 22270 

IRELAND 
Nationals 656 221 434 438 303 102 33 1094 
OtherEC 15 5 10 10 8 2 0 24 
NonEC 4 1 3 2 2 1 0 6 
Total 675 227 447 450 313 105 33 1125 

NETHERLANDS 
Nationals 3889 1180 2710 2329 1887 386 57 6219 
Other EC 50 11 39 35 30 5 0 85 
NonEC 83 22 61 34 30 4 1 117 
Total 4022 1213 2810 2398 1947 395 58 6421 

f UNITED KINGDOM 
Nationals 14194 4936 9259 11121 8067 2718 436 25416 
OtherEC 179 44 136 229 167 55 8 409 

• NonEC 280 58 222 179 140 35 4 459 
Unknown 128 46 82 83 65 16 2 2'11 
Total 14781 5084 9699 11612 8439 2824 450 26495 

Denmark, Germany and France: 1990 data 
France: Conscripts are counted In the total working population but are not considered as 

persons In employment 
United Kingdom: 1989-1991 3-year average 
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UNEMPLOYED BY CITIZENSHIP AND AGE GROUP (fhousands)- 1991 EUROSTAT 11-jun-1993 

less than 40 15-24 25-39 40+ 40-54 55-64 65+ Total 

BELGIUM 
Nationals 143 47 95 46 41 5 0 189 
OtherEC 20 5 15 6 6 0 0 26 
NonEC 17 6 11 3 3 0 0 20. 
Total 180 58 122 55 50 5 0 235 

DENMARK 
Nationals 140 52 88 78 52 24 1 218 
Other EC 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 
NonEC 10 3 7 3 3 1 0 13 
Total 152 56 97 82 56 25 1 234 

GERMANY 
Nationals 928 263 665 744 475 266 0 1672 
Other EC 33 10 23 34 21 13 0 67 
NonEC 146 45 101 86 67 19 0 232 
Total 1107 318 789 865 563 298 0 1971 

SPAIN 
Nationals 1912 917 995 542 384 155 2 2454 
OtherEC 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 
NonEC 5 2 3 1 1 0 0 6 
Total 1920 921 1000 544 386 156 2 2464 

FRANCE 
Nationals 1675 608 1067 794 567 222 6 2469 
Other EC 41 13 28 33 21 11 0 73 
NonEC . 152 38 113 91 70 20 1 242 
Total 1867 660 1207 918 658 253 7 2785 

IRELAND 
Nationals 139 69 70 62 46 15 1 201 
OtherEC 5 2 2 2 2 0 0 6 
NonEC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Total 144 71 73 64 47 15 1 208 

NETHERLANDS 
Nationals 315 136 178 125 108 17 0 439 
OtherEC 8 3 6 3 2 0 12 
NonEC 41 15 26 15 13 <") 0 56 ' 
Total 364 154 210 143 123 20 0 507 

UNITED KINGDOM 

' Nationals 1425 678 748 680 442 218 21 2106 
OtherEC 17 5 12 26 17 7 1 43 ~ 

NonEC 42 12 29 20 15 5 0 62 
Unknown 16 6 10 4 3 1 0 19 • 
Total 1500 701 799 730 477 231 22 2230 

Denmark, Germany and France: 1990 data 
United Kingdom: 1989-1991 3-year average 



FOREIGN EMPLOYEES BY NATIONALITY 1991 (REG 311176) .. TOTAL 
(Thousands) 

B DK D GR E F 

NATIONALITY 
EUR12 . 12.7 496.8 17.6 36.1 . . . 
Belgium 0.1 6.5 G.5 1.2 . . 
Denmark . 2.7 0.6 0.7 : . 
Germany : 4.0 4.1 6.9 . . 
Greece . 0.2 103.1 0.1 . . . 
Spain . 0.4 61.1 0.1 . . . 
France . 0.9 42.3 2.1 5.0 . 
Ireland . 0.5 2.0 0.2 0.8 . . . 
Italy : 0.8 168.8 1.6 2.8 . . 
Luxembourg . 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 . . . 
Netherlands . 1.0 24.7 1.2 2.0 . . . 
Portugal : 0.1 45.0 0.0 8.3 . . 
United Kingdom : 4.6 39.7 7.2 8.4 . . 
NON-EC 
COUNTRIES : 34.3 1327.5 11.9 39e4 . . 
Other Europe . 23.0 1139.0 3.7 2.1 . . . 
Yugoslavia . 3.6 318.5 0.1 0.2 . . . 
Turkey . 6.8 624.1 0.6 0.1 . . . 
African cop.ntries . : 48.6 . 9.5 . . . . 
Algeria . 0.1 2.4 0.0 0.2 . . . 
Morocco : 0.6 19.1 0.0 6.6 . . 
Tunisia : 0.1 8.8 0.0 0.1 . . 
Other countries : : 139.8 . 27.8 . . . 
USA : : : : 3.1 . . 
Canada : : : : 0.2 . . 
India . . . : 1.0 . . . . . 
Japan : : . : 0.9 . . . 
Stateless : 0.4 18.2 0.0 0.1 . . 
TOTAL : 47.4 1842.4 29.5 75.5 . . 

l--.-

Notes: The sum of individual countries might not be equal to the subtotal due to rounding errors 
: not available 

IRL 

18.5 
0.1 
0.3 
0.9 
0.1 
0.1 
0.5 

0.3 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0 

15.8 

5.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 . . 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 . . . . . 

0 . . . . . . 
23.6 

• The Labour Force Survey does not always provide more detailed information for figures below 10000 

I 

. . . . . . . . . . 
: . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: 

Table 9 11 June 1993 .. , 

L NL p UK 

81.4 92.0 8.3 332.8 
15.1 24.0 0.4 . 
0.4 1.0 0.1 . 
9.1 18.0 1.3 16.6 
0.1 2.0 0.0 . 
1.0 $.0 2.S 18.2 

21.9 4.0 1.1 20.2 
0.2 2.0 0.0 203.3 
8.3 9.0 0.4 40.4 

0.0 0.0· . 
1.1 0.6 10.6 

23.4 4.0 0 

0.9 19.0 2.0 

5.1 122.0 31.5 371.1 
2.4 56.0 0.8 . . 
1.2 6.0 0.0 . 
0.0 45.0 0.0 . . . 22.8 . . . . 
0.0 0.0 0.0 . 
0.1 30.0 0.0 . 
0.0 1.0 0.0 . . . 7.9 . . . . 
0.4 . 1.3 . . . . . 0.4 . . . . . . 0.2 . . . . 
: . 0.1 . . . . 1.0 0.1 . . . 

86.5 214.0 39.9 704.0 -. 



FOREIGN EMPLOYEES BY NATIONALITY 1992 (REG 311176)- TOTAL 
(Thousands) 

B DK D GR E F 

NATIONALITY 
EUR12 12.8 475.9 36.1 
Belgium 0.1 6.5 1.2 
Denmark 2.7 0.7 
Germany 4.0 6.9 
Greece 0.2 103.1 0.1 
Spain 0.4 61.1 
France 0.9 42.3 5.0 
Ireland 0.5 2.0 0.8 
Italy 0.8 168.8 2.8 
Luxembourg 0.0 0.9 0.0 
Netherlands 1.0 24.7 2.0 
Portugal 0.1 45.0 8.3 
United Kingdom 4.6 39.7 8.4 
NON-EC 
COUNTRIES 34.3 1327.5 39.4 
Other Europe 23.0 1139.0 2.1 
Yugoslavia 3.6 318.5 0.2 
Turkey 6.8 624.1 0.1 
African countries . 48.6 9.5 . 
Algeria 0.1 2.4 0.2 
Morocco 0.6 19.1 6.6 
Tunisia 0.1 8.8 0.1 
Other countries . 139.8 27.8 . 
USA : : 3.1 
Canada . . 0.2 . . 
India . : 1.0 ,, 

Japan . ; 0.9 . 
Stateless 0.4 18.2 0.1 
TOTAL 47.4 1842.4 75.5 

Notes: The sum of individual countries might not be equal to the subtotal due to rounding errors 
: not available 

IRL 

, The Labour Force Survey does not always provide more detailed information for figures below 10000 

I 

11 June 1993 ., 

L NL p UK 

86.8 
15.9 
0.4 
9.7 
0.1 
1.0 

24.7 
0.2 
8.2 

\ 

1.1 
24.5 

1.0 

4.6 
2.6 
1.4 
0.0 . . 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 . . 
0.4 
0.1 
0.0 
0.2 
0.8 

92.3 

·-



IMMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 

0 
CITIZENS OF 

~ 

Q) TOTAL 67460 43567 1182927 24346 24320 102109 10913 120237 267000 
..J 

~ EUR12 38166 25110 390190 13972 17047 9320 8592 55952 148000 
t- BELGIUM 13330 71 2126 85 169 916 869 1632 

DENMARK 378 21445 3060 137 88 258 169 351 1000 
GERMANY 2695 934 262436 665 749 1407 618 5891 7000 
GREECE 714 104 28419 10993 8 192 91 702 1000 
SPAIN 754 156 4860 15 137_67 372 116 587 2000 
FRANCE 5799 433 12886 342 452 1145 1411 9000 
IRELAND 396 149 5768 35 19 384 47 918 2000 
ITALY 2601 247 35768 191 248 1526 480 1024 4000 
LUXEMBOURG 184 4 494 2 3 22 938 18 
NETHERLANDS 6207 337 6567 220 192 511 267 35949 ·::.4()00-:- -~-~-
PORTUGAL 1894 39 11007 10 338 1090 3471 791 

4~-

UNITED KINGDOM 3214 1191 16799 12n 1014 2642 381 6678 117000 

EFTA 1433 2882 23796 878 368 1589 247 1209 6000 
AUSTRIA 78 52 13480 193 41 120 23 246 
FINLAND 276 268 2170 233 53 183 36 214 1000 
ICELAND 571 384 1 18 48 
LIECHTENSTEIN 1 11 1000 
NORWAY 241 996 1470 73 51 125 49 205 3000 
SWEDEN 637 902 2898 264 87 341 82 302 
SWITZERLAND 2C1 92 3383 115 135 820 39 194 1000 

CENTRAL'AND EASTERN (1113) 1635 293018 3409 5167 307 4156 (2000) 
EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA 96 17085 882 384 55 349 1000 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 96 89 22378 67 137 32 240 
HUNGARY 108 105 24734 98 128· 31 245 
POLAND 524 744 128422 421 2420 64 1495 1000 
ROMANIA 170 61487 565 1247 84 1163 
Ex-USSR 385 431 38912 1376 851 41 664 

OTHER EUROPE (3882) 2723 307888 571 (10727) 499 14976 {3000) 
of which: 
TURKEY 2900 1907 82536 106 9327 27 12663 1000 
YUGOSLAVIA 962 808 221263 137 1088 446 2276 1000 

I 

~ 
~ 

-+> 
(. 



IMMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 EUAOSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L Nl p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

AFRICA 9673 1838 48212 1520 2670 46765 190 18444 (14000) 
of which: 2208 
MOROCCO 3443 323 6077 24 1917 17774 25 9260 
ALGERIA 503 53 1790 9 180 11775 14 167 
NIGERIA 33 8586 7 2 811 2000 

AMERICA 4786 2389 32552 1650 3229 7353 501 12516 (25000) 
of which: 3163 
USA 2884 1460 19183 249 170 2712 216 2607 18000 
CANADA 405 224 2081 51 25 643 19 547 4000 
SURINAM 1 8 6688 
BRAZIL 318 129 3511 35 147 576 67 559 

··-
-· ... ~· ... 

ASIA 5369 5450 82065 1931 659 20730 432 12027 ··~~· (47000) 
of which: 189 
JAPAN 742 188 5917 68 41 1318 158 1312 7000 
INDIA 796 221 7995 146 639 25 826 5000 
VIETNAM 71 635 10316 5 3150 7 713 
PAKISTAN 456 450 4845 99 342 5 826 7000 
IRAN 259 955 8361 18 44 458 37 1636 
CHINA 560 328 4793 1233 52 1392 2000 

AUSTRALIA AND OCEANIA 164 368 2336 88 19 245 24 810 (22000) 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 123 281 1498 69 16 177 617 12000 
NEW ZEALAND 85 326 19 51 6 184 9000 

STATELESS AND UNKNOWN 12 1172 2833 327 189 121 147 (0) 



IMMIGRATION BY CITIZENSHIP 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
11Zer011 

( ) Eurostat estimation 
= United Kingdom: Figures below 1000 

Belgium: Total includes 244 refugees 
Denmark: Asia includes 21 immigrants from Middle East without further breakdown by citizenship 
France: French citizens are not included 

For 13 non- EC Europeans further breakdown by citizenship is not available 
Asia includes 57 Arabs. Further breakdown by citizenship is not available 

Greece: Asia includes 21 Kurds and 5 Assyrians. 
Switzerland: China includes 426 people from Tibet 

EUROSTAT 11-jun-93 
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REFUGEES 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

8 OK D GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

TOTAL 206 3501 15467 8108 2695. 505 

EUROPE 25 123 3578 5278 288 112 

EUR12 3 
GERMANY 
GREECE 
SPAIN 3 
FRANCE 
ITALY 
NETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
UNITED KINGDOM 

EFTA 
AUSTRIA 
SWEDEN 

CENTRAL AND 10 22 976 3265 66 9 
EASTERN EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA 151 256 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 5 144 
HUNGARY 2 120 
POLAND 3 7 1104 2 
ROMANIA 9 18 609 1566 7 
USSR 40 202 75 66 10 

OTHER EUROPE 15 61 2602 2010 222 93 -1 

of which: w 
o-

TURKEY 9 17 2243 2 222 90 r-
(j) 

YUGOSLAVIA 3 41 91 67 3 
~ 

~ 



REFUGEES 1991 

CITIZENS OF 

AFRICA 
of which: 
SOMALIA 
ElHIOPIA 
ZAIRE 

AMERICA 

ASIA 
of which: 
SRI LANKA 
VIETNAM 
IRAN 
IRAQ 
CAMBODIA 
LAOS 

AUSTRAUA AND OCEANIA 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 
NEW ZEALAND 

STATELESS 
UNKNOWN 

B 

65 

20 
5 

23 

22 

94 

48 
10 
4 

12 
9 

OK 

595 

552 
14 

1 

1994 

100 
617 
469 
472 

11 

788 

0 GR E F 

2268 

27 
74 

744 

528 

9066 

4050 
2757 

- ·199 
190 
887 
621 

24 
3 

IRL 

2005 

1166 
634 

19 

50 

744 

56 
279 

~- . ' 149 
62 
53 
25 

31 

L NL 

332 

217 
. '115' 

10~ 

• 

--- ~_g7_ -

p 

EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

-UK 

1_80 
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67 
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REFUGEES 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
"Zerou 

( ) Eurostat estimation 

France: Chine includes "3 from Tibet 
Italy: Somalia includes 1· refu·g·~·~ f(~m Erithrea 
United Kingdom: Provisional data . 
Switzerland: China includes 1178 {rom Tibet 
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ASYLUM SEEKERS 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
N CITIZENS OF 
~ 

~TOTAL 15354 4609 256112 8142 47380 15648 21615 233 44842 
..0 

{!!.EUROPE 6129 1336 166662 2522 14958 14575 7956 64 3700 

EUR12 . 12 3 
of which: 
BELGIUM 
GERMANY 3 2 
GREECE 1 
SPAIN 1 
FRANCE 6 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED IONGOOM 

EFTA 2 1 
of which: 
AUSTRIA 
FINLAND 
NORWAY 2 

CENTRAL AND 3482 566 (45894) (2462) 3912 1987 4084 62 (1198) 
EASTERN EUROPE 
of which: 
BULGARIA 403 40 577 569 418 440 374 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 13 6 1546 27 2 250 6 
HUNGARY 42 7 396 11 2 171 4 
POLAND 472 91 3448 972 406 9 548 4 19 
ROMANIA 2386 108 40504 813 2486 1491 1662 45 558 
Ex-USSR 166 314 100 413 65 1013 8 243 

OTHER EUROPE (2467) 766 (98731) (60) 11046 12586 (3872) 2 (2429) 
of which: 
TURKEY 1083 51 238n 9915 1 914 2111 
YUGOSLAVIA 1168 705 74854 60 875 48 2733 2 318 
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ASYLUM SEEKERS 1991 EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 

B OK 0 GR E F IRL L NL p UK 
CITIZENS OF 

" 

AFRICA 5982 591 36094 (2291) 
of which: 

16494 822 (489.1) 148 27498 

ZAIRE 2020 12 163 4402 18 297 60 7010 
NIGERIA 773 35 8358 331 221 6 740 4 333 
GHANA 1459 19 4541 106 677 6 465 39 2405 
ANGOLA 363 1 497 1718 7 159 6 5782 
ETHIOPIA 70 42 3096 42 345 816 3 1687 
SOMALIA 78 280 33 406 1710 1995 
MAU 19 1 3223 
TOGO 203 2 68 98 .. - 7 • •• 1308 
UGANDA 8 71 3 .1.448 
SUDAN 13 3 16 6 97 1151 
CONGO 18 1 . 855 ... 1 1 .... T , 372 
LIBERIA 224 25 358 199 12 335 24. 
GUINEA 86 7 67 1011 1 
MAURITANIA 11 2 1116 
SENEGAL 54 2 .. 339 701 

AMERICA 148 9 293 (2087) 1091 8 (197) 180 
of which: 
PERU 21 6 1618 176 5 

ASIA 3257 2111 50612 (379) 14730 242 (7827) 20 13033 
of which: 
SRI LANKA 30 280 5623 3400 104 1821 3 3763 
IRAN 173 418 8643 70 305 22 1726 530 
PAKISTAN 906 68 4364 1892 17 218 4 3243 
INDIA 1269 35 5523 1128 2 318 4 2075 
AFGHAN 1ST AN 36 75 7357 104 1 297 
LEBANON 129 110 4887 75 37 213 756 
CHINA 47 51 2442 3 1311 3 525 
IRAQ 61 967 309 169 29 684 1 914 
VIETNAM 112 2301 17 503 
BANGLADESH 286 10 691 2 66 3 296 
LAOS 21 1174 

AUSTRALIA AND 
OCEANIA 
of which: 
AUSTRALIA 
N.ZEALAND 

~ 

STATELESS AN 0 UNKNOWN 4 562 2451. 107 224 
-> 

435 ..t-
I 

( .- • It 



,. 

ASYLUM SEEKERS 1991 

NOTES: 

No further breakdown is available 
nzero" 

( ) Eurostat estimate 

Denmark: USSR figures exclude Baltic states 
Spain: Includes refugees 
France: Chine includes 3 from Tibet "' 
Netherlands: Only those countries of nationality are separately listed that numbered at least fifty 
United Kingdom: Provisional data 

EUROSTAT 11-Jun-93 
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